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ABSTRACT
MEASUREMENT OF PARITY VIOLATION IN THERMAL NEUTRON CAPTURE
ON A PROTON 
by
Mikayel Dabaghyan 
University of New Hampshire, September, 2007
The NPDGamma experiment is measuring the directional parity violating asymmetry in 
the emission of gamma rays from the capture of cold neutrons on protons. The asymmetry 
can be related in a straightforward way to effective couplings within an appropriate NN 
weak interaction theory, such as chiral perturbation based effective field theories.
Since this is a measurement within a two body system, the observables are calculable 
without uncertainties from few to many body (large nuclei) effects. The experiment consists 
of two phases. The first one, at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), has 
just been completed, providing a measurement of the asymmetry to an accuracy at the 
10 7  level. Directional 7 -ray asymmetries have been measured using a number of targets 
including liquid hydrogen and several medium - A  isotopes. The second phase of the 
experiment will commence at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge, where it is 
currently being reassembled, to continue the measurement to an accuracy of the 1 0 - 8  level. 
In this work the results of the commissioning phases as well as the first production phase 
of the experiment are discussed.
xv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The weak interaction between point-like quarks and leptons is well described in the 
electro-weak interaction framework within the Standard Model. Phenomenologically the 
weak interaction processes can be divided according to the level of the leptonic contributions
-Heff =  -^lep T  -^semilep T  -^hadronic- ( 1 - 1 )
The hadronic sector can be divided into the A S  =  1 , 2  and A S  = 0 parts, where S  is the 
strangeness. This thesis focuses on the strangeness-conserving hadronic weak interaction.
A number of experiments have verified most of the weak interaction structure; i) in the 
leptonic sector - decays such as pi~ —> e~ +  +  ue and t ~  —> e~ +  uT +  Ve ii) in the semi-
leptonic A S  =  0,1 sector decay experiments such as n —> p+e~ + ue and A —> p+e~  +  z>e iii) 
in the hadronic A S  =  1 sector decay experiments such as A —> p +  tv~ and K + —> tt+ +  7T°.
The modern standard model of electro-weak interaction is not quite complete, specifi­
cally the hadronic sector requires to be finalized. In the A S  =  1 hadronic part the dynamic 
origin of the A I  =  |  rule (where A I  is the change of the isotopic spin in the reaction) 
remains a mystery after decades of hard experimental effort. According to the isospin se­
lection rules, non-leptonic decays of strange hadrons such as K  and A satisfy the \AI\ = |  
rule. It is not clear why the \AI\ =  |  amplitude is suppressed as indicated by the experi­
mental result favored over A I  = |  such as given by the branching ratios of the decays
1
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r (k J — T jt°) >  n7<- -> jr+ + -°) ~  6oo. (1.2)
In the AS1 =  0 non-leptonic interactions listed above, n +  p —*• n  4 - p reactions are 
not mentioned because it has been difficult to isolate the contribution of the tiny weak 
interaction from the dominating N N  strong interaction in the n + p —> n + p processes. 
However, the weak interaction contributions in these hadronic weak interactions are de­
tectable through sensitive measurements of parity-violating observables.
At low energies the hadronic weak processes can be described, by constructing the 
appropriate potential for the interaction. Several theoretical models have been developed to 
explain how low energy inter-nucleon processes take place. On the other hand a number of 
experiments are designed to substantiate these theoretical conclusions. However, currently 
not all experimental ground has been covered. Experiments tha t study the weak interaction 
between nucleons can offer more insight into the mechanisms by which hadrons interact. 
One such approach attributes the weak interaction to a process whereby the exchange is 
mediated by light mesons, such as ir,p,ui [3]. In particular, the (n, p ) provides a way to 
probe the flavor-conserving neutral-current exchange between quarks, which has not yet 
been measured, as opposed to the strangeness changing non-leptonic channels of decay 
reactions. In addition, measurements of weak effects will at these energies will provide a 
tool to explore the low-energy limit of the strong interaction, and probe the low-energy 
non-perturbative regime of QCD.
A measurement such as NPDGamma will give a quantitative assessment of the theory 
derived by Deplanques, Donahue and Holstein (DDH) [3] based on the SU(6 ) framework for
2
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the Weinberg-Salam electro-weak interaction model. According to their formulation, the 
term with the pion-nucleon coupling is the most sizable contribution to the Hamiltonian 
tha t describes the meson-exchange model in the neutron-proton interaction. Being the 
lightest meson, and hence providing the longest-range contribution, the pion mediates the 
exchange tha t is the center focus of this experiment. It is all the more interesting, since it 
is dominated by neutral currents.
Theoretical approaches other than tha t taken by DDH have been made as well. Dubovik 
et al. [12] proposed an approach based on the SU(2)i  x 17(1) x SU(3)C model to calculate 
Hp, Hu and H i,  coupling constants corresponding to the amplitude of the interaction 
mediated by the p, u  and 7r mesons, respectively. The values for the first two constants 
agree with DDH best values, but the pion coupling constant is about 1/3 of the DDH 
prediction. Kaplan and Savage [40] and later Beane and Savage [4] used the effective field 
theory approach. In 1998 Henley [20] carried out the calculations using the QCD sum rules, 
while MeiBer and Weigel based their predictions on SU(3) [44]. Figure 1.1 compares the 
results of these groups for H\.
Weak forces possess a unique trait, parity non-conservation, that allows to discern weak 
effects among the overwhelming strong phenomena. NPDGamma makes use of the fact that 
in the process of radiative neutron capture on a proton, parity violation is manifested as the 
7 — ray directional asymmetry, A 1, with respect to the neutron spin. The DDH model then 
predicts a direct way to infer the dominant pion-nucleon coupling, from the experimentally 
measured quantity - A7.
In all, 6  meson couplings are included in this model, in which the weak potential is 
expanded in terms of the meson couplings as
3
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w4  , 5Hjj* (x lO -7 )
Figure 1.1: Theoretical predictions and experimental results of parity violation measure­
ments.
Vpv =  H 'X  +  H°pV? +  H X  +  H X  +  (1-3)
where the subscripts stand for the exchange meson and the superscript indicates change in 
isospin -A I. H \  is the coupling constant representing the pion, longest range interaction, 
contribution to the weak Hamiltonian in the DDH model.
Some of the constants have been measured in experiments over the past decades. In 
the late seventies and early eighties, several groups measured the circular polarization of 
photons emitted in transitions of excited 1SF  nuclei acquired consistent results for P 7  =  
(1.2 ±  3.9) x 10—4  [15]. The value of //^inferred from these measurements was quite low 
compared to tha t predicted by DDH, H * =  (0.7 ±  2.0) x 10-7.
A number or p +  p scattering experiments were performed at different energies, using
4
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longitudinally polarized protons. In 1979 Nagle et al. reported a longitudinal asymmetry 
of A =  —(1.7±0.8) x 10_7[19]. Subsequent measurements by Balzer et al. and Yuan et al. 
yielded the values A f  = -(2.31 ±  0.89) x 10“7(45 MeV) and A f  = (2.4 ±  1.1) x 10-7(800 
MeV) [32], [34], The latest measurement was performed by a collaboration at TRIUMF 
in 2001. They reported A Y  =  —(0.86 ±  0.35) x 10~7. Due to restrictions associated with 
reactions involving identical particles and CP-conservation, p + p reactions are insensitive 
to the pion channel, but are a measure of the p-couplings (see Fig. 1.1).
Measurements of the nuclear anapole moment leading to atomic parity-violation in 
U3Cs  [17] yielded a value of H \  =  (2.26 ±  0.5) x 10-6 . These results disagree with the 
18F  measurements as well as the measurements of the 205TZ anapole moment. As pointed 
out by Wilburn and Bowman [54], the former can be deemed to agree with the 133Cs 
results, if considered at the edge of the DDH reasonable range. However overall, the 
discrepancy between these measurements has not yet been explained. Fig 1.1 depicts the 
current situation with the knowledge of the meson coupling constants for the DDH model.
In order to consolidate the theoretical models, as well as the experimental findings, 
experiments tha t isolate individual couplings and measure them with high precision are 
necessary.
NPDGamma is most sensitive to the weak pion exchange. It can be shown [3] tha t the 
7 —ray asymmetry measured in this experiment can be express via the meson couplings as
A 1 =  -0.045.ffJ +  0.001 ff j -  0.001 f f j  -  0 .002#'1. (1.4)
We expect to ultimately measure an asymmetry of ~5 x 10- 8  with a 10% accuracy [7].
5




2.1.1 Conservation of Parity Symmetry The transformation of parity, by definition, 
brings about a simultaneous reversal of the signs of coordinates:
x  -> - x ,  y -*• - y ,  z  ->■ - z  (2.1)
or in spherical coordinate system
r —> r, 6 —s-7r — 6,4> —> it + 4> (2.2)
A system subjected to the parity transformation may or may not exhibit behavior 
identical to tha t displayed by the original system. The former kind is said to be parity- 
even, while the latter is parity-odd. It can be seen from the transformation rules just shown 
(Eqn. 2.2), that for instance vectors of position f  and linear momentum p are odd under 
parity transformation. Both are p o la r  vectors. On the other hand, a x i a l  vectors, such 
as spin s or angular momentum L are even under parity. Therefore for example the dot 
product s n ■ k~f where syt is a neutron spin and A; is a linear momentum of a 7 -ray, will 
change its sign under parity transformation, while s- (kn x k7) will conserve it. In general, 
one way to search for a parity-violating signal is by measuring a correlation which is odd 
under spatial inversion such as • £7 .
6
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In quantum mechanics parity transformation is represented by the parity operator P.
In this context, depending on whether or not wave function is parity-even :
Pip(x,y,z)  =  i/>(-x , - y , - z )  = ±'ip(x,y,z), (2.3)
where ip is the wave function of the given quantum-mechanical system. In terms of the
Hamiltonian, which describes such a system, parity conservation ensures tha t the Hamil-
of the Hamiltonian it is clear that both terms are even under the parity transformation 
- the first part only contains terms of 2nd order in x, y and z, while the second part, as 
mentioned, only depends on the relative coordinates, and is therefore parity even. The 
solution of this equation is naturally parity-even as well. The probability of finding a 
particle in the particular state should then be independent of the choice of the coordinates:
Thus, for instance, the probability of a particle’s emission at angles 0 and ir — 6 with 
respect to some preferred direction should be equal in a PC process. In other words, the
7
tonian H  commutes with , the parity operator: H , P  = 0 .  Thus the parity operator of a
quantum mechanical system satisfies P 2 =  1 and has two eigenvalues: ±1.
Consider a simple Hamiltonian of a system of interacting particles,
(2.4)
where V (r) is the potential, that depends only on their relative positions. Prom the form
I ip(x,y,z)\2 = \ t p { - x , - y , - z ) \ 2 (2.5)
or in spherical coordinates,
(2.6)
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expansion of the amplitude
f ( 9 ) = \tp(r, 6, (j>)\2 =  a +  bcosO +  ccos2  9 +  (2.7)
should not contain terms of odd powers : b = 0. Such is the case for electromagnetic and 
strong interactions.
The wave function of a system consisting of two particles, A  and B  can be expressed
as
V a+b  = iPa iPb Xa Xbi (2-8)
where if>A and %pB are the intrinsic wave functions of the constituents, and %A, x B are terms 
describing their relative motion. The overall parity of the system can then be calculated 
from
P V A+B = P ^ aP ^ b P x APXb = p a + b  = PaPb PXaPXb (2.9)
where PA and PB are the intrinsic parities of the particles A  and B  respectively. Thus 
parity is multiplicative. By expressing PXab via spherical harmonics, it can be shown 
that the parity of Xa b  i's determined from PXab =  (—I)1, where I is the relative angular 
momentum. This is best demonstrated for example by solving the problem of a hydrogen 
atom, where the spherical symmetry of the potential can be used and the variables can be 
separated.
According to the premise of the theoretical description of inter-nucleonic weak interac­
tion which will be discussed in more detail later, the gamma-rays borne in the process of 
neutron capture on protons, will have an angular distribution with a term linear in cos9, 
where 9 is the angle between the linear momentum of the emitted photon and the spin of
8
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the neutron. In other words, 7 —ray emission will be directionally preferential towards the 
spin of the neutron and therefore parity odd:
L^ = ±.{1 + Accost)), (2.10)
where is the differential cross-section and A1 is the directional asymmetry.
2.1.2 Parity Non-Conservation in Weak Interactions The phenomenon of parity viola­
tion in weak interactions had to be given serious consideration in light of experiments which 
observed the decay of the K  — meson. The apparent conclusions from the observations 
of the group led by Powell [16] created the so called r  — 9 puzzle: it was noticed, tha t in 
two instances, the the otherwise indistinguishable particles (later unified under the name 
of K  — meson) could decay through two different channels;
K° —> 7T+  +  t t ~  (2.11)
and
K°  —> 7T+  +  7T_  +  7T° (2.12)
If one assumes that parity was conserved in these processes, as well as angular momenta 
and charge, it would appear that one is dealing with two distinct, though almost identical 
particles - r + and 9+ mesons. Whereas the the 6+ meson decayed into two pions, with 
overall parity ” -I- ” the r + decayed into three pions with total parity ” — ” . Since all mesons 
are parity eigenstates, particles decaying through these different mechanisms must also be 
different. Since pions consist of a quark-anti-quark pair, with respective intrinsic parities 
of 1 and -1, and since the relative angular momentum L  =  0 for these light mesons, the 
parity of the meson has to be =  —(—1)L =  —1. In 1956 Lee and Yang [41] pointed out
9
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tha t the weak interaction which is involved in the process of the kaon decay, was previously 
assumed to conserve parity by analogy with the strong and the electromagnetic forces. If 
on the other hand, parity violation is associated with the weak forces, then the experiments 
such this will make sense - r + and 9+ may in fact be the same particle.
Shortly thereafter, Madam Wu’s experiment, [18] confirmed this supposition. They 
measured the angular distribution W  (6) of the electrons, which in their experiments were 
the product of the /? — decay of polarized 6 0 Co.
W(0) = l  + A ( J - k e), (2.13)
where J  is the spin of the 60Co nucleus, ke is the electron’s momentum and A  is the 
asymmetry and 8 is the angle between the momentum and the spin. Their product is the 
parity odd term representing the PNC effect. In a series of careful measurements, Wu’s 
group confirmed a presence of a non-zero asymmetry and hence of parity violation in the 
weak interaction. In an independent measurement of the 7r and y  decays at the Columbia 
University cyclotron, Leon Lederman et al. confirmed Wu’s conclusions.
Measurements of PNC asymmetries ensued in the following years: in 1964, Abov et 
al. [1] performed an experiment in which polarized neutrons captured on 113Cd nuclei and 
measured a 7 —ray asymmetry of (—3.7 ±  0.9) x 10-6 . Later, in 1996 Lobashev et al. [42] 
measured circular polarization of 7 —rays emitted by the decaying polarized nuclei of 181Ta.
2.1.3 Hadronic-Weak Interaction Nuclear studies of neutron (3 -decays have signifi­
cantly contributed to the establishment of the V  — A  nature of the weak interaction and 
the conserved vector current hypothesis that are the corner stones of the modern electro- 
weak standard model. Research of weak interaction carried out today is mostly a search
10
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for weaknesses in the standard model and violation of low-energy symmetries tha t may 
indicate a type of physics in the expanded standard model.
The hadronic weak interaction at low energies has been studied in a series of difficult 
parity-violating experiments for the last 20 years. Nevertheless, there remain deep and 
unresolved questions. Though A S  =  0 parity violating interactions are simple at the quark 
level, experiments involve strongly interacting hadrons which makes very difficult to connect 
models and experimental signals.
2.2 Hadronic-Weak Interaction. Nucleon Level
In order to arrive at an analytical solution of the problem of the hadronic-weak inter­
action at low energies, one needs to consider the most simple process, involving the least 
number of particles, wave functions, transitions and matrix elements. Such is the case un­
der the study of NPDGamma in which a neutron is captured by a proton and a bound state 
(deuteron) is formed after the emission of a 7 —ray. In this case the two body problem can 
be explicitly solved by considering individual matrix elements of the few states involved in 
the reaction.
At low energies, the nucleon interaction range is on the order of 1 f m ,  comparable to 
the nucleon size. On a quark-quark level the weak interaction is well described by exchanges 
of gauge bosons W ± and Z°. But this conventional mechanism cannot be applied to the 
range of nucleon-nucleon interactions, since at 80.4 GeV and 91.2 GeV respectively the 
W ± and Z° bosons are too massive to mediate the interaction between the nucleons. Over 
time A t  of the nucleon-nucleon interaction a virtual exchange-particle of mass m  is formed.
11
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According to the uncertainty relation,
A t A E  > h, (2.14)
and
A E  h ,n i e «
m  ~  - 2  c2A t   ^ ^c
which means tha t the distance traveled by the exchange quantum during the exchange is
ch h .a =  cAt  = —— = —  (2.16)
A E  me v '
Hence the ranges of the gauge bosons are on the order of 0.002 f m .
In the hadronic-weak interaction model, studied in this work, the heavy boson emitted
by the nucleonic quark at the weak, parity-violating vertex, converts into the lightest meson,
7t(140MeV),  which then strongly couples at the opposite, parity-conserving vertex. Since
the process includes two vertices, one that conserves parity and one tha t does not, the
’’overall” parity is not conserved (see Fig. 2.1).
2.2.1 Structure of the Nucleon-Nucleon weak interaction The effective weak Hamil­
tonian for the N N  weak interaction can be written as a point interaction of two currents,
Hw  =  ~^= | JwJw  +  J w J l  +  ,
where Gf is the Fermi constant, Jz  and Jw represent the neutral and charged currents, 
respectively.
Although the weak currents are coupled via the exchange of the intermediate charged 
and neutral bosons, in the low-energy weak processes the interaction can be considered 
at the quark level as a local four-fermion interaction leading to the weak current-current 
Hamiltonian.
12
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Charged currents Jw have A I  =  | ,  1 components. If A I  =  the total isospin change 
due to  JWJ XW will be A Itot =  1- This term mixes u and s quarks and but this is Cabibbo 
suppressed (by sin26c) with 6C being the Cabibbo angle. For the case of A I  =  1 , A I tot can 
assume values of 0,1, and 2. Since the Hamiltonian is Hermitian, the A I  =  1 components 
from Jy^Jw and JwJ\v come with opposite signs, so they cancel out. Therefore only 
AItot =  0,2 remain. This means tha t the main contribution to the Hamiltonian is from 
the i s o s c a l a r  (AI  — 0 ) and i s o v e c to r  (AI  =  1 ) neutral currents are responsible for the 
A I  = 1  channels.
The ordinary parity conserving low energy N N  interaction V^n  is represented in terms 
of a sum of single (n—,p—,u  -meson), or multiple meson exchanges. It is expected tha t the 
parity-violating interaction Vweak can be also represented by the meson exchange except 
tha t one of the meson-nucleon vertices has to be weak, parity violating, while the other is 
strong, parity conserving (see Fig. 2.1).
Exchanges mediated by p and u  are associated with A l  =  0,2 processes. On the other 
hand, CP-violation (Barton’s theorem) forbids the exchange of neutral spinless mesons. 
This precludes 7r°,rj and a mesons from being considered in this context.
Thus, NPDGamma is sensitive to the strangeness-conserving, A I  =  1 channel, that 
involves an exchange of the Z Q boson and 7r± meson at the weak and the strong vertices, 
respectively. The momentum transfers of quarks in the nucleon are less than the QCD 
scale of 1 GeV/c, the quarks in this regime are permanently confined and thus quark-quark 
interactions can be observed through the N N  weak interactions in which they are involved.
13
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a). V
e
P < 4  n  $
Figure 2.1: Depiction of leptonic (a), semi-leptonic (b) and non-leptonic (A S  = 0 part of 
the hadronic-weak interaction, an example of a non-leptonic weak process) (c) interactions.
14
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At these energies quark-quark weak amplitude scale is
~  in - 6
oi,NN Mw
where gw and gn are the weak boson and pion (strong) propagators, respectively. The 
weak processes, however, are overshadowed by the strong interactions, which possess much 
larger amplitudes. This creates a significant difficulty in regard to measuring weak effects. 
Under these circumstances parity violation helps to separate weak and strong effects, since 




Figure 2.2: One meson exchange potential for the parity-violating N N  interaction. One of 
the vertices is weak (the W  and Z  exchange) while the other is strong.
Weak N N  Potential. The pseudo-scalar terms containing inner products involving 
spins and coordinates will, as discussed, violate parity. The contribution of each light 
meson to the total weak potential, Vweak is marked by the corresponding coupling constant,
15
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and is estimated in the DDH model [3].
Vweak E E  H f V f 1, (2.17)
/j AI
where H ^ 1 is the coupling constant tha t describes the contribution of the meson type 
/i =  7 and V ^ 1 is the corresponding potential. The selection of mesons included 
in the description of the DDH model (Eqn. 1.3) is limited by their Compton wavelength 
of ~  800 M e V  talcing into consideration the repulsion of nucleons at short ranges. Due to 
the relatively small magnitude of the weak potential, it is treated as a perturbation of the 
strong Hamiltonian.
H  Hgirong +  Vweak (2.18)
Then the solution of the Schrodinger equation with this Hamiltonian is a wave function
=  ip + e</>, (2.19)
where ip is the eigenstate of the parity-conserving strong Hamiltonian, and <fr is the parity- 
odd state and
_  < <t>\Vweak\'lP >  /„ 9f.s
A E  K }
is the coefficient which quantifies the PV admixture into the resulting wave function, A E  
is the energy difference between the two states.
The pion is the lightest meson, therefore, as discussed, it is responsible for the longest 
range of the interaction and thus makes the largest contribution to the potential. The Vweak 
can be derived from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the T-matrix for a two particle 
system with a Hamiltonian
H  = H0 + V, (2.21)
16
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where the potential V  contains both parity conserving (VPc ) and parity non-conserving 
(Vp n c ) terms [50]
T  = V  + V G T  (2.22)
with the general solution of the form
T  =  V  +  VGV,  (2.23)
where G is the Green’s function for the interaction.
G = E = k ± U -  ( 2 ' 2 4 )
Here E  is the eigenvalue of the free Hamiltonian H 0, and the imaginary term in the
denominator ensures that there is no singularity. The T-matrix elements between the initial 
(0 ) and final (tp) states can be written as
< ip\T\(f> >=< ip\Vpc~=,— 7]rVpNc\(t> > +  < i>\VpNC~^— TrVpc\<j> > ■ (2.25)
h/ — xlo & — ixo
Which demonstrates the mixed P C  and P N C  of the weak potential. The final expression
for the weak potential is obtained by substituting Vpnc and Vpc calculated in the Standard
Model framework [3], into Eqn. 2.25 and Fourier transforming the result, in order to extract
the potential from the matrix element. As specified, we are particularly sensitive to the
pion contribution to the weak potential, which now can be written explicitly as:
V 1 — — 
74 m h  x h
(cti +  a 2)
_ e 
P, (2.26)47rr
where m  is the nucleon mass, I  is the isospin, a and p are the spin and momentum, r is the 
relative coordinate. The term that contains the exponent comes from the Yukawa potential
17
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and contains the information about the meson’s interaction range. The term containing 
inner products of the a  and r  terms contributes to the parity violating effects.
2.2.2 Parity Violating Electromagnetic Transitions in NPDGamma NPDGamma mea­
sures the correlation between the directions of the neutron spin and the propagation of the 
7 —ray radiated in the process of the deuteron’s formation.
The bound state (deuteron) is the product of the n + p  —► d +  7  reaction. It is formed 
when the initial unbound state, formed by the neutron and the proton, transitions to the 
final bound state by emitting a 2.2 MeV 7 —ray. An emission of a photon is described 
by a  plane wave, which then can be represented as a multipole radiation by expanding 
the expression into terms according to the angular momentum, I , carried away by the 
7 —quantum.
In the present work we only consider the lowest order components of the multipole 
radiation - the dipole electric E l  and magnetic M l transitions, for the contributions from 
the higher order transitions are negligible. Emission probability for the transition between 
the states tp and 0  can be roughly estimated from
2 tt / 1 rr/i 1 ( R \ 21 ,=  (2.27)
where =  ^rhcf is the density of the final states and uj is the frequency of the emitted 
7 —ray. Hence, when I increases by 1, the transition probability is reduced by 4 orders of 
magnitude. It should be noted that in general the intensities of the M L transitions are 
(d/fj,)2 ~  102 — 103  times smaller than EL, where d and /x are the electric and magnetic 
moments of the given nucleus.
Looking at the origin of the dipole moments one can see how they behave under the
18





Figure 2.3: The lowest order allowed elestromagnetic transitions in the process of deutron 
formation - n +  p —> d  +  7 .
parity transformation. E.g. the electric dipole transition contains terms proportional to 
the electric dipole moment, which exhibit properties of polar vectors. On the other hand, 
the dipole magnetic transition contains terms with the magnetic dipole moment - an axial 
vector. Therefore the parity of the corresponding transitions is determined from Pej =  
(—1)J and Pmj =  (—1 )J+1, for the electric and magnetic terms respectively.
As mentioned, we limit the number of possible electro-magnetic transitions from the 
excited states, by considering only the lowest-order multipoles. However, we can further 
reduce the number of candidates to be considered, by enforcing the selection rules pertaining 
to the angular momenta and isospins involved in the reaction.
Empirically, the bound state is formed by a neutron-proton pair with parallel spins, 
with total spin S =  1 and relative angular momentum L =  0. The excited state decays to 
the bound state, denoted by 3 Si, from the two main initial S-wave states 1 5'o and 3 Si (we
19
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ignore the 4% admixture of the 3D1 state due to which the end result changes negligibly). 
However, the weak interaction introduces additional states of opposite parity and angular 
momentum L  =  1 such as Eqn. 2.19 into both the initial and the final states (see Fig. 2.3). 
The initial and final states that result from this mixing are superpositions of the allowed 
“pure” states described in detail below (see table 2 .1 ).
The 3 Si and 3 Pi mixed state comes about due to the weak A I  =  1 contribution, 
attributed to the pion, while the 3 5i mixture with 1 Pi and tha t of 1 S'o with 3Po are created 
by the A I  =  0 , 2  component of the weak potential, and are attributed to the p-meson 
[6 ]. The mixing of the S-wave states with P-wave states can in principle occur in both the 
initial and the final states. Each of the states however has to comply with the selection rule 
applicable to the quantum numbers of a two-nucleon system: L + S  +  /  =  2n +  1 , where n 
is an integer.
L 0 0 1 1
S 0 1 0 1
I 1 0 0 1
| i n i t i a l  > IX, i  > IX, 0  > 1 x ,  0  > |3 P i, 0 >
| f i n a l  > — IX, 0  > |X, o> 1X ,  o >
Table 2.1: Initial and final states with their spins, angular momenta and isospins.
The main channel by which the neutron-proton pair arrives at the final (bound) state 
is the M l transition, induced by the strong interaction. Additional electric dipole E l  
transitions appear form the admixed states. Imposing additional constraints on the possible 
combinations of initial and final states allows to narrow down the criteria in selecting
20
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the states and transitions that participate in the reaction. For example, in mirror nuclei 
with N  = Z, E l  transitions with A I  = 0 are absent, and therefore matrix elements < 3  
Pi, l |£ ,l | 1 S'o, 1 > , < 3  Si,  Ol-El^Pi, 0 > and <* Pi, 0|ET|3 Si, 0 >  are excluded. Transitions 
between identical states such as < 3 5 i |M l | 3 5i > are not allowed through M l ,  since after 
the dipole operator has acted on the initial state it will be orthogonal to the final, so tha t 
the m atrix element vanishes. The resulting transitions can be seen in fig. 2.3. Note, that 
states in the admixture possess the same total angular momentum thus asymmetry cannot 
originate in transitions from J  =  0 states, x5o and 3 Po. The interference of the E l  from 
3 Si and 3 Pi, and M l  transitions from 1S q ultimately contribute to A 1. Each of these 
transitions change the isospin by 1  : A I  =  1 .
The rate of the radiation can be calculated from the matrix element according to  Fermi’s 
Golden rule (Eqn. 2.27) where the Hamiltonian is
H Em = -  J  d3xj(x) ■ A(x,£), (2.28)
where j(x) is the current density, and A (x,t) is the quantized field of the emitted photon. 
In terms of plane waves the vector potential can be written as
A^ ‘> ■ (* » )
V v 7 j , m,  A
X /  T i l  ~ . (2.30)
where
/jm* = j  e ^ e - ^ D ®  (k)rfk, (2.31)
bjm\  and are the photon destruction and creation operators respectively (they are 
required in the quantum-mechanical picture of the electro-magnetic field) , is the
21
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Wigner d-function, A =  ±1 describes the helicity state, and ekX is the unit helicity vector. 
The d-functions generalize the potential with respect to the direction of the 7 —emission by 
rotating k. W ithout this, the photon is assumed to propagate along z.
On the other hand a multipole expansion can be used to separate the electric and 
magnetic parts of the vector potential:
where
K ,  =  -  A ) .  (2-32)
M” = vW+7j(r * v )  (2-33)
and
E^ 7 W T T ) ( kl3lY,m + ^V YlmT r (Tjl)
(2-34)
with j i (kr ) are spherical Bessel functions, and Y[m(6, <p) are the spherical harmonics. Thus 
the Hamiltonian can be expanded into the multipole terms.
At this point, one can separate the angular distribution part of the matrix element by 
employing the Wigner-Eckart theorem. One has only to use the lowest order transitions,
while observing the selection rules tha t apply to the helicity and angular momentum of
the photon. The resulting expression will then include the reduced matrix elements. The 
matrix elements vanish unless
\Ji — J f \ <  I < |Ji +  Jf\ (2.35)
and
A = M f -  Mu (2.36)
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where Jtj  and M ,j are the angular momenta and spins of the initial and final states 
respectively. Plugging the remaining terms of Eqn. 2.29 into Eqn. 2.27 one can obtain
UJi f
k /  I < E l  > I \
=  —  1 -  \  cose  I <  M l > 12d n k, ■ (2.37)
4-7T V I <  M l > I J 1 v ’
hence the asymmetry of the angular distribution (see Fig. 2.4) of the photons emitted in 
the reaction
„  e < 3 P i |E l |3Si > n / - < E l >  ,
A7 <* Re g =  -2 v 2 -  . . .  , 2.38
7  < 3  S ilM ll^ o  > < M l  > K ’
where < E l  > and < M l  > are the expectation values of the electric and magnetic dipole 
operators, which is related to H^ as
Ay ~  -0.045 • H i  (2.39)
2.3 Compound Nuclei
2.3.1 Nuclear Enhancement of PNC Effects In the previous section we mentioned tha t 
the weak contribution to the Hamiltonian is considered a perturbation due to its small size 
compared to the strong channel. The observables associated with the weak interaction are 
therefore harder to detect experimentally. Spurious asymmetries and backgrounds make the 
task even harder, which emphasizes the importance of accumulating abundant statistics and 
eliminating potential systematic effects in NPDGamma. On the other hand NPDGamma 
we are dealing with a relatively simple two-body system, for which the matrix elements and 
wave-functions for the initial and final states can be calculated explicitly. Because of that, 
it is possible to make the connection between the theoretical model behind the process and 
the measured asymmetries.
23
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Figure 2.4: Gamma-Ray Asymmetry in radiative neutron capture. The cartoon depicts an 
angular assymetry in the n +  p —> d + 7  experiment. Of course, each n  4 - p results in 
a single 7  - ray.
Conversely, when dealing with heavier, more complicated nuclei, one has to consider 
the great multitude of the quantum states (~1 0 6) involved in the nucleus before and after 
the neutron is absorbed, and be able to calculated the matrix elements behind all possible 
7 -transitions, which makes direct inferences about the weak potential virtually impossible. 
However in the presence of a large number of nuclear states with small energy-spacing, 6E  
parity-violating effects can be dramatically augmented. This amplification is thought to 
happen through mechanisms known as the k i n e m a t i c  and d y n a m i c  enhancements [49]. 
In this case, although due to the complexity of the nuclear structure direct analytical 
connections are less obvious, some important characteristics of the weak interaction can 
studied by using a “ s ta t i s t i c a l j approach, in which all matrix elements are assumed to be 
random statistically independent variables, in order to obtain the RMS of the asymmetry,
24
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Dynamic and Kinematic enhancements The PNC asymmetry for the case of com­
pound nuclei, as derived by Sushkov and Flambaum can be expressed as
4 „  2  <  ^ a \ H v > \%  >J\. oc ------—-----  — (2.40)
where E S)P - Energies of the S  and P  resonances . T" - width of these resonances [49], or 
in terms of Eqn. 2.20
D y n a m i c  enhancement arises due to the rapid, near exponential, decrease of the spac­
ing D  between levels the same spin and different parity, as the excitation energy increases. 
As can be seen from Eqn. 2.40 the PV effect increases with the increasing matrix element 
and a decreasing difference of the energies of the S  and P  resonances. The denominator 
is inverse-proportional to the number of excited states, N  participating in the transitions, 
which dynamically enhances the observed asymmetry. On the other hand the value of the 
compound matrix element, compared to its single-particle counterpart is suppressed by a 
factor of [33]. Therefore the ratio in front of the square root grows with y/N.
Typically the width of the 5-resonances exceeds IA, therefore >  1, resulting inV p
the so-called k i n e m a t i c a l  enhancement. Under these circumstances the probability of 
the long-living state mixing into the neighboring one before the decay is increased.
The overall scale of the enhancement is typically on the order of 105, but is dependent 
on the particular structure of the nucleus in question. However, it should be noted that
(2.41)
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the dynamic enhancement does not strongly depend on the excitation energy, therefore 
the experiments can be performed in different energy ranges with respect to the neutron 
threshold. This is not the case with the kinematical enhancement, which is prominent at 
low neutron energies, where capture is likely to occur in the P  and S  resonances.
2.3.2 PNC Asymmetry. Statistical Approach We alluded to the complexity of explicit 
calculations of parity-violating observables in medium and heavy nuclei due to the number 
of states involved. The manifold of the states, can however be used to the study’s advantage, 
by taking a statistical approach, in which each of the individual matrix elements that 
describe the 7 —transitions are considered independent random variables.
As mentioned before at low energies the main contribution to the parity violating 
asymmetry is the interference of the E l  and M l dipole transitions. The NPDGamma 
experimental setup measures the asymmetry between the rates counted in pairs of detectors, 
in current mode. Such asymmetry can be written as
f E j  <  J f \V l \ J f '  >< J f \ M l \ J pf  > E t if )
A^ = 2 R e l s  ------- ---- —    f  , 7 ,/-------JT , JA \  , (2.42)
where the subscripts i and /  denote the initial and final compound states, and p and p' in 
the superscripts are their respective parities. F(JT, Ji) is the angular momentum coupling 
factor [51] and
OnJ  E*p(Ef )dE,
1  _ 0 ___________
S n
J  EStp ( E y ) d E 1
f  =    (2-43)
77. /»
with Sn being the neutron separation energy. This factor £ accounts for the fact tha t the
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detectors in current mode measure all 7 ’s, independently of whether or not they originated 
in a P V  transition. The number of states is determined from [52]
p(E) = ------   (2.44)^  ’ E  + l M e V  ’ V ;
where E  is the energy of the compound nucleus, after the 7 —ray is emitted.
Now, by definition the RMS of the numerator is calculated as the expectation value of
its square.
4 (  ( E  < ri\E1Jf  >< > K n j  ^ (2.45)
We can use our assumption that the matrix elements comprising the expression are random 
variables, to write
4 ^ ( |{ J '' |E lJ |') |2){|{Jf|M 117)|2X i,  (2.46)
Jf
At this point we point out that
and
<1 <  j t i m i i j ?  >  Ia> -  ( 2 * 9
where Tfa and Tmi  are the electric and dipole transition rates, and Sn is the neutron 
separation energy. Using these substitutions and replacing sums with integrals we arrive 
at the final expression for the numerator’s RMS.
R M S num = r2m^ \  I 8” E &1pf {E1)dE1 (2.49)
^  P f \ & n )  JO
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In similar fashion, for the denominator we have
£ ( |  < r , \Ml\Jf  > I2 + 1 < J’, \ E l \ j f  > 12)B*
Hence
=  2 y ( & ) ‘ O f "  <2-51)
' f
and the RMS of the asymmetry distribution becomes
A R M S  _  O ,  EV  T T . \ t | r Ei r Mi Jo E^Pf(Ey)dEy
7 ■  ( T ’ ^  ^  ( J *
(2.52)
2.3.3 Weak Spreading W idth In compound nuclei the 7 -asymmetry is a product of 
complicated initial and final compound states as shown in the expression (Eqn. 2.42). 
The weak interaction quantity e tha t carries the weak interaction is also formed by the 
weak mixing matrix element between the compound nuclear states and now divided by the 
average distance between compound nuclear levels D.
The quantity e can be also expressed with the hadronic weak spreading width Tw =  
1 .8 lg  3  x 1 0 ~ 7  eV [2 2 ] which is expected to be nearly constant as a function of mass number 
A. The use of the weak spreading width removes most of the level density effects.
£2 =  ^ ^ '  <2-53>
where p is the density of compound states and D is a single-particle level spacing.
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All the parameters for the calculation of the RMS of the 7 -asymmetry of Eqn. 2.52 for 
a specific compound nuclei can now be performed as demonstrated in [27].
A more interesting task is to use Eqn. 2.52 and a A ^ MS measured in this thesis to 
extract the variance of the weak matrix element M j. The individual weak matrix elements 
are assumed to be mean-zero random variables. The weak spreading width is then
M 2r
Tw = 2 7 r - ^ ,  (2.54)
U j
where D j  is the averaged spacing for levels with spin J.  In order to calculate the weak 
matrix elements for a given nucleus from measured asymmetries, one needs to incorporate 
spectroscopic information.
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CHAPTER 3
THE NPDGAMMA EXPERIMENT AT LANSCE
3.1 Overview
The NPDGamma experiment took place in Experimental Room 2 (ER2) of the Lujan 
Neutron Scattering Center at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), in Los 
Alamos, NM. Figure 3.1 shows an areal view of the LANSCE accelerator complex.
Figure 3.1: Areal view of the LANSCE accelerator complex. In the foreground is the 800 m 
long proton linac. Before the end station - a large building at the end of the linac - proton 
beam is deflected to the Proton Storage Ring (PSR) located next to the Lujan building.
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Low-energy neutrons are produced in a spallation process in the LANSCE short-pulse 
spallation source. First, protons p~ are accelerated by the linear accelerator to 800 MeV 
in 625/xs-long macro pulses which are then accumulated in the proton storage ring (PSR) 
and compressed into triangular 250 ns wide (in base) pulses before being released at a 
frequency of 20 Hz towards the spallation production target. The 800-MeV protons interact 
with the tungsten target and through the spallation process produce neutrons in the MeV 
energy range. These neutrons are moderated by water or cold H2 moderators down from 
epithermal to cold neutron energies. Total of 16 flight paths are viewing the moderators. 
The neutron guide of the flight path 12 (1FP12) views a novel upper tier cold hydrogen 
moderator tha t is operated in back-scattering geometry. The LANSCE spallation source 
consists of two cylindrical tungsten targets, each ~  10 cm in diameter and ~  7.5 cm and 
27 cm long with a 14-cm gap between them. The moderators are either around the gap or 
below the lower tungsten target. In the moderators the neutrons undergo several elastic 
and inelastic scatterings and some of the neutrons are absorbed by hydrogen. After the 
moderator, the neutrons have an energy distribution close to the Maxwellian, with the most 
probable kinetic energy of
En = h BT , (3.1)
where kB is the Boltzman constant and T  should be the moderator temperature if the 
neutrons are fully thermalized. From Fig. 3.2 the temperature of 30-40 K is obtained 
for the maximum of the neutron distribution. This means that the neutrons are not at 
equilibrium when they exit the moderator. Using the measured moderator brightness 
(Fig. 3.2), the dimensions of the 1FP12 neutron guide, and average delivered proton current
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on the spallation target of ~  1 0 0 /M, one finds that about 101 2  neutrons per second will 
enter the guide. Normally the brightness is calculated by neutron transport simulations 
but in the case of 1FP12 the NPDGamma collaboration measured the brightness since it 
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Figure 3.2: The measured 1FP12 moderator brightness. The measurement was performed 
by the NPDGamma collaboration [31]
Located about 20 m from the spallation source is the radiological shielding housing of 
the NPDGamma experiment. Figure 3.3 shows a 3D schematic view of the setup of the 
NPDGamma apparatus at the end of the neutron guide. The components of the experiment 
and their functions are in the order in which the neutrons interact with them:
• Beam monitor #1  - used to normalize the neutron beam for the experiment,
•  3He polarizer - used to polarize the neutron beam,
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•  beam monitor # 2  - with monitor # 1  used to measure the beam polarization,
• spin flipper - used for frequent reversal of the beam polarization,
•  LH2 target - neutron capture by protons take place in the target,
• 7 -detector array - detects 2.2-MeV 7 -rays from the neutron capture reaction,
• analyzer - a polarized 3He cell to analyze beam polarization,
• beam monitor # 3  - together with monitor # 2  and analyzer is used to measure beam 
polarization after the LH2 target,
• guide field coils - the experiment is immersed into a homogeneous 10-Gauss magnetic 
field which is used by the polarizer and the spin flipper. The field also maintains the 
direction of the beam polarization in the experiment.
One of the main components of the apparatus is the C s l  detector array tha t covers 
a solid angle of about 37T of the 7 -rays produced when the neutrons are captured in the 
target in the center of the detector array.
Since the experiment measures a parity-violating asymmetry in 7 -ray yields relative to 
the direction of the neutron spin,
~  (1 +  Ay cos 6 ^  • Sn) (3-2)
the neutrons incident on the target have to be polarized. Here k1 is the 7 -ray momentum 
and Sn is the neutron spin. This is accomplished by the neutron beam polarizer, where one 
of the two neutron spin states is filtered out by the polarized 3 He  gas contained in a glass 
cell. The orientation of the neutron spin is defined by the vertical uniform static magnetic
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field -Bo(~ 10 G), created by four “race track coils” mounted symmetrically around the 
beam in such a way that they encircle the entire setup. Three beam monitors measure 
the neutron flux in transmission as a function of time of flight. The monitors are used to 
deduce the beam polarization, track beam fluctuations, and study the performance of the 
spin flipper.
Since parity violating 7 -asymmetries are very small, in the range of 10-7 , systematic 
effects tha t can produce false asymmetries in the experiment, have to be identified and 
controlled below the statistical limit of the experiment that is defined mainly by the neutron 
beam intensity.
F p n lf beam m onitor
Guide field coils
[He po la rize r
Back beam  m onitor
A nalyzer
Spin flipper
Csl gamma d e te c to r
LH2 ta rg e t
Figure 3.3: 3D conceptual view of the N P D y  Experimental Setup.
To control some of the systematic effects, the Radio Frequency Spin Flipper (RFSF),
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located between the polarizer and the target, is used for the frequent reversal of the neutron 
spin. By using a specific 8 -step spin sequence, the first and second order effects in the 
detector system, that could introduce a false asymmetry in the measurement, are canceled.
D ata acquisition and analysis are governed by a network of electronics and computers 
organized into a local network.
The experimental cave serves as a radiological shield for the personnel in ER2, a mag­
netic return yoke for the 10-Gauss magnetic field, a magnetic shield against outside static 
fields, and as a Faraday cage for the experiment. Most of the communication between the 
experiment in the cave and outside world took place through fiber optics.
3.2 Flight Path 1FP12 and Neutron Guide
Figure 3.4: Vacuum envelope and the exit window of the 1FP12 neutron guide.
The function of the neutron guide is to transport neutrons from the moderator to the 
experiment without losses and changes in phase space. The 1FP12 guide is 20 m long,
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has a m = 3 super-mirror (SM) coating, and a cross-sectional area of 9.5 x 9.5cm2. When 
operated, the guide is under vacuum of less than 10- 4  bar (see Fig. 3.4). The m  =  3 super­
mirror surface has a critical reflection angle (9C) three times larger than tha t o f 5 1  N i  -coated 
surfaces : 0c(m =  3) =  3 x 9siNic. During the commissioning of the guide system in 2003 
and 2004 the phase space of the neutrons from the guide was studied by measuring beam 
profiles and waveforms as a function of neutron energy in order to verify the performance 
of the guide. The reflectivity at the end of the 9 m long guide section was found to be 
consistent with the data provided by the manufacturer for a 50cm long guide element. 
Figure 3.5 shows a typical measured reflectivity curve of 1FP12 SM guide element using 
4.27A  neutrons as a function of m  =  9c/9siNi.
3.2.1 Measurement of the Flight Path Length One of the main advantages of a pulsed 
neutron source is the availability of accurate time-of-flight information. Coupled with the 
accurate knowledge of the length of the flight-path, a precision determination of the neutron 
energies is possible, which is a prerequisite for many fundamental physics experiments. 
Since a direct measurement of the flight-path length is not possible, we must resort to 
alternative methods. One of these methods is based on diffraction. When neutrons are 
transm itted through a crystal they are scattered the neutrons coherently and elastically 
according to Bragg’s diffraction law:
n \  = 2d sin 9.
Here n is the diffraction order parameter, A is the neutron wavelength, d is the lattice spac­
ing (or the distance between the lattice planes), and 9 is the incident angle with respect to
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Figure 3.5: Reflectivity of a 50 cm long section of the 1FP12 neutron guide as a function 
of the glancing angle using 4.27A  neutrons.
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the given crystal plane. When the neutron wavelength satisfies the Bragg condition, the 
total cross-section has a discontinuity and as a result the diffracted beam shows character­







Figure 3.6: Total neutron cross-sections for some polycrystalline materials [25].
The edges occur for a given hkl combination, where h , k, and I are the Miller indices that 
characterize the lattice. The Bragg angle increases with the wavelength until the “critical 
angle” is achieved at 29 = 180°. Beyond this angle no scattering can occur from this 
particular set of hkl indices. This results in an increased transmission, until the conditions 
arise appropriate to the next hkl set.
The total scattering cross-section responsible for the Bragg edges can be calculated by 
integrating the expression for the cross-section for a single primitive cell over all sets of 
lattice planes with a d  — spacing smaller than A/2. The discontinuity in the cross-section
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causes a jump in the intensity at the particular neutron wavelength.
In the process of determining the length of the flight path, 1FP12, i.e. the distance 
between the surface of the moderator and the end of the neutron guide, using the time of 
flight (TOF) information contained in the transmitted neutron spectrum, it is imperative 
to accurately determine the TOF position of the given Bragg edge. For some pure crystals 
the wavelengths of their Bragg edges are known quite accurately from neutron scattering 
experiments. For instance, Be  has three edges at 3.483 A, 3.597 A,  and 3.98 A. Using 
these data and the neutron wavelength expression
h ht
A =  —  =  — , 3.3mv mL
where h — 6.63 x 10~ 3 4  m 2kg/s  is the Planck’s constant, L  is the flight path length, t  is
the time of flight, and m  — 1.675 x 10- 2 7  kg is the neutron mass, we can extract the flight 
path length L, assuming that we know the time-of-flight t.
In the measurement, the neutron beam was transmitted through a 10 cm long room 
temperature Be  block. Two beam monitors positioned downstream of the Be  target mea­
sure the neutron TOF spectra [8 ], p. 19. In the NPDGamma experiment the DAQ sampling 
scheme is set in such a way that each neutron 50 ms long macro-pulse is divided into 100 
bins, so tha t each time bin is 0.4 ms long. In order to achieve greater precision in the flight 
path length measurement, we reconfigured the data acquisition so tha t the macro-pulse 
consisted of 2500 time bins. Hence we increased the time-resolution by a factor of 25 to 
give A t =  16 gs, which corresponds to spacial resolution of A L  =  1.6 cm for 5.23 meV  
neutrons.
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Figure 3.7: Neutron transmission through a room temperature Be  block. Note: the peak 
around 22 ms  is due to Bragg scattering in Al (at 4.7 A) tha t is present in abundance 
throughout the experimental setup. The red and blue curves correspond to the signal 
taken without the Beryllium target.
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There are a few simple ways to describe the Bragg peaks such as using a Dirac 5- 
function or a Gaussian. The transmission data, containing the Bragg edges can be then 
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Figure 3.8: Transmission signal after the Be target measured by Monitor 3.
The vertical edge with clearly defined start and end points which one would expect 
to see in an ideal case, are not seen in a measured signal. Rather the signal edges have 
a small slope and the endpoints are rounded, washing out the definition of the edge and 
complicating the determination of the parameters (see Figs. 3.8, 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Neutron transmission measured after the Be target by Monitor 2. The light 
smoothe line shows the transmission, while the darker jagged line is its time-derivative.
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The rounding of the edges and the slope in the transmission spectra is mainly produced 
by three processes:
1 . the response time constant of the detector electronics;
2. a washout of the time-resolution due to the moderation processes (250 /rs);
3 . a thermal motion of atoms in the crystal (contribution to the elastic incoherent scat­
tering, the so-called “Doppler Broadening”).
The first one is defined by the time constant of the preamplifier ( 6  fis) and by the time 
constant of the filter giving the total time constant of ~  100 fis [35].
Because of the moderation process the neutrons with the same kinetic energy will not 
leave the moderator at the same time. Instead they will have a TOF distribution meaning 
tha t they arrive at the detector at slightly different times, causing a broadening of the 
edges.
We located the Bragg edges from the measured transmission spectrum by selecting a 
linear region on the corresponding slope and choosing its center as the TOF for the edge 
(see Fig. 3.8). The values obtained in this way were later verified by taking the time- 
derivative of the transmission data and locating the peaks (see Fig. 3.9). Both methods 
yielded consistent results which also agree with direct length measurement, done during 
the construction phase of the flight path.
For each monitor (M2 and M3) spectra where the Bragg edges were observed, three 
TOF ranges were chosen to provide a reasonable linear fit. Then an average and a standard 
deviation were calculated for a time of flight for the corresponding Bragg edge. The results
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for the three edges in each monitor signal were then combined to produce the final flight 
path length:
L0  =  21.10 ±0.03 m  (3.4)
Li =  21.11 ±0.03 m  (3.5)
L 2 =  21.49 ±  0.03 m  (3.6)
L3 =  22.81 ±  0.04 m,  (3.7)
where L 0  is the distance from the moderator to the end of the guide, L\,  L 2, and L 3  are 
the lengths up to the centers of M l ,  M2  and M3, respectively, (first, second and third 
downstream beam monitors). The systematic errors are on the order of <  100 fis.
Hence neutrons reaching the target inside the y-ray detector array (~  22.3 m  from 
moderator) at time of flight of ~  25 ms (peak signal), the spacial resolution of <  4 cm will 
correspond to TOF-resolution of
4 x 10 2
At =  22725 x 10-3 = '45 W
or energy resolution of
A E  = 0.013 meV  (3.9)
which is significantly higher than the limit set by the NPDGamma DAQ sampling rate: 
A T O F  = 0.4 ms.
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3.3 Frame Defination Chopper of 1FP12
As described above, neutron macro pulses are produced at the rate of 20 Hz,  i.e. the 
macro pulse or the time-of-flight window is 50 ms  long. After the moderator the neutrons 
enter the guide with the acceptance angle defined by the supper-mirror coating (m=3). 
If unobstructed, the slow part of the neutron spectrum does not reach the experiment 
before the next neutron pulse comes out from the moderator due to the length of the flight 
path. The fast neutrons overlap time-wise with the slow neutrons from the previous pulse 
leading to an admixture of neutrons with different energies, and thus diffuse the critical 
knowledge of the neutron energy. In order to eliminate these slow neutrons, 1FP12 utilizes 
a frame defination chopper which is located at 9.38 m  from the surface of the moderator 
and includes two blades rotating independently at 1200 rpm. Each of the blades is 102.4 
cm in diameter and covers 4.38 rad. The areas of the blades interacting with neutrons are 
plasma coated with a thick layer of Gd2 0 3  which was measured to be black (no neutrons 
getting through) for neutron energies up to 30 meV  due to the Gd enormous neutron 
absorption cross-section. The chopper is used to absorb the slow neutrons at the tail of 
the time-of-fight spectrum when either one or both of the blades cover the beam. Since 
the flight path is about 21 m long and the neutron time of flight frame is 50 ms  long, the 
slowest neutrons tha t reach the end of the guide in each pulse have an energy of about 1  
meV.
The effect of the chopper on the neutron wave form is illustrated in Figs. (3.10) and 
(3.11).
W ith a single frame defination chopper all slow neutrons in the beam cannot be re-
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Figure 3.10: Monitor signal when the chopper is on and phased to TO (open circles) and 
monitor signal when the chopper is parked so that the beam is not blocked (squares). The 
two plots are not normalized. [36]
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moved. In the NPDGamma experiment where the experiment is about 21 m from the 
moderator, a few neutrons from the (n — 2 )-th frame (where n  is the current frame) can 
still leak into the current frame. This is apparent in the “chopped” part of the monitor 
signal shown in Fig.(3.11), the weak step in the transmission signal is the neutron image 
of the opening chopper edge for 0 . 1  meV neutrons.
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Figure 3.11: A zoomed in part of the Fig. 10. time of flight frame around 34-50 ms. The 
step in the monitor signal is caused by very slow neutrons, two frames earlier. The step is 
an neutron image of the moving chopper edge two frames earlier.
The frame overlap chopper housing between two neutron guide sections is seen in 
Fig. (3.12). Both of the chopper blades have their own motor which allows them to be 
operated independently.
The chopper aperture is fully open 4 ms  after To and then the chopper starts eclipsing 
the beam at 27 ms. As can be seen from the shape of the monitor signal, the number 
of neutrons at high energy side of the neutron spectrum (TOF<10 ms) is low relative to
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Figure 3.12: 1FP12 frame defination chopper between two guide sections. Each chopper 
blade has its own motor
those between 10 and 30 ms. In addition, the neutron absorption cross-section is inversely 
proportional to the neutron’s velocity. The high energy neutrons result in poorer statistics 
measured by the 7 —ray detectors. Therefore, a DAQ timing scheme was implemented, 
where the chopper phase with respect to To is not changed, but the acquisition of the data 
commences 10 ms after T 0 enters the electronics. At the same time the chopped part of 
the spectrum was lengthened, providing a total of ~  15 ms  long TOF window to study the 
backgrounds, while the neutrons were isolated from the experiment by the chopper.
3.4 Neutron Beam Monitors
Three commercial neutron beam monitors were used in the experiment to measure 
transm itted beam intensities. The first monitor, M l, is located at the downstream end 
of the neutron guide. M l measures the intensity of the beam, before it interacts with
48
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Figure 3.13: 1FP12 Neutron Beam Chopper housing between two guide sections.
components in the experiment, therefore, M l is used to normalize the neutron beam for 
the experiment. The next monitor, M2 was located downstream of the polarizer thus 
giving the intensity of the beam transmitted through the polarizer cell. Monitors M l and 
M2 are used to measure the beam polarization in relative beam intensity measurements. 
The ” back-monitor” , M3, is a thick monitor absorbing most of the beam. It was used to 
measure the beam intensity transmitted through the target. M3 is used to measure the 
beam polarization passing through the target, the efficiency of the spin-ffipper, and then 
the otho-para ratio of the LH2  target [24].
The internal structure of the monitors is nearly identical. The monitors are parallel- 
plate ion chambers with an active area of 1 2 x 1 2  cm2, large enough to cover the beam area 
of the 1FP12 guide of 10x10 cm2. The monitors consist of three 0.5 mm thick Al plates
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encased inside the Al  housing (grounded). The two outer plates are connected to —3 k V  
HV power supplies (—300 V  for M3). The middle plate collects the charge and is connected 
with a short BNC cable to a pre-amplifier, where the current signal is converted to voltage. 
The ion chambers are DC-coupled current mode detectors with a response time of less 
than 0.1 ms. They are designed to be stable, linear, insensitive to 7 -rays, and to produce 
minimal background.
Beam
0.5 mm Al electrodes
Current
Signal
1 mm Al Housing
Figure 3.14: Neutron beam monitor - a parallel-plate 3He ion chamber.
The monitors are filled with a mixture of 3He, AHe  and N 2. The amount of 3He  in the 
first two monitors is small so that only about 4% of the incident neutrons are absorbed. In 
the case of M3 however, the 3He thickness is large enough so that a significant fraction of 
the beam is absorbed.
The neutrons in the monitor are detected through the capture reaction,
n + 3  He —> T  +  p + 7Q5keV, (3.10)
where the absorption cross section has a 1 /c-dependence. Note tha t the final total energy
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after the capture is independent of the initial energy of the neutron.
The N 2 gas in the gas mixture decreases the recombination time of the produced ions 
thus making the signal a little faster. One of the requirements for the monitor is that 
it needs to be insensitive to 7 -rays. To measure 7 -ray sensitivity the neutron beam was 
blocked by a 6 Li-loaded epoxy plate, which absorbed all neutrons but did not produce an 
effect on the 7 -ray flux. Results of the measurement with M2  are shown in Fig. (3.15).
Measurement with Hi blocking neutrons 
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Figure 3.15: M2 signals when a 6Li  loaded epoxy tile is blocking the neutron beam compared 
with pedestal signals taken before and after the 6Li measurement. The pedestal signal is 
mainly produced by electrical noise.
3.5 7 -Ray Detector Array
The central component of the experiment is the 7 -ray detector array made up of 48 
thallium doped cesium iodine crystals. The 7 -rays from the neutron capture reactions
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produce scintillation light in the crystals mainly through Compton scattering ionization. 
The excited Cs  and I  atoms decay to the atomic ground state by emitting 540 n m  photons 
which then are detected by the vacuum photo-diodes (VPD) attached to the crystals.
The detectors are arranged to cover a solid angle of ~  37r for the 7 -rays. The 48 detec­
tors are grouped in four annular sets with 1 2  detectors per ring and each ring perpendicular 
to beam and centered on the beam axis, see Fig. (3.16). Collimation and neutron shielding 
elements around the detector array ensure that most of the detector signal is produced by 
the target. In the data analysis each detector can be used as a single detector but typically 
detectors on the opposite side of the target are paired up, when determining 7 -asymmetries.
A single detector is formed by two optically coupled blocks of CsI(Tl) crystals each with 
an equal volume of 14.7 x 14.7 x 7.35 cm3. The surface of the combined crystal is treated 
to be a diffuse reflector for light, and the detector crystal itself is encased in a hermetically 
sealed aluminum housing. The size of the detector was defined by interaction length of 
2.23-MeV 7 -ray; the design assumes tha t 90% of the energy of the 2.23 MeV 7 -rays is 
absorbed by the crystal. The scintillation light is transmitted to the VPD through a 7.6 
cm diameter K +  glass window in the housing. To keep light losses minimal, optical grease 
is used between the window and the VPD. To minimize electrical noise such as tha t caused 
by ground loops, 90 V batteries are used to bias the VPDs. This bias voltage is supplied to 
the VPD by two 45 V batteries mounted on top of the pre-amplifier housing of the VPD. 
In addition, each detector has two light emitting diodes (LED) for diagnostics.
Due to high 7 -ray rates (>100M H z )  and the length of the scintillation light pulse in 
the CsI(Tl) crystal (up to ~  1/xs) the detectors have to be operated in current mode. The 
photo cathode of a VPD converts the light into a charge which is subsequently converted
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to voltage and amplified by low-noise (20 fA/sqrt(Hz)) solid-state pre amplifiers [35] before 
the signal is read by 16-bit ADC’s in the data acquisition system. The time constant 
of the VPD signal is limited by 100 ms  specially constructed filters in the preamplifier 
circuit. Another reason for using the VPDs is their insensitivity to magnetic field changes. 
A change in magnetic field can affect not only the VPDs but also the gain of the detector 
system. This kind of effect on the signal is called “multiplicative noise” as opposed to 
’’additive noise” which is an addition of any spurious signal, such as electronic pick-up, to 
the detector signal. Systematic effects from both multiplicative and additive noise must 
be well below the 5 x 10- 9  level [28]. An experiment running in current mode is possible 
only if the total noise level of the detectors is significantly below the signal level. The 
statistical noise (Johnson noise) of the amplifier and environmental noise such as 60 Hz 
ground loop noise, added to the detector signal by the detector electronics must be small 
compared to the signal shot noise in order to maintain 7 -ray counting statistics. The noise 
level must be small enough to enable measurements of beam-off systematic effects such as 
pedestals, multiplicative, and additive noise contributions in a reasonable amount of time. 
An additional requirement is that any pickup of environmental noise cannot be correlated 
with the neutron spin state at the < 1 0 - 8  level.
3.5.1 7 -ray Counting Statistics A statistical error in a counting experiment follows the 
Poisson statistics where the statistical error is given by the standard deviation which is a 
root-mean-square (RMS) of the deviations, a =  1/y /N  where N  is number of counts. In an 
experiment operated in current mode, the statistical performance of the experiment is not 
as straight forward to define; the statistical uncertainty is defined as a shot noise caused
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Figure 3.16: The detector array with the radio frequency spin flipper mounted onto the 
upstream end of the detector.
by 7 -rays interacting with the detectors. The standard deviation for the shot noise is given
by
°a = V V /b ,  (3.11)
where q is the charge created on the photo-cathode of the VPD by each 7 -ray, I  is the 
photo-current and f s  is the bandwidth of the preamplifier.
Different error (or noise) sources will increase the RMS value of the counting statistics. 
Since the Csl crystals do not fully stop the 2.2 MeV 7 -rays there is a fluctuation of the 
energy loss of 7 -rays in the crystals ([36], [28]). This fluctuation will add about 7% to the 
RMS of the distribution according to a simulation. Other instrumental errors will do the 
same if they are of a significant value.
The RMS value of the shot noise was verified in an experiment, where the RMS width 
of the detector signal was measured using a target containing 10B  (2 0 % by weight in natural
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Figure 3.17: Distribution of 7 -ray asymmetries measured from a natural boron target 
"Counting statistics". Solid line is a Gaussian fit to the data. As a comparison a distribution 
of asymmetries for pedestal runs (electrical noise) is shown. The two histograms indicate 
tha t the instrumental noise will not have effect to the asymmetry measurements. [36]
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boron). The n-10B  capture is known to produce a single ~  478 keV  7 -ray with the 93.7% 
branching ratio in the reaction:
n + 1 0  B  -► a  + 7  Li + 7 (478keV)  +  2.312M e V  (3.12)
Together with other known parameters such as aperture, number of neutrons per pulse, 
the solid angle of the detector, backgrounds, beam losses before the target, and depolariza­
tion in target, one can estimate the expected RMS width of a signal when the pulse counting 
is consistent with Poisson statistics. Of course, since the measurements are conducted in 
current mode, the appropriate conversion from current has to be made. The RMS width 
measured with the Boron target had to be corrected for noise and background contributions 
which have to be significantly smaller in order to isolate the counting statistics. A result 
of the Boron measurement showed a good agreement with the ” beam-on” RMS with that 
expected from Eqn. 3.12.
3.6 Commissioning the NPDGamma Apparatus with Nuclear Targets
Due to the interaction of the neutron beam with other materials than the target during 
the experiment, measurements had to be performed to make sure tha t these materials 
do not produce 7 -ray significant asymmetries tha t would affect the NPDGamma result. 
Therefore, we measured A 1 on Al [36], Cu, In, Pb, SST, Li, and B [36] to the level of 
sensitivity that is less than A7 on hydrogen. Based on its well known large asymmetry, a 
CCI4 target was used to verify the performance of the apparatus.
In addition A7 was measured on nuclear targets around mass A  =  50 to set the upper 
limit for the PV effects on these nuclei. Measurements were performed on CCI4, C03O4,
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g o  -  t  £g*
(Tb -  Neutron scattering cross - section
gcoh - Coherent cross-section
CTincah - Incoherent cross-section
DO -  S-waye average level spacing ______
Sn -  Neutron separation energy
Thickness [cm]
Figure 3.18: List of mass number A  ~  50 nuclear targets measured during the 2005 run 
cycle. The main criteria for selecting the targets are listed for each targets; high capture 
cross section, small scattering cross section, and small incoherent cross section
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Sc203, Ti, V, Mn, Cu and In. These targets were chosen based on their large neutron 
absorption cross section to provide sufficient statistics for the measurement. Also as dis­
cussed in the T h e o r e t i c a l  B  a c k g r o u n d  section close level spacing near the threshold is 
conducive to the creation of admixed states and hence a parity violating asymmetry. The 
small incoherent cross sections reduce 'the chance of spin-flip scattering. In general, one 
of the criteria in selecting the target materials was that the scattering cross section be as 
small as possible compared to the radiative absorption cross section. This will ensure that 
the neutrons scattered from the target, that, as discussed above, can be a source of back­
ground 7  -rays upon capture in the surrounding elements of the apparatus, are negligible 
in comparison to  the fraction of those originating in the capture reaction in the target. 
The measurements on In were repeated in order to reduce the error on the asymmetry 
measurement.
The targets used were in liquid (CCI4), powder (C03O4, SC2O3, Ti,  V  and Mn)  and 
solid (Al, Cu, In) forms as shown in Fig. (3.20).
3.7 Magnetic Guide Field
The experiment was immersed into a 10-Gauss vertical homogeneous magnetic field 
produced by a coil system consisting of four race track shape coils in the double Helmholtz 
condition around the beam and a number of shim coils, see Fig. (3.21).
The function of the guide field is to:
• preserve the direction of the neutron spin from the polarizer to the analyzer cell,
•  to be homogeneous enough for the operation of the 3He polarizer and RF spin flipper,
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Figure 3.19: Schematic view of the vessel containing powder targets (Ti, V, Sc, Co, Mn). 
The targets are loaded into the cylindrical can and packed by the plunger seen in the 
drawing.
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Figure 3.20: Target vessel designs and vessels, (a) - front plates of the target vessel support,
(b) - solid targets, such as Al, in a form of thin sheets were loaded onto the holding rack;
(c) - side and top views of the actual vessel; (d) - the powder target material is loaded into 
an aluminum can and positioned in front of the neutron beam inside the 7 -ray detector 
array.
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•  to be homogeneous enough between the spin flipper and the target to avoid the 
Stern-Gerlach up-down steering.
In order to avoid field inhomogeneities all components of the apparatus were required 
to be non-magnetic. Several shim coils were mounted to correct the direction of the field. 
The field is required to be vertical with an accuracy of ~  1° which was achieved with the 
shim coils that also help to minimize field inhomogeneities created by the asymmetric and 
slight magnetized cave walls.
Figure 3.21: Four "race track" coils installed in the experimental cave around the experi­
ment. There are 4 shim coils wound in the vertical plane were later installed (not shown 
in the picture).
When a polarized neutron moves in a magnetic field, loss of polarization has to be 
considered. If the rate of change of the magnetic field direction seen by a moving neutron 
is significantly slower than the Larmor frequency of the spin in the static magnetic field, 
then the projection of the spin on the field direction is conserved and the spin follows the
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direction of the magnetic field adiabatically. Since the cold neutron energy is low and the 
magnetic field is homogeneous, the depolarization due to this mechanism is insignificant.
Another possible source of a systematic effect related to the magnetic field is the Stern- 
Gerlach up-down steering; a neutron moving in a static magnetic field is deflected by 
gradients of the field. Especially dangerous is the steering of the beam in the up-down 
direction which would change the distribution of neutrons with respect to the detector. This 
would change the solid angle and lead to a false asymmetry. The neutron spin (/xn) moving 
in a  magnetic field B  experiences a force F  = finV B .  If the NPDGamma guide field has a 
gradient d B / d y , then an up-down steering (Stern-Gerlach steering) of the neutrons occurs. 
Therefore, the field homogeneity requirement of less than 1 mGauss / cm was established 
in a  beam volume between the spin flipper and the LH2 target.
In summary, in the polarizer volume, the field gradients were measured to be
dBx mG dBv „ _ mG dBz „ mG——^ < 0 .5----- , —^ < 0 . 5 ------, ——^ < 6 -----
dx cm dx cm dx cm
the latter value is caused by the slightly magnetic neutron guide vacuum tube. Along the
beam direction the gradients were
dBx mG dBv „ , mG dBz „ mG
G T < 1  ’ G T < 0 A  ’ G T < 1  'dz cm dz cm dz cm
The 5-field characteristics did indeed meet the specifications of the experiment [7].
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Figure 3.22: B x (a), B y (b) and B z (c) field components measured in the direction of the 
beam (z) at different x- and y-positions.
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Figure 3.23: Field Gradients across the Polarizer Cell.
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3.8 Resonant Radio Frequency Spin Flipper
Measurement of the 7 -ray asymmetry implies a measurement of 7 -ray yields in the de­
tectors relative to the neutron spin direction, which is defined by the direction of the static 
magnetic field, B.  Ideally, if we would have 48 identical detectors with same efficiency 
and with same solid angle, then from the signals of the opposite detectors the up-down 
asymmetry could be determined. In reality, it is not possible to match the gains of the 
detectors or their solid angles with precision of 10-9. Therefore, the experiment frequently 
switches the beam polarization direction between the f- and f-spin states using the The 
Radio Frequency Spin Flipper (RFSF). Detector signals corresponding to the and f-spin 
states, may also change with beam fluctuations. The function of the RFSF is to reverse 
the spin direction of the beam, thereby canceling out main systematic effects, which could 
otherwise produce a false 7 -asymmetry. Rather than using a simple f and |  combination 
of the spin states, the NPDGamma experiment employs a ’’sequence” of eight spin states 
TI IT ITT I or its compliment which cancels systematic effects up to the second order. Also 
the frequent reversal of the spin direction takes care of slow changes in the detector efficien­
cies caused by temperature drifts, activation of the crystals, or other changes in detector 
environment.
3.8.1 Principles of the Operation of the Spin Flipper In the laboratory reference frame 
the spin of the neutron moving in the static magnetic field B 0z rotates about the +£-axis 
with the angular velocity of u L determined by B q. Since the adiabaticity requirement is 
met the z-component of the spin is a constant of the motion. When the neutron enters the 
spin flipper, in addition to the static field the neutron also sees the RF field of the spin
65
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Figure 3.24: Spin Flipper installed inside the Guide Coils, visible is the aluminum can 
which shields the experiment from the RF field of the flipper.
flipper. The RF field with amplitude Bi  can be viewed in the laboratory reference frame 
as a field rotating about the z-axis with the same angular frequency ojl if tuned to the 
resonance. As discussed in the polarimetry section, the oscillating field can be considered 
to be formed by two field components rotating in opposite directions; one at the resonance 
frequency and one at twice the resonant frequency. The second component, being very far 
from resonance has negligible effect on the neutron spins. In the reference frame rotating 
about the i-axis with frequency u L, the effect of the holding field is removed. Hence the 
only effect seen in this coordinate frame is that of the B i, which will torque the neutron spin 
causing it to precess about +y-axis. The relation between these quantities was discussed 
in chapter Polarimetry. The rate at which the spin will tip away from the i-axis is given 
by ojtip =  where j n =  1.83 x 10sH z / T  is the neutron gyromagnetic ratio. The
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magnitude of the tipping angle depends on the time A t tha t the neutron spends in the RF 
field which is determined by the neutron velocity.
8 = A t7 nB 1, (3.13)
where 8 is the ” tip”-angle. For the purposes of this experiment 9 has to be equal (or a 
multiple of) 180°. A neutron moving with velocity vn, spends time A t =  — inside the spinVn
flipper, where d is the length of the coil. Since the neutron velocity is inversely proportional 
to the measured time-of-flight of the neutron, then
d d ,
A t =  — =  - t tof. (3.14)
Vn -LJ
Therefore the amplitude Bi  has to be selected for each neutron velocity, so tha t the 
spin of the neutron is rotated by exactly 180°. Since Bi  is not constant along the neutron 
trajectory inside the spin flipper, it is rather the integral of Bi(r ,z )  tha t has to satisfy the 
equation.
/ irLB 1(r,z)dz = (3.15)Tn tofd
where L  is the length of the flight path, and i tof is the time of flight.
3.8.2 Spin Flipper Control Electronics The Spin Flipper consists of a coil, wound 
concentrically around the axis of the neutron beam. The coil is encased in an Al cylinder 
with 5 mm thick walls. The neutron windows at the ends of the cylinder are 0.5 mm-thick 
Al  plates. Considering the ~  0.5 mm skin depth of aluminum at 29kHz, the aluminum
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housing constitutes an efficient RF shield preventing the RF-field coupling to the detector 
electronics. Since the RF field of the spin flipper is correlated with the neutron spin state, 
the coupling of the RF power to the detector signal would create a false asymmetry. This 
is one of the most dangerous instrumental sources of false asymmetries, and has therefore 
to be easily verifiable during experiments.
Figure 3.25 shows the control electronics of the spin flipper. The spin flipper has two 
states; RFSF on and RFSF off. In the on-state the AC current is flowing in the coil, in 
the off-state the current is directed to a dummy load which has about same resistive load 
as the coil. The AC current in the spin flipper coil is a sine wave driven by a generator 
(FG2 in Fig. 3.25) with frequency of /  =  2 n /u L. The sine wave is modulated by an 
exponentially decaying voltage signal (from FG1) which is phased with the start of the 
neutron pulse To given by the facility. The amplitudes of the sine wave and the ramp are 
tuned to match the neutron energy so that the each neutron spin will be rotated by 180 
degree. Figure 3.26 shows the RFSF current signal during the neutron pulse. As discussed 
above, the shape of the modulated envelope is related to which ensures that all spins 
with different energies within neutron pulse are reversed. The current in the spin flipper 
coil is measured by the ADC’s and then multiplied by the time of flight resulting in a 
constant. This result is used on-line to monitor the tuning and the phase of the RFSF 
current during the experiment.
The 29 k H z  sine wave corresponding to the neutron resonant frequency in a static field 
of 10G is generated by function generator FG2 and modulated by the shape by FG1, 
see Fig (3.26). The amplitudes of the two signals have to be matched. This is achieved 
by constantly feeding back the amplitude of the rectified sinusoidal signal to the difference
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Figure 3.25: Spin Flipper control electronics.
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amplifier with the help of a pick-off transformer. The difference amplifier, connected the 
input of FG2 adjusts the amplitude of the signal accordingly. A capacitor connected in 
series with the RFSF coil cancels out the imaginary part of the impedance of the resonant 
circuit on resonance. The l / i tof shape of the signal is ensured by multiplying voltage 
and current waveforms by the time-of-flight. The ] and I states of the neutron spins are 
determined by the switch-box, which depending on whether the spin-state is up or down 
directs the current to the Spin-Flipper coil or the equivalent resistive ” dummy” load [30].
Spin Flipper Voltage 
Spin Flipper Current
10
> 0 0 <
Time Bins
Figure 3.26: The RFSF current as a function of time of flight during a 40 ms  long neutron 
pulse.
3.8.3 Measurement of the Spin-Flip Efficiency During the first commissioning run in 
2004, the method for measuring the RFSF efficiency involved a protocol in which the 
knowledge of absolute values of the 3He  polarizations in both the polarizer and the analyzer 
was crucial. By definition, the spin-flip efficiency is the ratio of the number of T-state ( |-  
state) neutrons before the RFSF to the number of |  (t)-neutrons after the RFSF. The total 
number of t-state  (j-) neutrons after the RFSF consists of the spins which were reversed by
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the spin-flipper and the spins which were already |( ! )  and were not effected by the RFSF.
N Z  = eK "  + a  -  <3-16)
and
N Z  =  tN v "  +  (3-17)
where e is the spin-flip efficiency, the ” on/off” superscript denotes the corresponding state 
of the RFSF and the ”p” subscript indicates that the neutrons have only been transm itted
through the 3 He  in the polarizer. Propagating these neutrons further down the beam line
through the analyzer, and separating the states where the RFSF is on and off, one obtains 
for the number of f-state and f-state neutrons at M3 respectively.
N°f f  = N°f/ e - rnal{1- Q) (3.18)
N°n = (3.19)
Then explicit expressions can be written for the total numbers of measured neutrons for 
the RFSF ON and OFF, and the efficiency can be extracted by solving the equation
A io n
— jj =  1  - e
N°Jf
cosh a(nLP + mlQ) 
cosh a(nLP  — mlQ ) (3.20)_ / \ a  '  I t / U O l l  W  J  I
where N,°n! ° ^  are the total numbers of neutrons transmitted through the analyzer with the 
RFSF turned ON/OFF, n L P  and mlQ  are the number density, length of 3He,  and 3He  
polarization in the polarizer and the analyzer, respectively. The curve obtained from the 
ratio of the measured transmissions, can then be fit to the function in Eqn. (3.20) to 
obtain e. As already mentioned, this method requires knowledge of the polarization of the
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analyzer and polarizer. The section about the Analyzer describes the procedure in which 
these parameters were determined for the analyzer.
In 2005 modifications were made to the NMR system of the polarizer allowing reversal of 
the 3He polarization in the polarizer by means of Adiabatic Fast Passage (AFP) (see NMR 
section) by sweeping the RF frequency across the resonance. This created an opportunity to 
utilize a different approach to measure the RFSF efficiency. In this method, the underlying 
idea is the assumption, that to a good precision the spin reversal of the 3 He  by AFP and 
thus also the beam polarization is 100% efficient. This point was verified by measuring 
the 3He  polarization of the polarizer using the neutron transmissions, and was found to be 
(~  40%) and unchanged over the course of the measurements.
The optimum current of 18.53 A  for the 10 G static magnetic field B q and the RFSF 
current of 0.750 m A  for the amplitude B\  were determined by searching for the maximum 
spin-flip efficiency.
The spin-flipper efficiency measurements used different configurations of the polarizer, 
the analyzer, the spin-flipper, and the beam monitors (see Fig. 3.27).
Figure (3.27) shows different arrangements for the spin-flip efficiency measurements:
a). The spin-flipper is OFF, but the polarization directions of the two 3He  cells
are parallel and transmission through the spin flipper is T ° y ;
b). Polarization directions of the polarizer and the analyzer are anti-parallel, the
spin-flipper is turned off, the polarization of the beam is defined by the polarizer
and is unchanged after the neutrons pass the RFSF. The transmission with 
this configuration is ;
c). The polarization directions of the polarizer and the analyzer are again parallel,
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Figure 3.27: Configurations used in the spin-flipper efficiency measurements.
but the spin-flipper is ON. The transmission is T°".
It can be shown, that from the following expression the efficiency can be calculated to
be
1 i rp°ff   Toni +• e -L i! -t i"|-
2  7 “>o//  T°f f  ’
TT IT
(3.21)
where e is the spin-flipper efficiency. The effectiveness of this method lies in the fact that 
only relative quantities such as transmissions measured directly are used to  determined the 
efficiency of the spin-flipper. These transmissions are in principle energy dependent, but 
the efficiency constructed from Eqn. (3.21) is expected to be energy-independent, since the 
amplitude of the AC current supplied to the RFSF coil is designed to flip all neutron spins 
within the energy range of interest.
The curve corresponding to Eqn. (3.21) was fit to a constant in order to extract e. The
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Figure 3.28: Spin Flipper Efficiency plotted as a function of TOF.
structure of the curve is strongly affected by the electronic pedestals of the monitors. In 
order to reduce their effect the pedestals were subtracted from each signal. The electronic 
pedestal signal is thought of as having two components: a ”DC”-component or the offset 
of the waveform due to slow drifts, and an ” AC”-component, visible as the structure in a 
monitor (or detector) signal taken in the absence of neutrons.
The RFSF efficiencies were measured both on and off the beam axis; 3.3 cm to left, 
right and above the beam center. Results are given in Table 3.1.
Uncertainties and systematic effects in the RFSF efficiencies The flipping-angle fluc­
tuations around 180° are caused by:
• the RF field of the RFSF is not uniform,
•  the neutrons with the same energy have a time distribution when they exit the mod-
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A nalyzer P o sitio n R F S F  Efficiency
Center o f  the R F S F
3.3 cm beam le f t
3.3 cm beam right 
3.3 cm beam up
0.997 ±0.001 
0.941 ±  0.001 
0.938 ±0.001 
0.997 ±0.001
Table 3.1: RFSF efficiencies measured at on-axis and off-axis positions, 
erator,
•  beam divergence,
•  the variation of the flight path length, 
and finally,
•  the kinetic energy of the neutron is affected if there is a difference in the strength of 
the static magnetic fields at the entrance and exit of the RFSF.
All these effects lower the spin-flip efficiency e on the 10- 4  level [30].
The electronic pedestals in the neutron monitors closely preserved their shape from run 
to run over a few hours, although the amplitudes of the peaks corresponding to different 
times of flight fluctuated on the level of few percent. This is an indication of a beam 
correlated noise in the beam monitor. Therefore, the “AC”-shape can be removed from the 
measured signal by subtracting the shape of the pedestal run taken immediately before or 
after the beam-on run.
The origin of the monitor pedestal noise was studied by taking a Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) of the measured pedestal signal as shown in Fig. (3.30). The fundamental frequency
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Figure 3.29: Two electronic pedestals measured 1.5 h apart by M3.
turned out to be 60 Hz. Some of the harmonics, like 180 H z,  have large amplitudes.
In order to extract the DC part of the pedestal signal, the shape was integrated over 
a TOF range corresponding to an integer number of periods of 180 H z  oscillations. The 
integral of the periodic part of the signal vanishes, leaving the DC offset. This offset is 
then subtracted from the signal. The effect of proton beam fluctuations was removed by 
normalizing the signals involved in the three transmissions to the corresponding signals 
in monitor M l. The errors included in Table 3.1 are purely statistical. The error is 
estimated as the RMS width of the signal distribution for each time bin. The runs used for 
the efficiency measurements typically contained 1 0 0 0  neutron pulses.
3.9 Data Acquisition
3.9.1 Sampling Scheme In order to exploit the full dynamic range of the 16-bit ADCs 
(±10 V) used to read the detector signals, a method was chosen, where a ’’sum” signal
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Figure 3.30: Fourier transformed monitor 3 signal of Fig. xyz
is constructed for each ring by summing up the 1 2  signals of a ring and calculating their 
average. This way the signals are well above the digitization noise of the digitizers. At the 
same time, a difference signal corresponding to a given detector is created by subtracting 
the “sum” signal from the signal of the given detector. The ” sum” and ” difference” signals 
are later recombined during the analysis procedure, in order to reconstruct the original 
signal for each detector. Both sum and difference signals are scaled by a factor of 3 after 
passing through the high-pass Bessel filters, which remove the high-frequency part of the 
noise band. The difference signals are further amplified by a factor of 10. The error 
associated with the conversion into integers is the order of 2 -15.
A neutron macro pulse comes every 50 ms  (20 Hz)  together with a trigger signal To 
from the Accelerator Facility. The DAQ samples the pre-amplifiers for the next 40 m s  after 
each To. Every 40 — ms  time interval is divided into 100 time bins each 0.4 ms  each. Since
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the sums are sampled at 62.5 k H z , while the differences at 50 kH z,  the corresponding ADC 
count is a sum over 25 and 20 samples, respectively, and recorded as a single number for 
each of the 100 time bins. As a result each time bin contains effectively 20 and 25 samples 
from the difference and sum amplifiers. Then, in order to  reconstruct the detector signal 
the following calculation takes place in the analysis stage. For a given ring, the ith detector 
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Figure 3.31: Data Acquisition and Storage.
The three VME computers (365 MHZ PC) are governed by the DAQ software writ­
ten in C and PERL. They collect parts of the data from the modules connected to the 
measuring devices and transfer the data to the main storage computer (HAZEL). VME1 
contains information about the proton current. VME2 handles the data from the difference 
amplifiers for the 48 detector channels. VME3 has the sum-amplifier data as well as data
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from the beam monitors (M l, M2, and M3) and RFSF waveforms.
Since the data storage and computers are located outside of the experimental cave, 
they are connected to the VME computers via fiber-optic Ethernet.
Other stand alone PCs used in the experiment include a computer running LabView 
software to monitor and regulate the guide field, also connected to the Ethernet using 
fiber-optics, a PC controlling the polarizer and operating the NMR via an IGOR Pro 
procedure. An additional PC was used to change the position of the detector table for the 
determination of the solid angles of the individual detectors.
The data were stored on a 4TB RAID array (Redundant Array of Independent Disks), 
which was. later complemented by additional 4TB of storage. As a precaution, each run was 
duplicated in an ’’archive” disk, connected to the secondary computer ’’FIVER” , used as 
the main analysis computer, so as not to interfere with the data-taking processes running 
on the main computer, HAZEL. The DAQ is required to handle data rates larger than 700 
kbytes per second.
3.10 Shielding for Low-Energy Neutrons
Due to the fact tha t 6Li has a very large neutron absorption cross-section with a l / s  
energy dependence, 6 L?-dopcd epoxy shielding is used in the experiment.
An advantage of using 6  Li-doped shielding as opposed to the 1 0 B-doped polyethylene, 
is tha t the reaction products of the n + 6  Li capture do not include 7 -rays while those of 
n  + 1 0  B  do:
n B  —> ot Li +  7 4 7 8  kev  4 ” 2.78 M eV  (3.23)
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n  + 6  Li —> a  + 3  H  +  4.76 MeV. (3.24)
The epoxy doped with enriched &Li was cast at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
into various 1 cm thick shield plates. Some of these pieces were later fitted with proper 
circular openings for beam collimation. Figure 3.32 shows one of the collimator pieces tha t 
was used after M2. Neutron capture on 6Li and consequent radiation effect by the decay 
products can be seen in the plates used in the beam, such as the collimator plate of Fig. 
(3.32). These radiation effects are also produced by 7 -ray Compton scattering.
Figure 3.32: 2” 6Li-doped collimator (note the radiation damage surrounding the aperture).
7 -ray yield in the detector largely depends on the radiative neutron capture cross- 
section, target thickness, and the incident neutron flux. Excessive 7 -ray yield results in
80
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saturated detector channels. This was mitigated by reducing the gains of the detector 
pre-amplifiers or by reducing the neutron flux by shrinking the size of the beam aperture. 
Since the pre-amplifier gains can only be electronically changed within ±20%, reduced 
beam collimation had to be used. However, a change in the collimation had an effect 
on the polarization; hydrogenous constituents of the epoxy possess a significant scattering 
cross-section. Neutrons reflecting back from the epoxy shield will contribute to the monitor 
signal, and thus could affect, for instance, on the determination of the beam polarization.
3.11 Hydrogen Target.
The capture of cold neutrons in hydrogen has a small cross section compared to the 
scattering process in ortho- and para-hydrogen, hence most of the neutrons incident on 
the LH2  target will scatter at least once before being captured, thereby making the spin 
dependence of the scattering a fundamental factor. Since the spin of the ground state of 
the para-hydrogen is zero, and the energy difference between the ground and excited states 
is 14.7 meV, only the capture and the coherent scattering are allowed in the interaction 
of cold neutrons (E<14.7 meV) with para-H>2 - On the other hand, the interaction of 
the neutrons with the non-zero spin ortho-H2  molecule can lead to both, coherent and 
incoherent scattering. However, the cross section for the latter is more than 50 times 
greater than that of the former (<7incoh =  20.052 ±  0.014 b and acoh =  0.439 ±  0.003 b for 
incoherent and coherent scattering respectively for the neutrons with v =  2200 m /s  [45]). 
Due to this huge cross section of the spin-reversing collisions (Fig. 3.33), it is vital to keep 
the concentration of ortho-hydrogen at the minimum.
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Figure 3.33: Ortho- and Para-hydrogen scattering and absorption cross sections.
3.11.1 Ortho-Para Ratio. In the NPDGamma experiment the target is an aluminum 
cylinder containing 16L of LH2  kept at 17K. At this temperature the concentration of 
ortho-hydrogen is limited to 0.02% (Eqn. 3.25) [43]
f ‘ = Y .  <3'25)
J = l ,3 ,5 , . .  J = 0,2,4,..
where J  is the rotational quantum state, do p (J) is the degeneracy of the para (2 J  +  1) 
and ortho [3 (2 J  +  1)] states, and B  =  7.35 rrieV is the total rotational constant for the 
hydrogen molecule.
The time necessary to reach the equilibrium fraction, given in Eqn.(3.25), at a certain 
temperature depends on the natural ortho-to-para conversion rate K n, which for LH2 is 
(11.4 ±  2.7) x 10- 3  h~l [14], It has been shown [38] that the natural ortho-para conversion
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time is
' f i i f o -  fe)'W e  i (3.26)
J o ( f i - f e ) .
where are the initial (/, =  / O|t=o) and equilibrium ( /e =  f 0\t=oo) fractions of the ortho- 
H2 . Then for the liquid hydrogen at 17K with normal initial fraction fi  =  0.75 and a 
conversion rate of 12.7 x 10- 3  h~l , it will take over 30 years to double the equilibrium 
fraction of para-H2. However it is possible to catalyze this process through the interaction 
of hydrogen with paramagnetic surfaces. This method accelerates the process greatly and 
makes the production of the necessary quantities of "enriched" para-H 2  feasible. For the 
NPDGamma liquid hydrogen target, two F e 0 2 ortho-to-para converters (OPC) were used 
(see Fig. (3.34)).
Neutron Transmission through LH2  As mentioned before, there are 3 monitors regis­
tering the flux along the beam line: from the data of the 1st two monitors (M l and M2) 
the beam polarization is measured, while using the data from M2 and M3 the transmission 
through the LH2  target is studied. Since the scattering cross section in LH2  is strongly 
dependent on the fractional concentration of the two species, the neutron transmission 
through the hydrogen can be used to monitor the ortho-para fraction in the target.
The ratio of the signals from M3 and M2 can be written as
S M3, full _ A 3  . o^ 7 \
Ti jy- -L other-L H21 yO.Zi)JM2, full -ft 2
where S M2 , full (Sms, full) is the signal from M2  (M3) when the target is full, K 2 (K 3)
- gain of M2 (M3), and Tother and T / / 2 are transmissions through RF spin flipper, target
vessel, air (grouped under "other" and hydrogen, respectively. Similarly, in the case of the
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Figure 3.34: A schematic view of the liquid hydrogen target. It is an aluminum cylinder 
containing 16L of LH2  kept at 17K. Seen on the right is the neutron window, with the 
actual target located just behind. There are 2 ortho-to-para converters (OPC) installed to 
accelerate the ortho-para conversion which can be seen in the figure. O P C # l is located 
in the fill line and promotes conversion before the hydrogen is introduced, and O PC #2 is 
installed in the recirculation loop.
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emptied target vessel one obtains
'MZ, empty K ,  O  r j ~i
r-y r^ r  O t f i e V )




S m3, empty /  *5<M2, empty









Figure 3.35: Transmission of neutrons through the LH2  target after the ortho-hydrogen has 
reached the equilibrium fractional concentration. When the energy reaches values larger 
then the separation energy between two hydrogen states, the transition is significantly 
reduced.
3.11.2 Average Fraction of Para-hydrogen Phase 1 of the NPDGamma production 
runs was planned to take place at LANL. It took place in 2006, over two separate periods:
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August - September and November - December. Figure 3.36 shows the average fraction 
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Figure 3.36: The average percentage fraction of the para-HL2 in the target during Phase 1 
NPDGamma Production run. [24]
tion is recorded by the monitor target program every 4 sec. The average temperature of 
the liquid hydrogen was slightly lower during the 2nd period of 2006 run (16.7K during 
August-September and 15.2K during the November-December runs), resulting in higher
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
para-hydrogen fraction (99.8 vs. 99.9%).
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4.1.1 Optical Pumping of Rubidium The NPDGamma experiment selected the 3He 
neutron spin filter method to polarize cold neutrons. The advantages of the 3He polarizer 
are tha t it effectively uses the neutron phase space defined by the 1 F P 1 2  neutron guide 
and tha t the 3He polarizer can operate in the same 10 G magnetic field tha t is used by 
the spin flipper. These features allowed the design of the experiment to be very compact 
which in turn decreased the loss of neutrons caused by divergence of the beam in this 
statistically limited experiment. The 3He polarizer also offers a possibility for a reversal of 
the beam polarization without any changes in the static magnetic field. The AFP of the 
3He polarization in the spin filter can reverse the polarization of the beam. This is also 
an important feature when controlling systematic effects in the experiment. On the other 
hand, to cover the cross-section of the full beam the polarizer cell had to have a size never 
before used. It has also been exposed to the neutron beam for longer time than in any 
previous experiments.
In the 3He polarizer the unpolarized neutrons interact with the polarized 3He gas con­
tained in a glass cell. Due to the large spin dependent absorption cross section the neutrons 
with their spin opposite to the 3He polarization will be absorbed and the parallel spin state 
transm itted through the cell. The 3He is polarized in the cell by optically polarized Rb 
atoms.
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The polarization of the Rb atoms in the cell is defined by the spin state of its single 
valence electron. Due to a nearly spherical symmetry of the Rb atom and a single valence 
electron, the Rb atom can be treated similarly to the hydrogen atom. In the presence 
of a weak magnetic field, the otherwise degenerate ground state 5 <Si/ 2  and the excited 
state 5Pi/ 2 split, by virtue of Zeeman Effect, into 5S i/2,m  = +1/2 , 5 S i/2 ,m  =  —1/2, 
and 5 P i/2 » rn — + 1 / 2 , 5 P i/2 , m  =  —1 / 2  sub-levels, where m  gives the size of the spin 
component. Suppose that we impose an external magnetic field B  =  zBq parallel to  the 
z-axis. This field will exert a torque on the atomic magnetic moment of the Rb atom, and 
the energy associated with the interaction between the magnetic moment and the external 
field will be
E  = 5 f/% B  ' F  =  9FgBB zFz (4.1)
where fiB =  eh /2rnec =  9.274 x 10-24J  • T _ 1  is the Bohr magneton and gB is the dimen-
sionless Lande g factor. Since the total angular momentum vector is quantized, so is the
energy:
E m = gFfJ-sEmF. (4.2)
Here
F ( F  +  1) +  J ( J  +  l )  — 1(1 +  1)
SF -  g j ------------------ 2 F ( f  + 1)------------------  ( 4 3 )
and
J ( J  +  1) +  S ( S  +  1) — L(L +  1)
9J - 1  + ---------------2 + 7 T T )--------------- ’ (44)
where I  is the nuclear spin, S  and L  are the spin and orbital angular momentum of the 
electron that add up to its total angular momentum, J  = L + S, and F  = J  + 1 is the total
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angular momentum of the atom. The electron spin interacts with its angular momentum, 
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Figure 4.1: Atomic Levels of 87Rb, I  =  3/2
This leads to the fine splitting of atomic levels as indicated in Fig. 4.1. Similarly, but on 
a much smaller scale, the interaction between the electronic and nuclear magnetic moments 
results in the splitting of the energy levels into the hyperfine levels. In the presence of a 
weak external magnetic field the spin of the nucleus and tha t of the electron contribute to 
enhancement of the energy of the system through the Zeeman interaction.
Quantum mechanically these interactions are described by the following Hamiltonian
H  = A L -S  + gsgBSzB z -  ^ I ZB Z, (4.5)
where A  is the dipole coupling constant, gB is the Bohr magneton, gs = 2.00232, the 
gyromagnetic ratio of the electron. The first term represents the hyperfine interaction,
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while the second and the third stand for the electron and nuclear Zeeman energy; coupling 
of the nuclear and electron spins with the external magnetic field.
Circularly polarized photons of resonant frequency u  and positive helicity, a +, from a 
laser light, can be absorbed by the Rb atoms. They excite the single valence electron of the 
Rb atom from the ground state 5 5 i/2 ,m  =  —1/2 into the excited state 5Pi/2,m  =  +1/2 . 
The atom relaxes back to the ground state by emitting a photon. The probability of decay to 
the + 1 /2  and —1/2 sub-levels of the ground state is defined by the corresponding Clebsch- 
Gordon coefficients equal to 2/3 and 1/3 respectively. 3He as a buffer gas collisionally 
mixes the excited sub-levels. The energy is transferred to gas molecules independently of 
the angular momentum of the excited state. This equilibrates the two excited sub-levels 
as far as the de-excitation is concerned. As a result the atom de-excites to the ground 
state sub-levels with equal probability, 1/2. The lower sub-level however is still being 
pumped with the laser. As a result, the population of the desired level, 5 Si/2 ,m  =  + 1 /2  
is continuously replenished. Through this mechanism the atomic polarization of the Rb is 
gradually built up, or “optically pumped”. The process is depicted schematically in fig.
4.2
Each circularly polarized photon absorbed adds one unit of angular momentum in the 
direction of the axis of the laser beam to the system of Rb atoms. Applying the usual 
angular momentum selection rules A m  = ± 1 , one can trace the evolution of the atomic 
sub-levels. Atoms in the singlet Zeeman sub-level of the ground state with the highest 
angular momentum projection cannot be excited to a higher angular momentum level. 
Thus, in the absence of overwhelming relaxation effects, a surplus of atoms in this sub-level 
gradually accumulates, producing a net macroscopic magnetic moment. This condition
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Figure 4.2: Emission scheme according to selection rules, in which the atom is walked to 
the desired polarized state
can be detected by the resulting increased transmission of the pumping light. In the 
presence of various relaxation effects the evolution of the Rb polarization can be described 
by considering
dp± 1 / 2
dt
=  ± SD +  7opt(r)
^ sd
P- 1 / 2  T  2  P+1 /2 ’ (4.6)
where p± 1 / 2  are the population densities, normalized so tha t p+ 1 / 2 +  p_ 1 / /2  =  1 , ^ sd is the 
spin destruction rate, and 7 ^  is the rate of photon absorption per atom:
7 „ i ( f ) =  y  i ‘~iv,r]o{v)dv, (4.7)
where Q+(v,p) is the flux of circularly polarized photons at frequency 1/, o(u) is the ab­
sorption cross-section for linearly polarized light.
The polarization is built as the gap in populations of the |  and — |  states grows. By 
rewriting Eqn. 4.6 in terms of Pjy,.
dPm
dt 7opt(l — Pm) — ^soP m ,  
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from which one obtains
p m (t) =  T ^ r  [1 -  e-b°*W +TsD*\ , (4.9)n/optin+^SD 1 
which at long t becomes the steady state solution
p m ( r )  = ’ (4-10)laptVn +  r SD
where, taking into account the various contributions to the spin destruction, Ts^ is given
by
Tsd — n , +  knb-wau +  kBj)_He. (4.11)
The first term encompasses the relaxations due to the Rb itself, which is largely determined 
by the binary Rb—Rb collisions. During such events the rubidium atoms can exchange their 
electrons’ spins, thereby conserving the total spin of the two electrons, or, in an interaction 
of the spins with the relative momentum of the Rb atoms, lose the electron spin to N .  The 
fourth term consists of two parts, one of which describes the spin-exchange between the Rb 
atom and the 3He  nucleus.
The photons created in the process of de-excitation possess the right wavelength in 
order to be absorbed but are of undetermined polarization, and are therefore capable of 
exciting an electron out of the 5S\/2,m  = + 1 / 2  state, and reducing the total polarization. 
The high density of the Rb vapor, in turn, effectively shortens the mean free path of such 
photons and increases the likelihood of a depolarizing re-absorption in a process called 
“radiation trapping” . Introducing a certain amount of N 2 gas into the mixture helps to
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avoid radiative de-excitations from P  to S  states. jV2  molecules possess many vibrational 
and rotational degrees of freedom and can absorb the excess Rb energy by colliding with 
its atoms, thus obviating the radiative channel [13]. The natural lifetime of the excited 
states of the Rb atoms is reduced by the presence of nitrogen from ~  28 ns  to ~  1 ns  [9]. 
By adding ~100 torr of N 2 into the cell, the effect of radiation trapping can be effectively 
removed.
a). Collisional Mixing




b ) . Spin Exchange
52S 1/2 +1/2
Figure 4.3: Optical Pumping of the atomic levels of Rb and spin exchange during binary 
collisions of the Rb atoms with 3He nuclei.
4.1.2 Spin Exchange In the ground state the two proton spins in the 3He nucleus are 
anti-aligned so tha t they effectively cancel each other out. Therefore the spin of the nucleus 
overall is dictated by the spin of the neutron.
The spin of the Rb atoms can be transferred to the 3 He nuclei through spin exchange 
(SE), where via binary collisions between the Rb atoms and 3He  nuclei the former, with
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a spin projection m  =  + 1 / 2  transfers spin + 1  to the latter, with m  = —1/2. Another 
occasion to transfer the electron’s spin presents itself when the alkali atom and the nucleus 
of the noble gas form a short-lived van der Waals molecule. However unlike the case with 
1 2 9 X e ,  such molecules with 3He  break up so quickly, tha t binary collisions remain the 
dominant spin-exchange channel. The period of the binary collisions is on the order of 
~  10- 1 2  s. The hyperfine interaction, on the other hand, is much slower: ~  1CT9  s. This 
fact, coupled with the collisional broadening of the hyperfine levels, to the point where they 
become practically unresolved, greatly reduces the probability of spin loss to the hyperfine 
levels. At typical total pressures of the noble and buffer gasses, the pump-up rate is ~  106, 
which can be reduced by up to an order of magnitude due to the spin loss to the hyperfine 
interaction.
During a binary collision, the Rb’s valence electron has a small chance to penetrate the 
3He  nucleus and exchange its spin. However the spin of the electron can also be transferred 
to the relative angular momentum of its rotation with respect to the noble gas’ nucleus or 
through the coupling of the electron spin with that of the nucleus itself. These possibilities 
are included in the Hamiltonian (Eqn.4.12), where the third term is largely responsible 
for the spin-exchange, and describes the Fermi-contact interaction. Most of the angular 
momentum carried by the Rb’s electrons is however lost in the process of the spin-rotation 
interaction, in which the spins interact with the relative angular momentum of the two 
interacting atoms.
H Se  = 7 N  ■ S +  a K  • S +  A ■ K  • S, (4.12)
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where A  = ^ - n BHj53(r), with <53 (r) being the probability of the Rb electron being a t the 
position of the 3He nucleus. Given a constant probability of spin exchange the rate at 
which it occurs can be increased by raising the Rb vapor density, while keeping the Rb 
highly polarized. However past a certain concentration the laser radiation will be absorbed 
in the initial, opaque volumes of the Rb thus obscuring the rest of the atoms from the 
laser. The compromise is achieved by balancing the Rb vapor density through varying the 
temperature, given constant laser power. Usually Rb concentrations of ~  atoms /  cm3 
are used. If all other conditions of the pump-up are optimal, the efficiency of spin-exchange 
will be dictated by the relaxation rate, which has to be relatively low compared to tha t of 
SE. Similarly to the case of optical pumping, discussed above, for the 3He  polarization we 
can construct the equation by using
d p H e  _  r He ^  He  ,
^  — 2  I S E P m , +1/2 P H e - 1/2 ^  +  ^ S E P m , - \ / 2  PHe ,+ l /2 i  I 4 ' 1 '*!
where, 7 SE is the spin-exchange rate, pBb,± 1/2  and p He,±1 / 2  are the normalized population
densities for the states m =  ±1 /2  of the Rb and 3He respectively, and TBe is the total
relaxation rate of He. Substituting
PHe = (Pm — PHe)lsE ~  ^He-Pffe, (4-14)
we obtain the steady state solution
PHe = Pm  7 : f r  ■ , (4.15)
7 S E  +  r He
where PHe is determined from Eqn. 4.10.
In addition to the spin-spin and spin-orbital interactions, additional mechanisms such as 
the presence of paramagnetic impurities, wall collisions and field inhomogeneities contribute
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to the relaxation of zHe  polarization. The wall relaxation rate is determined by several 
factors such as the micro-fissures in the glass, which increase the surface area thus increasing 
the number of depolarizing collisions. Coating the glass with Cs  has been shown to prolong 
the relaxation in 3He  cells by tens of hours [37]. On the other hand, between collisions, 
relaxation can occur due to field inhomogeneities, causing spins to evolve in a non-adiabatic 
fashion. The rate in this case is Tvs ~  y 2 r ,  over time r  the atoms experience a field rotating 
at v  ~A . w
y  d 2
T vs =  (4-16)
where D  is a diffusion constant, and V B ±  is the field gradient in the transverse direction. 
Typically 0.1 — 3% per cm is sufficient to maintain reasonable polarization. 0 2  is the 
most important paramagnetic impurity, whose rate constant 0.45s~1/amagat, measured 
by [Saam et al.] at 1.4 Tesla, displayed a temperature dependence ~  1/y/T.
4.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
4.2.1 Quantum-Mechanical Approach
Formalism using the evolution operators.
The Hamiltonian In the absence of a spin the Hamiltonian of a particle in an elec­
tromagnetic field can be written as
" ° = 2 m
1  /  e ~.\2
(4.17)
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where A  is the vector potential, $  is the scalar potential and e and m  are the electron’s 
charge and mass respectively. We can use the expression for the Lorentz force in conjunction 
with the identities
v x  (V x A) = V(v  ■ A) -  (v ■ V )A (4.18)
and
dA dA -± T 
A = ~d t + ^ A
(4.19)
F  = e \ E  +
/ I d A  1  r .
=  e I — V(f>  — I— v x  (V  x  A)
c x B J  \ c dt  v
— e 1 , _ j*. 1 dA—V(j) +  -V  (v ■ A )  —
c c dt (4.20)
If we now rewrite ^  as ^  — V V(A ■ v) then F  assumes the shape of a generalized force :
= eF  ' A ) + J t i r i ( e 0  -  ef ' A ) ' (4-21)
where j  — x, y, z  and the term within each pair of parentheses is the generalized potential. 
The Lagrangian is then
L = T  — U =  ^  — ecj)+-v- A. (4.22) ^ c
Finally the Hamiltonian is
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# 0  =  'YlfPiii -  L  =  ^  (p -  + etf>. (4.23)
i
However by adding a spin we introduce an additional term, describing its interaction with 
the magnetic field. As is the case with any magnetic moment, /2, the potential energy U of 
its interaction with a magnetic field B  is [39]
U = - j l - B  (4.24)
So the Hamiltonian becomes
H  = Hq+ p - B  (4.25)
Now if we substitute B q and the expression for p, keeping in mind tha t A  and V do not 
necessarily anti-commute, we find
1  ( e ^  ^ a ieh -  v e2  -a, ,H  = - — I - V  4  + e $  +  fiaB = — -—A -I------ A V  +  - — V A  +   ---- - A 2 + e4> (4.26)2m \ i  c J 2m me 2me 2me2
and choosing the Coulomb gauge, whereV • A  = 0, we obtain
2
H  = H0 - ~ A - p + - ^ - A  (4.27)
me 2  mcz
The last two terms represent the influence of the magnetic field.
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We are interested in the case of spin |  particles, which includes the 3 He nuclei. The spin
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where ip12 = 0 i,2 0 h is a function of time and position.





In order to describe the motion of the spin when it is in a constant magnetic field we 




\ X -  j
(S) = ^ x +° x ,
is the time-dependent spin function
(4.29)
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Now we need to obtain x  which can be done by solving the part of the Pauli equation 
involving magnetization.
d \
iH~dt = ij'b ° BzX’ (4.30)
since the field is aligned with the £-axis.
X =  aoX + +  &oX- =  x(* = 0 ) . (4.31)
If we now make the substitutions
oq =  e *7  cos (4.32)
and
bo = e lS sin -  
2




cos( 2  u i t  +  8 — 7 ) sin 6
sin(2cjLf +  <5 — 7 ) sin 9 
cos 6
(4.34)
which describes a precessing motion.
4.2.2 Semi-Classical Approach Each 3He  nucleus is comprised of two protons and a 
single neutron, so that its total spin is I  =  1/2 with ^-projection m = ± | ,  the latter (—|)
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corresponding to the the lower energy state. In the presence of an applied magnetic field 
Bo along some direction, e.g. parallel to z the energy of the state m  :
E m = 7  hm B0. (4.35)
The difference in energy between the two states is then equal to AE  = hu, where u  = —jBo,  
is the Larmor frequency, and 7  is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus in question. For 
helium and hydrogen the gyromagnetic ratios are 7 3 # e =  2.04 x 108  [rad s * 1 T ' 1] and 
7 h = 2.67 x 108  [rad s - 1  T -1] respectively.
As known from quantum mechanics, an angular momentum I  measured in units of h 
assumes quantized values of ± h /2  along some preferred axis. In general the corresponding 
magnetic moment g  of the particle with such angular momentum is related to I  by
/2 =  7  hi,  (4.36)
with a gyromagnetic ratio 7  =  , where g is the Lande factor, e is the charge of an
electron and mp is the mass of a proton.
When placed in a magnetic field this magnetic moment will experience a torque
(4.37) 
or using Eqn. 4.36,
(4.38)
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dt
QjI
N  =  g  x B  = h —  
^  dt
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It is easy to show that as a result of this torque the magnetic moment will start 
precessing about the direction of the magnetic field B. In order to do this let’s switch to 
a coordinate system that rotates with some angular velocity u.  The time derivative of the 
magnetization vector in the lab-system can now be expressed using i t ’s counterpart in the 
rotating system:
where is the time derivative of magnetization in the rotating frame. Then
=  x  +  MXw =  7 / I x B  +  f t x w  =  7 / i x ( B H — ). (4.40)
ut dt '■y
So if the rotating frame rotates with such angular velocity that
u  =  —7 B, then ^  =  0. (4-41)
C /C
Viewed from the laboratory frame this looks as though the magnetization vector precesses 
about B.  This fact is heavily exploited in NMR techniques as will be demonstrated below.
We derived the equation of motion of the magnetic moment corresponding to a single 
spin. However in dealing with an ensemble of such spins it is more convenient to define 
and use a so-called net magnetization, M.
M  = fLNP, (4.42)
where ft is the individual magnetic moment of each particle in the ensemble, in our case 
3He, N  is the number of i He nuclei and P  is the polarization of the sample defined as,
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p = N1 - N 1
N] +  N±
(4.43)
When a field Bo is applied in some direction, say z in our case, the individual zHe 
spins begin precessing around it. The xy-plane projection of each spin will rotate around 
the 2  — axis with the same angular velocity, provided tha t the field is uniform, but with 
different phases, so that the total xy  projection is zero. The z-projection, M z, however will 
have a non-zero value due to the ” equilibrium polarization” . This quantity is determined 
from the Boltzmann distribution:
One can see from Eqn. 4.45 that in order to increase thermal polarization, the temperature 
has to be kept low, while maintaining high magnetic fields. Using this “brute force” method
rfhmBo/kT
g yh m B o /k T
(4.44)
Ny, tanh N fi  tanh
So for a thermal sample the polarization can be calculated from
thermal (4.45)
of polarizing a sample, typically, in magnetic fields of the order of ~  1()AGauss at room
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temperatures, proton polarizations of ~  10- 5  can be achieved. This approach is widely 
used in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in medicine.
In the previous section we described methods (spin-exchange optical pumping), whereby 
3 He samples can be polarized to much greater values (xlO 5). We will now describe NMR 
techniques tha t allow detecting the net magnetization in such samples.
4.2.3 Relaxation The equations of time evolution for spins and magnetizations up to 
this point implied their perpetual and unhindered motion in the transverse plane. However, 
in reality several damping mechanisms exist that need to be considered in the description of 
the system. They cause the so-called longitudinal and transverse  relaxations. The former 
refers to the processes in which the longitudinal component of the thermal magnetization 
returns to its equilibrium value and orientation, while the latter describes the diminishing 
of the transverse counterpart as a result of the de-phasing of the transverse components 
of individual spins with respect to each other. Such mechanisms include magnetic field 
inhomogeneity, temperature, and presence of paramagnetic impurities.
Paramagnetic impurities create time-varying fields in local spots within the sample in 
such a way that different small areas will experience ” random” fields and therefore promote 
the de-phasing of the transverse magnetization, M xy. Oxygen and some metals are among 
materials, that promote such conditions. The characteristic times for these relaxation 
mechanisms are usually denoted by Ti and T2*. The star in T2* emphasizes the fact that 
this quantity accounts for the external factors as well as intrinsic relaxations effects.
Longitudinal Relaxation As mentioned before ^-components of contributing spins add 
up to a net magnetization along z. In other words, M q =  oc nup — n down, where nup
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and ridown are populations of ”spin-up” and ’’spin-down” states respectively. When energy 
is delivered to the nuclei by means of an R F  pulse the balance between ”up” and ’’down” 
spins is tipped towards populating the ’’spin-down” states. During the relaxation process 
on the other hand the corresponding populations will tend to return to their equilibrium 
values - n°p and n °down. Obviously in order for one of these populations to increase, the 
other will have to decrease. In other words
dUup =  v(ndown -  nup), (4.46)
dt
where v  is the rate of change of populations. Similarly
dn^ vn = v{nup -  ndown), (4.47)
These equations would however imply that at equilibrium the nup = ndown, which is 
obviously not true. To resolve the situation we need to introduce a term  in our equation 
tha t would indicate the equilibrium value for each state, n°up and ndown:
dn
=  v { n dow n - r i d o w n - n up +  n 0up) ,  (4.48)
and
d 'H 'd o w n
~ a T  = '•“» n d o w n  +  n d o w n ) i  (4.49)
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Now we can express the rate of change of the magnetization
d l i d  d (^ T lUp  T b d o w n )  
— -—  o c ---------------- ---------------- 'd o w nI o w n nup +  nup) {nup nup ndown +  n dm uni\
— 2u(nup ndown nup +  ndown) — 2u(Mz M z), (4.50)
where M z = nPp — ndown .We now have a differential equation whose solution describes the 
evolution of M z(t).
It is evident from Eqn. 4.51 that the rate of change of the magnetization is proportional 
to its deviation from the equilibrium value. Integrating this equation yields
where v = — is negative, and 7\ is the longitudinal relaxation time.
The processes that cause the spin-flips that re-populate nup and n down where nuclei lose 
energy to molecular motion, are referred to as the la t t ic e  in this context. This type of 
relaxation is hence called s p in  — la t t ic e  r e la x a t io n .
The atomic electrons of paramagnetic species mixed in to the gas in question posses 
large magnetic moments and are therefore able to contribute to the relaxation. The motion 
of molecules with non-zero net magnetic moment will also create oscillating magnetic fields, 
which if close to ujq in frequency units will cause ” spin-flips” and promote the decay of M z.
(4.51)
Mz(t) = [Mz{0) -  M2°] e2vt +  M2° =  M l  1 - (4.52)
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The magnetic moments of two nearby nuclei create a magnetic field mutually experi­
enced by both. The magnitude of this interaction depends on the distance between the 
nuclei and the direction of the vector connecting them with respect to B q. T w o  nuclei 
within say a rotating molecule would experience a change in the magnetic field as the 
aforementioned direction changes. Change in the distance plays an important role as the 
strength of the interaction is proportional to ^  where r  is the distance between the nuclei, 
so it deteriorates very rapidly with distance. For the same reason two nuclei within the 
same molecule have a greater influence on the relaxation then if they are parts of different
molecules, much farther apart. The magnitude of this kind of relaxation is proportional to
2
the square of the coupling. And as the coupling itself is proportional to ^  the relaxation
4
is proportional to ^ . Although exchanging energy between the two nuclei itself will not 
contribute to the relaxation, the transfer of energy to the molecular motion, or the ” lattice” 
will in turn create oscillating magnetic fields, promoting relaxation.
Transverse Relaxation Looking back at the definition of the net magnetization as 
essentially the sum of individual spins comprising the system we can consider the transverse 
aspect of relaxation. The essential causes for the transverse relaxation are as follows
•  T\ processes that flip the spins and destroy spin coherence (so tha t T2  <  7\)
•  Slow-moving molecules create magnetic fields in the ^-direction, thereby de-phasing 
local spins.
•  Different fields experienced by nuclei, depending on the electron cloud’s shielding 
factor. This depends on the molecular environment.
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Figure 4.4: Time-evolution of longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) components of the mag­
netization.
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•  Gradients in the magnetic field (Bo)
•  Difference in magnetic field susceptibility of the polarized medium.
While the second and third type of processes contributing to the transverse relaxation 
are commonly referred to as “T2 -processes” the fourth gives rise to I "2 processes.
Figure 4.5: (a) A depiction of "excited" state of transverse magnetization at time t — 0 
after the application of the RF pulse, (b) Somewhat "relaxed" magnetization at time t 
after the RF pulse application.
After the system has been excited most of the individual spins will be aligned in such 
a way tha t the net transverse magnetization M xy is non-zero. It will remain tha t way as
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long as the transverse projections of the precessing spins are coherent, i.e. they move in 
phase. The de-phasing of the spins will cause deterioration of Mxy.
One way to de-phase the spins is to introduce the same type of impurities, which will 
create local oscillating magnetic fields close to cj0  and cause ”spin-flips” in some of the 
nuclei. Magnetic field gradients across the sample are capable of de-phasing the spins in 
the transverse plane. That way the Larmor frequency will be dictated by the magnetic 
field value in the vicinity of the given nucleus, so that if the spins were initially coherent 
they will gradually acquire different phases thereby reducing M xy. In case of heterogeneous 
samples the difference in magnetic susceptibility will also create this kind of effect. The 
overall characteristic transverse relaxation parameter can be expressed as
1  1 1
f *  ~  T l + T£ + 7 °’
where ^  and represent ” internal relaxation mechanisms” such as paramagnetic impuri­
ties and molecular vibrations/rotations, and those inflicted by the magnetic field gradients.
As a consequence mechanisms causing longitudinal relaxation and therefore contribut­
ing to 1/Tj will also always contribute to transverse relaxation, i.e. shorten T2. Therefore
T2 <  T i.
I l l
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To summarize, time evolution of net-magnetization can be characterized by the Bloch 
equations:
^  =  M  x 7 B -  MJ +, Myl  + M‘ ~ M °k, (4.53)
at ±2 1
where M0  is the longitudinal magnetization at equilibrium.
4.2.4 Detection of the NMR Signal During Phase Sensitive Detection (PSD) the
signal from the 3 He is not of the same frequency as the reference frequency coming from 
the internal oscillator. Thus after the PSD the oscillations occur at ujfid = — ojref-
Free Induction Decay In order to detect a signal created by the moving magnetization 
vector one needs to create conditions in which its projection onto the xy-plane is relatively 
large. In that case if we position a coil so that it is wound around for instance the x-axis, 
in a coordinate system in which Bo is parallel to z we will detect the rotation of M  as it 
’’cuts” through the coil. However in the presence of only B 0, M  lacks a component in the 
transverse plane with z. In order to project M  onto the xy  plane one would need to tip it 
away from the z-axis. This can be accomplished by applying a relatively small magnetic 
field B \ , normal to the main field’s direction. This will create a torque necessary to induce 
a precession of the magnetization vector towards the transverse plain. The angular velocity 
of this precession will be lJi =  —jB i .
However, once tipped from the z-axis the magnetization will try to precess around it 
with angular velocity to — —~/Bq, in which case applying a constant B i will result in an 
even more complicated motion of the magnetization vector. For example in the instance
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where M  makes some angle with z and lies in the positive quadrant of the zy-plane B\  will
tend to tip it towards the y-axis. But when the vector finds itself in the negative quadrant
of the zy  plane B\ will make it precess in the opposite direction. In fact B\ will not be 
effective at precessing the magnetization into the xy-plane unless its own vector rotates 
about 2  with nearly the same angular velocity as the magnetization vector. This condition 
is referred to as the resonance condition. In that case the magnetization vector is will 
not move with respect to Bi, so that the only torque and therefore precession in this new 
coordinate system rotating with angular velocity u  is tha t inflicted by B \ , also constant in 
the rotating system.
Hence the applied magnetic field should be of the form
B\ =  2B\ cos u)t ■ x  — B\  cos [u tx '} (4.54)
Now to quantify this phenomenon we will call the angle by which the magnetization 
is tipped from the z-axis - the tip angle. If the tip angle is equal to 9 at some point in 
time, then M ’s projection onto xy  will be equal to M xy = \M\ sin 6 = M  sin 9. The x  and 
y projections then will be respectively
Mx =  M  sin 0 cos out (4.55)
My = M sinflsinwf, (4.56)
where cut is the angle that Mxy makes with the x axis.
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Figure 4.6: Precession of the magnetization vector in the laboratory frame.
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Figure 4.7: A typical free induction decay (FID) signal.
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Adiabatic Fast Passage A different approach to the detection of magnetization of 
polarized samples is called the Adiabatic Fast Passage (AFP). In this method the spins are 
tipped (or flipped, referring to a 180° tip angle) by sweeping the holding field B q through 
a range of values, throughout which process Bi, the oscillating (RF) field is turned on.
As mentioned before, a magnetic moment /2 placed in a magnetic field B  experiences a
torque
^  =  7 (/x x B) (4.57)
due to which it will start precessing about the direction of B
B\  =  2B\ cos u t  • x =  B \(cos u t  +  sin ut)x  +  B\  (cos u t  — sin ut)y ,  (4.58)
which represents two vectors of magnitude B\  rotating in opposite directions. In a frame
rotating around z with angular frequency u  one of these components will remain static
while the other will rotate in the opposite direction at 2u. This can be done by performing 
a transformation :
=  cos uitx — sin loty
=  sin u tx  +  cos u ty  (4.59)
=  z.
The second component, rotating at twice the frequency in the opposite direction is so far of 
resonance that it will not affect the magnetization’s direction, and can therefore be omitted. 
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B 1 — Bqz T B \x ' . (4.60)
If we use this field from Eqn.4.38 in the rotating frame the effective field in the i'-direction 
will be B qz — ^  and tha t in the f'-direction - B\x'
d f l UJ
B o  ) z +  Bxx =  7 ( j l  X Be//) (4.61)
This becomes the rotating-frame equivalent of the original equation. In this frame the 
magnetization will be precessing around the effective field B eff .
In the AFP configuration B\  is small, i.e. |B i| <C |Bo|- Initially the holding field is set 
far off resonance. During AFP its value is “swept” from — B 0 to + B 0 (and typically back) 
through resonance. Then if the magnitude of the holding field reaches the value of Bo = 
where the effective field becomes Be/ /  =  B\x,  the magnetization vector M  will precess with 
an angular frequency uq =  u f rame. This is known as the “resonance condition”. Under this 
condition the magnetization precesses about x ;, which in turn rotates around z\\z'.
If during this precession the angle between the magnetization M  and the field B ef f  is 
small, then the former will effectively follow the latter. This, once B ef f  is in the transverse 
plane, will create the desired signal in the pick-up coils positioned in a plane perpendicular 
to xy. This constraint is the essence of the adiabatic condition. In order for it to be 
satisfied M ’s precession must occur at a much higher angular frequency than tha t of Be/ / ’s 
rotation around z. As B q passes through resonance, B ef f  starts tipping toward x' in the
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rotating frame, while M  is left behind. However the angle between B ef j  and M  is small 
as long as the magnetization has time to “swing” around the effective field. This way the 




Figure 4.8: Free Induction Decay signal (AFP)
As the field tips in the rotating frame it makes an angle
0 = tan 1 ( Bl , . (4.62)
(B0 -  w/7)
with the z-axis. Hence the rate at which B ef f  tips towards the xy-plane is
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dO Bi dBt
whereas the rate of M ’s precession,
i t  B i f f  i t
(4.63)
so the condition
^  =  IfBeff (4.64)
dd deb
* « ■ £  ( 4 - 6 5 )
becomes
dB0 7 dB0
< 7 ^ e / /  =* — (4. 66)B 2,, dt Bi dtDeff
Bearing in mind tha t m in(B ef f ) =  |Bi| the inequality can be simplified to
T T  <<: 7 S '  (4 6 7 )
The angle by which the magnetization M  rotates about B ej j  = B[esonance is
0  =  i Bef f T,  (4.68)
where
T = , r f r r -  (4-69)dBo/dt
Transverse relaxation will be most prominent at resonance where the de-phasing of 
individual spins is more intense. In addition, since the T\ > T2 , the latter becomes the
upper limit on the duration of an AFP sweep.
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B\ dB0
t < < t ^ t 2 <<^ F -  (4'7°)
Finally we obtain the conditions for the Adiabatic Fast Passage
B\ dBQ 9
% <<c IT  << jBl (4'71)
It should be noted that the relaxation times associated purely with field inhomogeneities 
(in rotating frame) are
1 J A B J r
T  K D ~ ^ T '  W
where D is the :iHe self-diffusion constant (D — 1.8 ±  0.2 cm2s ~ 1 at 1 bar and 20°C'). [21] 
Thus, in the lab frame on resonance the bulk magnetization rotates in the xy  plane. In 
NMR experiments the pick-up coils are set perpendicularly to xy  so tha t as the magnetiza­
tion vector “cuts” through the coils it induces an EMF measurable with electronic devices.
The signal picked up by the coils is proportional to the magnitude of M  ’s transverse
component, M t and dM r/d t  (Eqn. 4.53)
M,  =  f iNPBgj f  ■ i '  =  -  “ / 7 ) l ' +  B
= V-UP BlX’= =  (4.73)
^/{B0 -  tu/7 ) 2 -  BI
Similarly the signal
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m  = s ° / ^ ■ ■ Bf v - g s- (474)y/{BQ -  UJ/'Y)2 -  S2
where So is the peak signal. Accordingly the signal produced by AFP is expected to be of 
the shape
S(f) =  ,4, +  A 2t +  - ^ = A = = ,  (4-75)
a Lorentzian function, where A5  is the width, the ratio A3 /A 5  is the amplitude, A 4 is the
center and A 2 and A 4 are the slope and the intercept of the linear background.
Under normal conditions (with an appropriate lock-in time constant and in the absence 
of large magnetic field inhomogeneities) the signals in the two Lock-In channels will be
Sx(t) = —kHeM T(t)GcoilG^reG f e cos 4>
Sy(t) = - k IIeM T(t)Gcml Gpre G ^ e sin 0 , (4.76)
where kHe is a constant depending on the frequency response of the lock-in and the cell 
geometry, MT(t) is the transverse polarization, Gcon is the pick-up gain, Gpre is the pream­
plifier gain, G f e is the lock-in gain and cj) is the phase of the phase between the input signal
and tha t of the lock-in reference.
S(t) = S0 e‘V A> - t/T2, (4.77)
where <fi is the absolute receiver phase and Ao; =  w0  — u r is the difference between the 
reference and the detected frequency. The peak signal is
SHe = f iN P kHeGcoil GpreG f e (4.78)
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4.3 Polarizing neutron beams using 3 He  spin-filters. Neutron beam polarizer and
analyzer
4.3.1 Polarizer
Spin-dependent Absorption Cross-section The 3He spin-filter neutron beam polarizer 
is based on
1. a very large spin-dependent neutron absorption cross-section on 3He, a 0 =  (5333±7) 
6  at 23.5 m eV  (corresponding to the neutron velocity of 2200 m / s ) [2] and
2. tha t large quantities of 3He can be polarized.
The large absorption cross-section is produced by a broad J n = 0+ excited 4He  state 
650 keV  below the n + 3He threshold. This cross-section is spin-dependent owing to  the 
fact tha t the resonance is open only to the J  — 0+ channel. The absorption cross section 
follows the \ / v  neutron energy dependence. In the n — 3He reaction elastic scattering is 
also possible but with a much smaller probability ( the constant scattering cross-section is 
only rsj  36).
Because of the total spin of the 4He  state J  = 0, the neutrons with spins anti-parallel 
to the 3He nuclear spin are absorbed. Thus, polarized 3He functions as a spin filter; 
one neutron spin state is absorbed and the other transmitted through, assuming tha t 3He 
polarization is unity. Since the absorption cross section depends on the neutron energy, the 
beam polarization depends on the thickness of 3He and neutron energy.
In the 3He  spin filter the polarized 3He is contained at 4.9 atm  pressure in a glass cell 
made from the GE-type glass. The cell also has a small amount of N 2 gas and Rb metal.
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The rubidium atoms are optically polarized as described in section P o l a r i z e d  3H e . N% 
serves as a buffer gas.
If (Tp and are are defined as the spin-dependent and spin-independent cross-sections, 
then the two neutron spin state cross sections - “spin-parallel” and spin “anti-parallel” - 
are
0± =  Ore T -P3 OP, (4.79)
where P3  is the 3He polarization. For 3He are and P-z<Jp are measured to be almost equal: 
ap =  1.010 • <Jre. [46] which means that the cross-section for the neutrons with spins parallel 
to the 3He  spins is a + =  0 and those anti-parallel is cr_ =  2are. Transmissions of the two 
neutron spin states through polarized 3He are
T± = e-nal{l^P^  (4g0)
where n is the number density of 3He atoms and I is the thickness of the 3He  gas. Today, 
the technology has been developed to produce large volume 3He cells tha t can match 
the neutron phase space defined by the neutron guide. The other advantages of the 3He 
spin filter are tha t it does not produce 7 -rays, supports straight neutron optics, offers an 
alternative method to reverse the beam polarization with AFP, and allows a compact design 
of experiments [1 1 ].
According to equation 4.80 transmission of neutrons through un-polarized 3He  is
T0  =  e“n<Ti. (4.81)
Then the transmission of an un-polarized beam through polarized 3He  is
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Tn = e nal cosh(nolPz)
and using Eqn. 4.81
Tn =  T0  cosh (nalPz) (4.82)
The neutron beam polarization on the other hand is
Pn = I! ~ =  tanh{nolPz). (4.83)
1 + + 1 -
To obtain the beam polarization, in this way the 3He polarization and thickness and the
neutron energy have to be known. On the other hand for the beam polarization we also
have
This expression shows that there is a parametric relation between the beam polarization 
and transmissions which allows the neutron beam polarization to be measured without any 
knowledge of the 3He  polarization or its thickness. Only the ratio of the polarized and 
the un-polarized transmissions need to be measured. The transmissions and thus beam 
polarization depends on the neutron energy.
Polarizer Oven The 3 He spin filter consists of a 3  He cell, an oven to  regulate the Rb 
density, a few Gauss magnetic field, a laser system to polarize the Rb, and an NMR system 
to monitor 3He polarization, see Fig. (4.3.1). The function of the oven is to maintain 
the temperature inside the polarizer cell high enough to vaporize the Rb metal to such a 
density tha t it can be optically pumped by circularly polarized laser light. The optimal
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temperature, at which the maximum 3He polarization was achieved, was 160°C. The oven 
was made of high-temperature nylon and was heated by forcing hot air through it. The air 
temperature was controlled by a PID controller which received temperature readings from 
a RTD placed directly on the surface of the cell. The temperature data were communicated 
by fiber optics to the heater controller located outside the cave.
FtaDQnxns Nan&mDB
mdUbaDlls Crife
The oven has neutron entry and exit windows made of two 0.2 mm thick single crystal 
silicon wafers per window.
Optics for the Laser Light Two identical optical boards with light tight boxes were 
positioned directly above and below the oven. Each board contained optical elements to 
collimate and polarize the laser light conducted to the optics from the diode array by a 
fiber. On the board the light was first expanded to the aperture of the polarizing cube, 
that splits the original light beam into two linearly polarized components which were then 
circularly polarized by a A/4 plates. The circularly polarized light accessed the 3He cell 
through uncoated glass windows on the top and on the bottom of the oven, illuminating the
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entire cell. The two Coherent 30 W FAP diode laser arrays were used in the polarizer setup. 
The spectral widths, FWHM, of FAP outputs were ~  2nm. This should be compared to 
the Rb absorption width that is ~  20 times narrower. However due to partially the optical 
thickness of Rb, strong absorption takes place even outside the resonance region of the 
spectrum [53].
Figure 4.9: Front view of the Polarizer. Drive coils are seen encircling the oven box. 
Measurement of 3He Polarization in the Cell
Cell’s Thickness The amount of 3 He  in the beam can be determined using equation 
4.81 where neutron transmission is a ratio of the number of neutrons transm itted through 
the cell to the monitor when the cell is in and out of beam. Using the velocity dependence 
of the absorption cross section
o  =  cr0—, (4.85)v
where (To is the ’’thermal” neutron absorption cross-section at 2 2 0 0  m /s, the number thick­
ness, n can be extracted from the transmission ratio curve by fitting it to the exponent of
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Eqn. 4.81. Several corrections have to be considered before the n calculated:
1) The monitor M2 located 15 cm downstream from the oven was used to measure the 
neutron transmissions. Before the neutrons hit M2, they interact with different materials,
thin aluminum windows of the monitor M l and M2, and then o | course, the glass of the 
cell itself. These interactions result in the transmission
where n, ng, uai and n$i stand for the number densities of 3He, Ge-180 glass, Al and 
Si, respectively, i.e. materials encountered by the beam, and I, lg, l^i and Isi are the 
corresponding thicknesses. In order to extract the absolute value for the 3 He  thickness, 
these contributions to the beam attenuation are divided out of the exponent in Eqn. 4.86.
The two plots in Fig. 4.10 show transmissions as a function of time-of-flight through 
two GE-180 glass samples with thickness of 3.5 mm, together with four Si  wafers. The 
contribution of the aluminum windows was not separated since it was negligible.
One way to isolate the beam attenuation of the glass and Si  is to look at the log 
of the transmission through the 3He cell vs. TOF. The non-3He  terms give the energy- 
independent term in the exponent:
Then, if one plots the logarithm of T 3 vs. TOF,  the resulting straight line will intercept 
the ordinate at b. As can be seen from the plots in Fig. (4.11) (and also as expected based 
on the fact tha t neither glass nor Si possess a significant energy-dependent absorption
such as the four Si  wafers; the neutron windows of the oven, as well as several layers of
—{nol+ng0glg+nAi(TAllAl+n Siasilsi) (4.86)
rpO   —n a (E ) l—b
n (4.87)
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cross-section), the TOF-dependent glass and Si transmissions, as compared to the 3He 
transmission are very small. The uncertainty in the thickness introduced by the correction 
for the glass and Si  transmissions will therefore also be negligible.
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Figure 4.10: Attenuation of the neutron beam by two samples of GE-180 as a function of 
neutron time of flight. This type of glass is used in the spin-filter cell.
2) Neutron transmission is defined by
T  = y  , (4.88)
to
where I  is the beam intensity or monitor yield with the cell in place, and 70  is the corre­
sponding intensity or monitor yield when the cell is out of the beam, the ” empty” configura­
tion. In order for this relationship to describe accurately the energy dependent transmission,
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all other conditions such as beam intensity and monitor efficiencies must be kept constant. 
Both intensities have to be measured by the same beam monitor, but the measurements 
will be performed at two different times. If the proton current incident on the spallation 
target fluctuates, the beam intensity will be different independently of the configuration of 
the polarizer between the ’’cell in” and ’’cell out” runs. Therefore in our measurements the 
corresponding M2 signals are normalized by the signal the corresponding signal of M l.
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Figure 4.11: Neutron Attenuation in four Si Wafers built into the polarizer oven.
Flight Path Length Correction As mentioned, in order to cancel out the effects of
beam fluctuations, M2 signals were normalized by the corresponding M l signals on a time- 
bin-by-time bin basis. When performing corrections or calculating transmission ratios, the 
different lengths of the flight paths have to be corrected for. The two monitors were
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positioned ~  40 cm apart. Suppose tha t the distance from the moderator to M l is Li, 
then the neutron, which arrived at M l at time U, has traveled with velocity Vi = A-. The 
monitor M2 is A L  away from M l. The time it takes the neutron to cover this distance is
A t  = A L ^ - ,  (4.89)
T i
and the time-of-flight to M2 is
(  l 2
t2 =  t l { l  +  l ^ )  = t l T 1 ' (490)
Here, L2 and t2 are the distance and TOF to the second monitor from the moderator. Using 
this time shift in the normalization removes the unevenness in the transmission curve, near 
the TOF that corresponds to the A1 Bragg edges.
The performance of the 3He polarizer cell can be described by figure-of-merit (FOM), 
PnTni where Pn is the beam polarization and Tn is the transmission. In the parity violating 
7 -ray asymmetry measurements the experimental error is related to the FOM through: 
1/cr2  oc P 2 Tn. The FOM is related to the statistical accuracy of the experiment or the 
running time to achieve the statistical goal of the experiment. The FOM as a function 
of neutron energy in Fig. 4.12 is calculated for the 3He cell with the 3He thickness and 
polarization of 4.9 atm ■ cm and 55%, respectively. In Fig. 4.12(b) FOM is plotted as a 
function of the 3He thickness for the 3He polarization of 55% at 25.3 meV. W ith these 
plots the optimum 3He cell thickness and polarization in the selected neutron energy range 
were selected.
3He Polarization in the Cell The 3He polarizer system consists of a NMR system
tha t allows a relative measurement of the 3He polarization in the cell. For the absolute
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Figure 4.12: Figure Of Merit: (a) a cell with 55% polarization and a thickness of 4.9 atmcm  
was used for these measurements; (b) again, a cell with 55% polarization was used a t 25.3 
meV.
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Figure 4.13: Neutron attenuation in the un-polarized 3He-cell, "Boo-Boo", used during the 
2005 commissioning run. The transmission has been corrected for the attenuating effects 
in glass and Si components of the polarizer.
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C el l D  [cm] V  [cm3] Thick.  1020 [cm 2] L i f  e t i m e  [/irs]
A s t r o 11.3 640 1.4 730
P ebb le s 11.1 508 1.1 350
D i n o 10.6 452 1.2 700
B  ooB oo 12.6 587 1.4 520
K i r k 10.5 624 1.5 600
R o c k y 13.4 773 1.2 100
E l r o y 11 430 1.0 100
Table 4.1: Polarizer Cells Created and tested at NIST. The cells Boo Boo, Dino and Pebbles 
were chosen as the spin filters for NPDGamma experiments.
polarization value P3, the relative neutron transmission measurement was used to calibrate 
the NMR measurement by applying Eqns. 4.81 and 4.82
T
=  cosh(nalP3). (4.91)
Jo
In this method the thickness parameters, nl, are determined through measurements 
with un-polarized 3He (see previous section).
Neutron Backgrounds in the determination of the 3He Polarization. When using
Eqn. 4.91 to determine the 3He polarization the conditions during the measurements in­
cluding neutron backgrounds in the beam monitors have to be kept constant. The monitor 
neutron backgrounds are produced by neutrons tha t are scattered out of the beam and then
132
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re-scattered to the monitor. One of the largest monitor neutron backgrounds are the neu­
trons which backscatter from the collimation in the monitor tha t they have already passed. 
If the neutron background contributions during the polarized and un-polarized runs in the 
monitors differ, then the ratio Tn/To is affected and the extracted polarization deviates 
from the correct polarization. To estimate the size of this effect, test measurements and 
simulations were performed. In the test experiments, neutrons were back-scattered into 
M2, increasing the transmission signal. Having a few percent different back-scattering 
contributions in M2 “polarized” and ” un-polarized” signals compromised the fit and sig­
nificantly changed the value of the fitting parameter, P 3 . A larger y 2  was characteristic of 
the fittings where the neutron backgrounds were present and were not properly treated.
In the test experiments, first, the back-scattering portion of the signal was separated 
in a series of measurements, where a changing scattering surface area was attached to  the 
downstream surface of M2. The ” pure” signal, i.e. tha t due to only the direct beam, was 
first measured with the backscatterer removed from beam, This signal was then subtracted 
from the total signals measured with the scattering surfaces in the beam, yielding the 
backscattering part of the signal. The resulting waveform can then be scaled proportionally 
to the area of the scatterer. In the simulations back-scattering areas were picked, and the 
corresponding waveforms formed from the M l signal by transmitting them through the 
same amount, 4.9 atm ■ cm, of '’He as that present in the real 3He cell called "Boo-Boo".
In the analysis the backscattering contribution was taken care of by introducing a new 
fitting function. In a simple approximation of the backscattering one considers a neutron
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Figure 4.14: Cosh(nalPs) (darker line) vs. (l+a)-Cosh(ncrZP3 ) (lighter line) fit.
beam incident on the zHe cell. According to the transmission
I  = h e —nal (4.92)
if the beam is un-polarized and
I  =  h e  nalcoshinalP-i) (4.93)
if it is polarized. Here h  is the intensity of the incident neutron beam and I  is tha t of the 
transm itted beam.
If part of the transmitted beam I  is reflected, the intensity measured by M2  for unpo­
larized beam is
h  = h {  1 +  &u)e 71(71, (4.94)
and for a polarized beam
h  = h e 71(7 (1 +  ap) cosh.(nalPs) , (4.95)
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where Iu and Ip are the polarized and un-polarized intensities, and au and ap are the 
corresponding coefficients, quantifying the reflected portions of the transm itted beam back 
into the monitor. Thus the ratio of the transmissions is
Tn e~n,Tl cosh(n<7lP3)(l + ap) 1 +  ap
—  = --------------t—------- r------— =  -------- cosh(n<j/P3). (4.96)T0  e~™l(l + au) 1 + au y 1
If all other conditions between the polarized and un-polarized runs were unchanged, 
then the magnitudes of ap and au will only depend on the properties of the backscattering 
surface. The term containing the reflection coefficients will cancel out, provided tha t the 
scattering surface stays the same.
The expression in Eqn. (4.96) can be reduced to
^  =  (1 +  a) cosh(no-/P3), (4.97)
7 o
where a =  a(En), E n being the neutron energy.
Table 4.2 bellow compares the results of the polarization measurements corrected with 
backscattering part given by simulations Eqn. 4.82 to the uncorrected results of Eqn. 4.97.
Figure 4.15 shows the history of the 3He polarization in Dino (a), Pebbles (b) and 
Boo-Boo (c) throughout the 2005 run. An unexpected loss of polarization was observed 
with two decay constants; a slow loss of polarization which seems to be related to the total 
beam time and a faster decay constant which seems to be related to the beam intensity. 
The gaps in the plot represent pauses in data acquisition due to beam interruptions and 
various maintenance periods. The decay of the polarization within each period immediately 
following return of the neutron beam has yet to be explained, as it seems to be correlated 
with the beam intensity. The overall decay in the polarization, however, is mainly due to
135
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P cosh A P  Cosh P cosh (l+ a ) A P cosh(l+a) B uB P
0 . 3 0 3 - 1 7 . 9 8 5 . 6 0 7 0 . 3 8 7 4 . 7 0 3 . 0 0 0
0 . 3 1 1 - 1 6 . 0 2 4 . 8 5 2 0 . 3 8 6 4 . 3 8 2 . 8 0 0
0 . 3 1 8 - 1 4 . 0 8 4 . 1 0 4 0 . 3 8 5 4 . 0 5 2 . 6 0 0
0 . 3 2 5 - 1 2 . 1 7 3 . 3 7 1 0 . 3 8 4 3 . 7 1 2 . 4 0 0
0 . 3 3 2 - 1 0 . 2 9 2 . 6 6 4 0 . 3 8 2 3 . 3 7 2 . 2 0 0
0 . 3 3 9 - 8 . 4 3 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 8 1 3 . 0 2 2 . 0 0 0
0 . 3 4 6 - 6 . 5 9 1 . 3 9 4 0 . 3 8 0 2 . 6 8 1 . 8 0 0
0 . 3 5 2 - 4 . 7 7 0 . 8 6 8 0 . 3 7 9 2 . 3 2 1 . 6 0 0
0 . 3 5 9 - 2 . 9 7 0 . 4 4 5 0 . 3 7 7 1 . 9 6 1 . 4 0 0
0 . 3 6 6 - 1 . 1 9 0 . 1 5 0 0 . 3 7 6 1 . 6 0 1 . 2 0 0
0 . 3 7 2 0 . 5 7 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 3 7 5 1 . 2 3 1 . 0 0 0
0 . 3 7 9 2 . 3 3 0 . 0 4 9 0 . 3 7 3 0 . 8 5 0 . 8 0 0
0 . 3 8 5 4 . 0 6 0 . 2 8 8 0 . 3 7 2 0 . 4 7 0 . 6 0 0
0 . 3 9 1 5 . 7 9 0 . 7 4 1 0 . 3 7 0 0 . 0 9 0 . 4 0 0
0 . 3 9 8 7 . 5 0 1 . 4 1 2 0 . 3 6 9 - 0 . 3 1 0 . 2 0 0
0 . 4 0 4 9 . 2 0 2 . 2 9 4 0 . 3 6 7 - 0 . 7 0 0 . 0 0 0
0 . 4 1 0 1 0 . 8 8 3 . 3 6 7 0 . 3 6 6 - 1 . 1 1 - 0 . 2 0 0
0 . 4 1 6 1 2 . 5 6 4 . 5 9 9 0 . 3 6 4 - 1 . 5 2 - 0 . 4 0 0
0 . 4 2 3 1 4 . 2 3 5 . 9 4 7 0 . 3 6 3 - 1 . 9 3 - 0 . 6 0 0
0 . 4 2 9 1 5 . 8 8 7 . 3 6 5 0 . 3 6 1 - 2 . 3 5 - 0 . 8 0 0
Table 4.2: Fits using cosh(bP3) and cosh(bP3) ■ (1 +  a).
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Figure 4.15: 3He  polarization in 2005 for Dino (a), Pebbles (b) and Boo-Boo (c).The gaps 
in the plots represent pauses in data acquisition due to beam interruptions and various 
maintenance periods.
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the deterioration of the cell itself. Upon examination of the cell after the completion of the 
commissioning run, a white milky layer was found to be covering the inner surface of the 
glass. This would decrease the light transmission into the cell and thus impede the optical 








Figure 4.16: Neutron Beam polarization at 0.56 sHe  spin-filter polarization as a function 
of TO F in time bin units. The region of interest lies between "30 — 80th time bins.
The polarization of the neutron beam depends on the neutron’s energy, due to  the 
energy dependent absorption cross section. Fig. 4.16 shows neutron beam polarization as 
a function of time-of-flight when the 3He polarization (Boo-Boo) was 56%.
4.3.2 Analyzer The primary purpose of the neutron beam polarization analyzer in this 
experiment is to measure the degree of polarization of the neutron beam. This allows a 
study of a beam depolarization when the beam interacts with inhomogeneous magnetic 
fields or targets where neutron spin-flip scattering can take place, or to monitor the effi­
ciency of the RFSF as discussed in section 3.7.
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Figure 4.17: Diagram of the NMR system of the Spin-Filter.
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Figure 4.18: A schematic drawing of the analyzer oven, (a) - view from the top; (b) view 
from the side; (c) - side view of the drive coils, the optics stand and the oven containing 
the cell; (d) - front view of the same.
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The use of the 3  He as a gauge of neutron beam polarization is based on the spin- 
dependent absorption cross section as discussed in an earlier section. After the polarizer 
the neutron beam polarization is either reversed by the RFSF or left unchanged if the 
RFSF is off-state. Thereafter the RFSF the beam polarization is analyzed by a cell of 
polarized 3 He. The number of neutrons measured by M3 when the RFSF is in the on-state 
(off-state)
N± = N 0e_£ f l . (cosh
to
(± n P  +  m Q ) ■ t (4.98)
where cr0  and to are the absorption cross-section and the time-of-flight at thermal energy, t 
is time-of-flight of neutrons tha t are measured, n and m  are the polarizer and the analyzer 
thicknesses in cm - 2  and P  and Q are their respective polarizations. The beam polarization 
analyzing power can then expressed as
N + -  A T
Pn =  TT--------- 7Z— =  C O Sh
A T  +  A T
— (nP  +  mQ) ■ t 
to
— cosh — (—nP  + mQ) • t
to
(4.99)
where the spin reversal has been accounted for by reversing the sign of P  in the last term. 
The optimal thickness of the analyzer cell was found by using the simulated spectrum of 
the neutrons coming out of the moderator Fig. 4.19 and propagating the neutrons through 
the polarizer and the analyzer, according to Eqn. 4.99. Then the normalized population 
difference (Ar+ — A T )  was plotted as a function of the 3He  thickness in the analyzer cell. 
The plot is shown in Fig. 4.20. In the calculation polarizer and analyzer polarizations close 
to those measured during the commissioning run were used (P  = 0.45, Q = 0.57). The 
maximum of the FOM was found at ~  4 atm cm.
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Figure 4.19: Simulated neutron spectrum used in the optimization of the analyzer thickness.
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Weighed Integral FOM |
FOM -  RFSF_ON - RFSF_OFF vs Analyzer Thickness 
T0F*6 ms 
T O F-15 me 
TOF-20 ms 
•  FOM weighted by spectrum
Highest Resolution between RFSF ONOFF IS 9  4.327 |mm'*cfn} 
PotnftiMtbnof polarizer > 49%  
Potaitzalbnof Analyzer > 57 %
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Figure 4.20: Analyzer Thickness Figure of Merit.
Figure 4.21: The Analyzer Cell (TS-12).
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Measurement of the parameters of the analyzer cell Figure 4.22 shows the experimental 
setup for the measurement of the parameters of the analyzer cell. The same setup was used 










Figure 4.22: Experimental Setup for the measurements of the analyzer’s characteristics.
The neutron transmission through the unpolarized analyzer cell was calculated by using 
signals of the downstream monitor (M3) when the unpolarized cell was in the beam and 
out off beam.
= — = e_(n<TZ+"9°r9z9)j ( 4  iQQ)
n h
where n and ng are the number densities of 3 He gas and tha t of glass respectively, I and lg- 
the corresponding thicknesses, a  =  a(E)  is the energy-dependent absorption cross-section 
of neutrons in helium. The cell itself is a glass bulb of 2.6 cm in external diameter. The 
glass type used in fabrication of this cell was Corning 1720 which contains around 5% of 
B 2Os- 10 B, which comprises 20% of natural boron has a relatively large energy dependent
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absorption cross-section, which accounts for about 2 2 % of the beam attenuation and there­
fore needs to be taken into account. Part of the attenuation is due to scattering, but as its 
cross-section is energy independent, it cancels out in transmission calculations.
. 25.3meV 
a = a(E) = a0\ l   ----- (4.101)
and
/ 25.3 m eV
&b  =  <?b { E )  =  e r g o t /  ----- , (4.102)
where <r0  =  5333 barn and oBQ =  760 barn are the “thermal” cross-sections, measured at 
25.3meV.
Fitting the measured transmission curve to Eqn. (4.100) and correcting for absorption 
in Boron, gives the parameters which will define the thickness of helium in the analyzer 
cell.
Measurement of the glass thickness of the analyzer cell using 2 4 1  Am 7 -rays. In order
to determine the glass thickness of TS-11 cell, we conducted a 7 -transmission experiment 
using 26.36 keV 7 -rays from a 2 4 1  A m  source.
Aluminum and glass samples of known [29] thicknesses were used for the calibration 
of the measurement. The measured thicknesses agreed with the calculated values within 
5%. The thickness of the two walls, x giass, of TS-11 combined was calculated from
X glass =  —  l n ^ j ,  (4.103)pp N
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24lAn» Source Collimator Glass Plates Detector
Figure 4.23: Setup for the measurement of photon transmission through the sample glass 
plate.
where p  is the photon mass attenuation coefficient at 26.36 keV, p is the glass density, N  
and N 0 are the counts with and without the cell in the beam.
Using p  =  2.4 ±  0.1 cm2/g  and p = 2.50 ±  0.13 g/cm 3  [47] we obtained
Xgiass =  1-41 ±  0.01 mm. (4.104)
Substituting these values into Eqn. (4.100) the measured helium thickness was extracted 
from un-polarized transmission to be 6 . 2 0  ±  0 .12atm  • cm.
T S -  11 R e c o r d e d  a t  F a b r i c a t i o n C a l c u l a t e d
_ZV2 p r e s s u r e  [atm] 0.099
3H e  p r e s s u r e  [atm] 3.740 2.51 ±  0.054
A t t e n u a t i o n  in  3H e 0.109 0.079 ±  0.002
Table 4.3: 3He Thickness of the cell TS-11. 
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I Unpolarized Transmission, Cylindrical fit, Anatyzer, Runs 5524/5523 841 / 24 
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Figure 4.24: Transmission through an un-polarized cylindrical cell vs TOF in ms.
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Figure 4.25: Photon transmission through sample glass plate.
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Measurement of the 3 He  polarization in the analyzer cell When considering neutrons 
observed by the downstream monitor M3, all materials tha t contribute to the attenuation 
of the beam through energy-independent scattering or energy-dependent absorption, have 
to be accounted for. In their path neutrons encounter with such materials as aluminum, 
air, 3 He  and glass which may contain silicon and boron. Of these materials 10B  and 3He 
contribute most of the energy-dependent attenuation, whereas the rest fall into the energy- 
independent category of attenuators. Next we need to derive an expression that allows the 
analyzer polarization to be extracted from the measured transmissions when the beam is 
polarized.
Let N 0 = Nq +  Nq be the number of neutrons incident on the polarizer. Here Nq and 
Nq are the numbers of neutrons with spins parallel and anti-parallel to the +z-axis which 
is the direction of the holding field, Bo- Before passing through the polarizer the beam is 
un-polarized and so Ar0+ =  Nq .
Each material which beam interacts with reduces the number of transm itted neutrons 
either through the scattering or absorption. In scattering which does not depend on the 
neutron energy, the attenuation factor is e~li(Js*. The scattering attenuation factor can then 
be factored out in the expression for neutron beam transmission through the whole system. 
Therefore, we need only to consider the energy-dependent component of the attenuation. 
The number of neutrons with spins “up” and “down” transm itted through the first beam 
monitor M l is
N ?  = N ± e -m' ha, (4.105)
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where l\ is the 3He  thickness and m\ is its number density in M l.
After passing through the polarizer cell the numbers of “up” and “down” neutrons are
N £  =  = N ^e~ millcre -nlp<T^ p), (4.106)
where lp is the 3He thickness in the polarizer cell, n is its number density, and P  is the 
3He polarization.
The number of ”up” and ’’down” neutrons transmitted through the second monitor 
M2 is
N±  =  N±e~m2h,J, (4.107)
or using the expression for from Eqn. (4.106)
jV3± =  N ^ e - mihtTe -m2hae -nl^ li:P \  (4.108)
And finally, analogously to the polarizer, the number of ”up” and ’’down” neutrons 
tha t passed the analyzer cell is
N t  = N f e - mla[l*Q\  (4.109)
where I is the 3He  thickness in the analyzer cell, m  is its number density, and Q is 3He 
polarization. According to Eqn. (4.109) we get
_/y± = j y ± e - m i h i 7 e -m2l2<Te - n l p c r ( l ^ P ) e - m.lcT(l=FQ) ^
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after adding the time-independent factor, the total number of neutrons, A 4 , transm itted 
through the two 3  i /e  cells is
_/V4 = NQe~^ -,liCTsie~rnill(7e~m2l2t7e~nlp<7(1~p e^~mlc7(1~^+
+N$e~  ^ liC7si e-miii<Tg_m2i2CTe-n/pa(l+F)e-mi<7(l+Q) _
•^° c~ V. koa; c-mih(Tc-m2l2<Tc-nlvcr(l-P)c-ml<r(l-Q) e~nlp<T(l+P)e-mla{l+Q)j _  (4.111)
A^ oe-  ^ e~mill(T e~m2l2<T e~anlp e- '*™'1 cosh(nlpa P  +  m/o-Q).
And since the transmission is
T« = j r  <4-112)iV 0
then
Tn =  e- E ;» ^ e-m 1/lCre-m2 /2 CTe- ffn/Pe- CTmi cosh(n ^ a p  +  m /a Q) (4.113)
Here the monitor signals have to be averaged according to the spin sequence, i.e. distin­
guishing between regimes when the RFSF was in the on-state and off-state.
On the other hand, when both of the cells are un-polarized (P  =  Q =  0), the trans­
mission is
p 0  _  e- Y . li<rsi e-mih(Te-m2h<re~nlvCTe-mltT ^
Fitting the ratio Tn/T 0 to cosh(nerP +  moQ)  and using a known value for P  gives for 
the 3He polarization of the analyzer cell
Q =  0.57 ±0.02.
In calculation the effective 3  i /e  thickness of 6.2 atm cm was used.
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Figure 4.26: Ratio of polarized and un-polarized cylindrical transmissions vs. TOF [ms].
4.4 Curvature effect of the analyzer cell to the determination of the 3He polarization
In the above derivation of the 3He polarization it was assumed that the 3He thickness 
in the cell is effectively constant across the beam cross sectional area. This is referred to 
as a cylindrical approximation in this work. In reality, the shape of the analyzer cell is 
nearly spherical. Because of the curved walls of the analyzer cell the 3He thickness is not 
constant across the beam and in the precision determination of the 3He polarization the 
varying thickness has to be considered.
4.4.1 Transmission through an unpolarized analyzer cell with curved walls Next we 
assume that the cross sectional area of the beam is a circle with a radius of which is 
smaller than the radius of the cell R c. If the number density of neutrons over the beam
151
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where diV0/d s  is neutron number density per area unit in the beam cross section with polar 
coordinates (r,<j>).
„  *■  * * * * * *
-  *
Figure 4.27: Generalized geometry of a curved cell constructed using 2 spheres. The dotted 
gray line represents the beam passing through the cell’s volume.
The origin of the polar coordinate system is placed on the axis of the beam. The number 
of neutrons with these coordinates after passing through a cell of geometrical thickness I 
will be
dNo ^ -nol _  No ^—nol
ds nRl (4.116)
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where I =  const, if the cell is cylindrical and I =  l(r) =  2y/R% — r2 — 2R c + D  if the cell has 
a shape shown in Fig. 4.27. The latter expression for I describes the 3He thickness, where 
the shape of the cell is given by the combination of two overlapping spheres with radii of 
R c (see Fig. 4.27). The analyzer cell is outlined with the bold blue line. The cylindrical 
and spherical cells can then be regarded as extreme cases of a more general cell geometry:
lim l(r) = D  (4.117)
i l c —>00
for the cylindrical shape and
lim l(r) =  2y/R% — r 2  (4.118)D—*2Rc
for the spherical shape.
In order to find out the total number of neutrons tha t make it through the analyzer
cell, one must integrate Eqn. (4.116) over r  from 0 to R b and from 0 to 27r over (j). If the
cell is symmetrical with respect to <f>, then the integral looks like
l'Rb dNn 2-rrNn f Rb
N  = [  b — e~nalrdrd(l) = ‘ e ^ ^ r d r
Jo ds nR i Jo








na(2Rc- D )  /  e ~ 2 n a r  d r
In the case of a cylindrical cell, I = const and the expression for the transmission through 
the unpolarized 3He is simply To =  e~nal. Making a substitution £ 2  =  R?c — r 2  so that 
rdr = and taking the integral by parts, one gets
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N  = (2n *)h?beM2RC~D)e~2™ v / ^ ( 1  +  2n a ' J R l -  r 2)ob (4-120)
2iVn
( 2  n a f R l e-™D | e - 2nCT +  2 n a ^ R l  -  R 2b) -  (1 +  2naRc) |
4.4.2 Transmission through polarized 3He in a spherical cell In the previous section 
we discussed the propagation of the beam through two polarized cells, one with number- 
density n, polarization P  and thickness lp and the other with m, Q and I. The number of 
neutrons transmitted per unit area of the beam is then
d N ^  =  dNo* -ma(lTQ)l(r)
ds ds
Then substituting Z(r), we have
(4.121)




and integrating over the beam cross sectional area we get
N ± = [  ds = f Rb ( l ^ ) ^ e- 2 mCT(l^QW Ki-r*ds  f  <^ ±   [  ^ ± e -»<T(l=FP)ipe -2 c r( l= FQ ) v / H 2 - r 2 (
2 Js  ds Jo ds
=  27r^ . ±e- ^ T P ) b e2Rc-D [ Rb e- 2ma(lTQ ) y / ] ^ rd^
ds J o
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where the variable r comes from the polar coordinates. Integration by parts yields
dNo ± 27T dNn=fco - n a ( l T P)lp 2Rc- D
ds [2ma{l^Q)} ds
x (g—2 Tn'cr(1 =F<3)\/Rl~r
x
l  + 2 m a ( lT Q )y /R 2c- r 2
Hi,
where








x e—27tkt(1=fQ)y/ Rc~r2 l  + 2 m a { lT Q )V R 2c- r 2
Rb
dN, ±
= A ±{e~2m(T^ V ^  [l +  2m a ( l T Q ) y / W Z^ds
_ e- 2ma{iTQ)Rc ^  +  2m a(lT Q )R c]},
where
N 0e~n<7{-1ZfP)1^ e2Rc~D 
± _  R 2 [2m a{l^Q )f
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=  A + {e- 2 mCTd -Q)VR2o~Rl l  + 2 m a ( l - Q ) j R 2c -  R 2 -  (4.129)
( iu  '
-  e- 2ma(l-Q)Rc ^  +  _  g ^ j  +
+A _{e-2 m<T(1 +Q)V ^ - ^  l  + 2ma(l + Q ) ^ R 2c- R 2
_ e - 2 m a ( l + Q ) R c ^  +  2 m ( J g  +  Q ) R ^ y  ( 4  1 3 ( ) )
4.4.3 Analysis of the analyzer data with the new transmission functions In order to 
validate the functions derived for ’’spherical” transmissions derived above, two sets of sim­
ulated data were produced. The first set simulates a scenario where a uniform beam passes 
through a cylindrical cell with parallel windows and the second data set is for a spherical 
cell. The first data set was fit to e~ncrl, and the second set to the proper ’’spherical” trans­
mission function from Eqn. 4.129. The fits were performed for both the polarized and the 
un-polarized 3 He. The parameters set at the time of the data generation matched those 
extracted from the fits, which proved that the functions used indeed describe the process.
Applying the new functions to the measured data produced the following parameters: 
thickness =  6 . 2 1  ±  0 . 1 2  [atm ■ cm]. Q — Panaiyzer =  0.57 ±  0 .0 2 .
Here in order to calculate the polarization, thickness parameters used in the polarized 
fit were extracted from un-polarized transmission data by fitting it to the corresponding 
spherical transmission expression. Cell’s thickness given in atm ■ cm is calculated by mul­
tiplying the extracted 3 He number density by the cell’s average thickness I for comparison 
to the cylindrical case.
f 0Rb 2 y /R 2 — r 2rdrd<fi 
Jo* rdrdcf)
1 =   RbC ,   =  2-21cm (4.131)
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Figure 4.28: Transmission through an unpolarized (a) and a polarized (b) spherical zHe 
cells.
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Laser Optics of the Analyzer The laser system used to optically pump the analyzer 
cells is schematically presented in Fig. 4.29. The 30 W diode laser is connected to  the 
optical setup via an optical fiber. At this stage the laser beam is shaped by a focusing 
lens and delivered to the beam splitter cube. Here the main laser beam is divided into two 
linearly polarized components that come out at 90° with respect to each other and enter 
two A/4-plates to be circularly polarized.
power
supply ”  1  RF coils
-------------  magnet coils \
NMR pickup coils





Figure 4.29: Schematics of the analyzer setup. 
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One of the beams, as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. (4.29), is then projected 
onto the cell. The beam coming out of the second quarter-wave plate circumvents the oven 
in order to illuminate the cell from the opposite side. Given constant laser power, this 
configuration results in a higher pumping efficiency - illuminating more Rb atoms - than 
with the use of a single laser beam. In the setup the laser beam is reflected by three gold 
coated mirrors shown in Fig. 4.29.
j Signal In tensity
792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 800790 791
W av elen g th  [nm]
Figure 4.30: Spectrum of the narrowed laser before passing through the analyzer cell. The 
peak is centered at 794.7 nm.
The Rb is vaporized by circulating hot air inside the oven containing the cell. The 
pressurized air is supplied to the 750W cartridge heater tha t raises the ambient temperature 
inside the oven to an optimum of ~  165 °C. In order to have a high heating efficiency, the
159
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oven has to be made from a material with small heat capacity and thermal conductivity. In 
addition the hot air has to be uniformly distributed in the oven. This is accomplished by 
the double-layer configuration of the oven. The base of the oven is a square-shaped slab of 
polyetheretherketone (so called "peek") high temperature polymer. The AHe  cell is placed 
into a cut-out in the middle of the base, in the path of both laser beams. The heated air 
is contained by the double-layered transparent rectangular glass domes. The stream of hot 
air from the cartridge heater connects to an input channel in the peek base and spreads 
to pin-holes piercing the peek base and connecting the spaces between the two layers of 
the two glass domes. This reduces temperature gradients and hence the stress on the glass 
components making up the domes. The air leaves the oven through an exit channel fitted 
with a J —type thermocouple, which transmits the temperature reading to the P I D  that 
controls the solid state relay between the < 120 VAC variac and the cartridge heater.
In this configuration all components, including lens and mirror holders in the vicinity 
of the 3 He  cell were machined out of non-metallic materials, in order to prevent magnetic 
field gradients, which would cause a relaxation of the 3He polarization. The nonmetallic 
optics holders are shown in Fig. 4.31.
The second setup utilizes a spectrally-narrowed external-cavity single bar diode laser 
(Fig. 4.30 shows a typical spetrum obtained from the narrowed laser).
The analyzer cells were typically polarized to saturation over a ~12 hr period and 
reached polarizations on the order of 47 — 62 %.
NMR system of the Analyzer The NMR system was built to monitor the 3He polar­
ization in the cell. FID and Adiabatic Fast Passage (AFP) described in section 4.2.4, were
160
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Figure 4.31: Part of the broad-spectrum optics to polarize the analyzer cell.
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Figure 4.32: TS-12 pump-up curve. The negative slope is due to the negative sign in 
of the signal.
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used to measure a polarization signal within the cell. Figure (4.33) shows a typical AFP 
signal.
AFPB: 39 
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Figure 4.33: A typical signal obtained by performing an AFP NMR on the polarized 
analyzer cell.
Two rectangular pick-up coils were placed on two sides of the cell, both in the plane 
perpendicular to the plane of the Helmholtz coils and the drive coils. In order to achieve a 
high signal-to-noise ratio the filling factor was maximized by placing the pick-up coils very 
close to the cell. The relative orientation of the coils was tuned in order to minimize the 
pick-up of the RF field created by the Drive coils. As described in section 4.2, on resonance 
the rotating magnetization vector traverses the pick-up coils and induces an EMF signal 
tha t is amplified by the pre-amplifier and further by the lock-in amplifier used for phase 
sensitive detection. The quantization axis is defined by the static magnetic field produced 
by 79 cm Helmholtz coils.
In AFP the main magnetic field sweeps through the resonance (60 k H z ) at a rate of
162
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_  AMP PreAmp
Pick-up Coils
Figure 4.34: Diagram of the NMR system for the analyzer. Lock-In amplifier - Stanford 
Research Systems, Model SR-830 DSP. Two Function Generators - SRS, Model DS 345. 
RF Amplifier - KROHN-HITE, Model 7500.
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^  =  2.58 G/s  in order to satisfy the adiabatic 7.37 s - 1  <C 1134 s _ 1  and fast 0.002 s - 1  -C 
7.37 s - 1  conditions. The drive coils maintain an RF field with RMS of B\  =  0.35 G. Each 
AFP sweep on average resulted in a loss of polarization of "0.1%. The cells used in the 
experiment, TS-11 and TS-12 showed polarization relaxation time constants on the order 
of 130 hrs.
4.4.4 Optimization the Spin Flipping Efficiency of the RFSF Using The Analyzer Dur­
ing the commissioning run in 2005 the spin flipping efficiency of the RFSF was optimized 
using the neutron beam polarization analyzer. The amplitude of the RFSF current was 
optimized by maximizing the spin-up - spin-down asymmetry measured by the analyzer. 
Figure 4.36 shows the measured spin flipping efficiency as a function of the amplitude of 
the current of the RFSF. The data is fit to a quadratic function. Then the amplitude of 
the RFSF current was set to the optimum value of 750 mV and the magnitude of the static
Figure 4.35: The full analyzer set-up with the electronics rack.
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holding field was varied to again find the maximum of the |  |  asymmetry. The result of
this measurement is shown in Fig. 4.37 showing the maximum at 18.52 A. 
2.8 -
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5  2.6  -
'•2 2.4
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2.2 - I . I .. I II t I I II I I I I
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
V
Figure 4.36: Spin Flipper Amplitude optimization using the Beam Polarization Analyzer.
Transportation of the analyzer cell to the experiment The laser-optics, the NMR 
system, and the oven were located in a separate building ~  1  km away from the site of the 
experiment. After the buildup of the polarization the cell has to be delivered and installed 
in the flight path at the front of the monitor M3 with minimal losses of polarization. For 
the transportation a cell transporter was designed and built (shown in Fig. 4.38). In the 
figure a cylindrical analyzer cell in the middle of the Helmholtz coils can be seen. The 
cell transporter consists of a pair of coils in Helmholtz configuration to maintain a uniform 
12 Gauss field over a radius of ~  6  cm. The 6  A  current is supplied by a rechargeable 
battery. Typically, the polarization loss caused by transportation was on the order of
165
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Figure 4.37: Guide Field optimization using the Beam Polarization Analyzer.
A P3/ P  = 0.1 /hr.
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Figure 4.38: Polarized cell transporter.
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CHAPTER 5
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
5.1 Parity Violating 7 -ray Asymmetry from Detector Data
Parity violation between nucleons causes a tiny change to the radiative neutron capture
cross-section which leads to the 7 -asymmetry - the subject of this measurement. The
cross section change is observed by measuring a small change in the detector yields when 
—* —♦
sn • ky > 0 or sn ■ ky < 0 i.e. for the neutron spin up- and down-states. Here sn is the 
neutron spin, and fc7  is the momentum of the photon. Quantitatively this effect results in 
an observed angular asymmetry, A7  which is related to the differential radiative capture 
cross-section by
^  =  (1 +  A7 cos6>), (5.1)
where 9 is the angle between the neutron spin and the 7 -ray momentum and A 1 is the 
asymmetry. This cross-section quantifies the rate of the 7 —rays emitted at the given angle 
9.
In order to understand how the asymmetry is constructed using the signals of the detec­
tor array consisting of 48 units, let us first consider a simple case , where the measurement 
is performed with only 2  identical detectors, positioned directly opposite each other, so that 
the line connecting the two is parallel to the neutron spin. For simplicity these detectors 
can be infinitesimally small, which condition we can also extend to the target, wherein
168
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the reaction occurs. In addition, for now, we will assume tha t the experiment takes place 
under ideal conditions, so that all 1 0 0 % of the neutrons in the beam are polarized in one 
direction, every single one of their spins is reversed by the spin-flipper when it is turned on, 
and none loses its orientation before being absorbed. In general, by definition the signal 
asymmetry A  between the upper and the lower detectors is the ratio
where U and D  are the yields of the upper and lower detectors respectively. If all of the 
conditions listed above are satisfied, then the real, “physics” asymmetry stemming from 
the reaction tha t produces the 7 -rays can be calculated according to Eqn. 5.2.
In our experiment we are interested in measuring the asymmetry between the 7 -yields 
corresponding to the to orientations of the spin - |  and [. As mentioned in the section 
dedicated to the Radio-Frequency Spin Flipper (Section 3.7), theoretically this means mea­
suring the signals for the two spin states, in the same detector, which however is not feasible 
due to drifting values of the beam current, detector gains and other parameters uncorre­
lated with the spin. The next logical step is to make use of a configuration such as that 
described in the previous paragraph. The upper and lower detectors then in principle mea­
sure the gamma intensities corresponding to one spin state each. The asymmetry measured 
in this manner could therefore be said to arise purely from the reaction cross-section.
Now we have to address each of the assumptions introduced for the simplified case of 
the asymmetry between two detectors. We will then gradually move towards the realistic
169
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conditions, by relaxing the constraints on the one hand and accounting for that fact in the 
expression for the asymmetry, on the other.
The two detectors in question cannot be identical - even if they are positioned perfectly 
symmetrically about the coordinates of the capture reaction, their efficiencies will, if not by 
much, differ. The term “efficiency” is used in the broad sense, and signifies the efficiency 
of gamma detection, as well as the gains characteristic of the given detector’s circuit. 
Furthermore, the differences in efficiencies may not be constant, but drift with time. In 
the worst case scenario the circuitry of the detector, could couple to the magnetic field 
produced by the current driving the RFSF and thus be correlated with the spin. Since the 
asymmetry of the signals produced in such a way would be indiscernible from the “real” 
one, such coupling would result in a false measured asymmetry. This scenario is prevented 
by configuring all possible circuits in a fashion that avoids ground loops in the vicinity of 
the experiment. The uncorrelated drifts of the detector efficiencies are mitigated through 
the implementation of the spin sequence TIITITTIj which is effective up to the second 
order.
The basic, ’’raw” asymmetry becomes
= = qm - m  - [qw - ojw] _.
™ k; t/;(t) +  D‘(t) + u\(t) + D\(t) ’
where U^(t)  and Dln (t) are the modified versions of U and D, which we used before, with 
subscripts indicating the neutron spin’s direction. Since the acquired data  are divided 
into time bins, for neutron energy resolution, the asymmetry is calculated for each time 
bin t. This information plays an important role in determining the physics asymmetry.
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The superscript i denotes the pair to which the detectors belong - the real detector array 
consists of 24 such pairs positioned at different angles with respect to the direction of the 
holding field. The efficiency of the cancellation of the drifts and other systematic effects 
uncorrelated with the spin sequence rest on the ability of the spin-flipper to reverse the 
neutron spins. If the efficiency S(t) < 1, the asymmetry value will be artificially reduced. 
Therefore S(t) enters the equation as a correction factor.
If the entire detector array is centered about the target, then each detector in a pair is 
located symmetrically with respect to the 2 -axis of the axes, placed at the target, or at its 
center, if the target is of finite size. Detector pairs aligned with the direction of the holding 
field, as those in the simplified case, measure the Up-Down asymmetry Aud  directly. On 
the other hand pairs positioned at an angle 6t with respect to the vertical axis, are only 
susceptible to a projection of the asymmetry. Therefore one can see from simple geometric 
considerations, that in order to infer the real, physics asymmetry from signals measured in 
such a pair one would have to weight the asymmetry by a factor of cos 0t. From similar 
arguments, the measured Left-Right asymmetry, A l r  has to  be corrected by sin 6t in order 
to carry the meaning of the "physics" asymmetry. Thus, the cos 0, and the sin0, are the 
“geometry factors” , that account for the dependence of the measured asymmetry on the 
geometry of the detector array.
The signal in the upper detector can be derived from Eqn. 5.1 to be U oc 1 +  Ay cos 0, 
or taking into account the contribution from the possible left-right asymmetry
U oc 1 +  A ^ D(sn ■ k-f) +  A RR(sn x A;7), (5.4)
where the cosine corresponds to the inner product of the neutron spin and the 7 —ray
171
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Figure 5.1: Detector geometry with respect to the spin direction
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momentum. The sign of this term depends on the relative orientation of sn and fc7, so that
Un  oc 1 ±  A RD(sn ■ knf) ±  A RR(sn x k7) =  (5.5)
=  euPn [l ±  A RD cos ±  A RR sin 0;] +  ev bi, (5.6)
where the subscript enumerates the detector pairs, eUD is the efficiency of the upper (lower)
detector, p^  is the beam intensity and bi is the signal due to backgrounds. We will assume 
at this point that the backgrounds, be they of electronic (pedestal) or otherwise nature, 
are constant for the given energy or at least uncorrelated with the neutron spin. Similarly 
for the lower detector
Dn  oc 1 ±  A RD(sn ■ k7) ±  A RR(sn x &7) =  (5.7)
=  eDpn  [l =F A RD cos Oi T  A RR sin 0*] +  eDbi. (5.8)
plugging these into Eqn. 5.1 we see first of all that the background terms cancel, and we 
get:
(  (  p iz e A  +  ( A u d  c o g  q +  a l r  g i n  g \
A ™  = - ------------- ---------  = (5 .9 )
1 + ( £ 3 f )  f e )  ( ^ c o s O .  + A^R sin0)
_  A e ■ Ap +  (ARD cos 0j +  A RR sin 0) 
1 +  Ae ■ Ap ■ (ARD cos 0; +  A RR sin 0)
Here, the first and second multipliers in the first term by definition represent the asymmetry
of the efficiencies of the top and the bottom detectors, and tha t of the beam intensities
corresponding to the f and [ spin states. The former, A c has been measured to be ~
10-2 , while the latter is on the order of 10- 3  per spin sequence. Therefore the product
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is expected to be small ~  10~5/y/n,  where n is the number of spin sequences. Thus this 
term  can be neglected in the numerator. In the denominator, the same term  multiplies the 
brackets containing the up-down and left-right 7 -ray asymmetries - also small quantities. 
The resulting expression is
=  A%D cos di +  A™  sin 0*. (5.11)
If the target-beam interface is not infinitesimally small, as per our assumptions, then its
geometry affects the effective angle of the detectors. The real geometry factor G(t) also has
to include the effects of the finite size (15 x 15 x 15 cm3) of the detectors. The geometry of 
the detectors is discussed in more detail in later sections. W ith the real geometry factors, 
the expression for the raw 7 -ray asymmetry for the detector pair i becomes
=  a ”dg ?d + a rrg rr (5.12)
Another assumption used in the construction of the algorithm to calculate the asymme­
try is that the neutron beam is completely polarized in one of the two directions along the 
magnetic field. In practice, the polarization of the beam is dictated by the characteristics of 
the spin-filter, with typical polarizations of ~  40 — 55%. The neutrons with a spin opposite 
to tha t of the spin-filter’s 3 He  nuclei are captured, making the |  and J, populations of the 
neutron beam unequal. This asymmetry in the populations is by definition the beam po­
larization. Since the neutron capture cross-section is energy dependent, so is the resulting 
beam polarization
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Pn(E) =  tanh \nlP$a(E)\ (5.13)
Therefore the low-energy part of the beam is polarized more efficiently. The typical 
beam polarization is shown on Fig.(4.16). Since the asymmetry is crucially dependent on
reduce the effect and result in a smaller value of the measured asymmetry. This introduces 
an energy-dependent correction factor P(t) in the expression for the physics asymmetry.
scattering and other processes, that lead to a partial loss of polarization within the neutron 
beam.
The end result of the above arguments is the expression for the physics asymmetry for 
a given detector pair, measured at neutron energy corresponding to time bin t:
Thus the asymmetry is calculated separately for every pair of detectors, and all times
of each macro-pulse’s acquisition, and the upper is where the chopper begins eclipsing. 
The resulting number is the sequence asymmetry for the given pair-time bin. Having 
corrected the raw asymmetries by the factors of the beam polarization, depolarization, 
spin-flip efficiency and geometry factors, allows us to calculate an average asymmetry for 
the given detector pair. This average has to be weighted by the errors of the asymmetries 
for each time bin
the neutron spin orientation, neutrons with spins oriented opposite to those of the majority
From similar arguments, one has to include a factor T(t)  tha t accounts for the spin-flip
S{t)P(t)G(t)T(t)  1 U\{t) + D\(t) + U\{t) + D\{t) (5.14)
of flight divided into time bins between 10 and 32 ms. The lower limit is set by the start
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(5.15)
to produce the average physics asymmetry for the given pair of detectors, for the given 
sequence. The physics asymmetry for the entire array and a given sequence Eqn. 5.15 is 
further averaged, again weighted by the respective errors,
5.1.1 Measurement of Detector Positions by Moving the Detector Table Since the 7 - 
ray yield in a detector depends on its effective solid angle, then by moving the detector
and thus a geometric factor could be calculated for each detector. The measurement of the
to the static field B 0.
An attem pt was made to measure the detector geometric factors by moving the detector 
table with respect to the small diameter 7 -ray source in the beam. Adapting a simple 
approach and assuming a point-like 7 -ray source and infinitesimal detectors, one could 
estimate the yield in a detector depending on the relative positions of the crystal and 
the source. Using first order approximation, we can assume that the yield in a detector is 
proportional to the solid angle spanned by thedetector from the point of view of the source. 
If the detector’s coordinates are (x , y ) and the detector crystal is located at (xc, yc), then 
the detector signal is
(5.16)
respect to the point-like 7 -ray source the effective position of the detector can be obtained
detector position allows also to learn the effective alignment of the detector with respect
176
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Figure 5.2: A depiction of the ideal case of a point source - point detector picture. However, 
in reality both, the source and the detector have finite sizes and the problem is more 
complicated. To estimate the "true" detector positions, Monte Carlo simulations were 
caried out.
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s (x>y) =  -4  =R 2 (x -  xc)2 +  ( y -  yc)2 ’
where A  is a proportionality constant and R  is the distance between the source and the 
crystal.
Taking into account that
S0 = 5(0,0) =  - ^ ,
where Rc =  x 2 +  y2, we find that
(x -  x c)2 + ( y -  yc)
Differentiating Eqn. 5.17 we get
^  =  2So(xc — x)-
H-
5  =  5 0 7 --------r | —f (5. 17)
(x -  x c ) 2  +  (y -  yc)2 ’
.oq t2 4- ?/2
*  =  ^
And finally for the angle we have
S | H an* <5-19>
Here tan  0 is the angle between R  and the x-axis. Our approximation however must stip­
ulate tha t as the source displacements are small, so that 0 ~  0 .
Prom similar arguments
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here A  is a proportionality constant, and R  is the distance between the source and the 
crystal.
During the experiment we used this model to measure the effective position and the 
effective angle of the detector array. The support structure of the NPD Gamma detector 
array tha t weighs about one metric ton, was designed and built with these measurements 
in mind, which allows the detector array to be translated with respect to the neutron beam. 
For the measurements the detector array was moved through a 5 x 5 grid of x —y coordinates 
around the beam-center; five positions in the left-right direction and five positions in the 
up-down direction by stepping the array 4 mm at a time. A thin Cd piece was used as the 
target, since Cd  possesses a very large radiative absorption cross-section and each neutron 
capture produces several 7 -rays.
The deviations of the effective detector angles from the physical angles can be explained 
in terms of properties of the detector cubes. Each C s l  cube is composed of two crystals that 
can have slightly different efficiencies, which coupled with the detectors’ relative position 
may result in an effective angle different from the physical one. On the other hand, the 
approximation of point-like source and point-like detector is tested as well, since the beam 
used for the measurements was collimated to 2.5 cm in diameter, whereas the C s l  cubes 
are 15 x 15 x 15 cm3. Thirdly, strong backgrounds were measured with the target removed 
from the beam. It is expected that this effect would influence the results in first ring, which 
measures all possible reaction products originating in the Al  and other components of the
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Figure 5.3: A sample data (Ring #3) describing the effective detector angles reconstructed 
from table motion measurements. The effective detector angles are reconstructed using 
the table motion data and employing the formalism described in text. The gray squares 
indicate the expected, "real" positions of the detector cubes while the triangles represent 
the measured positions, and the line connected to them indicate the measured effective 
detector angles.
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experiment in the neutrons’ path preceding the target. In addition the geometry factors 
for the background are different from those for the production data.
One can observe a qualitative difference between the angles reconstructed for the so- 
called corner detectors, i.e. those located at the |0«| =  45° with ±x-axis or the ±  y-axis, 
and the rest. In this example, detectors 25, 28, 31, and 34 are the corner detectors (see 
Fig.5.3). Detectors 26, 27 an 32, 33 are shifted from their expected positions. However 
their shift is symmetric. If the detector array positioned in such a way tha t its geometric 
center coincides with that of the beam, then the systematic effects causing the shift in 26, 
27, 32 and 33, would cancel each other out purely out of symmetry arguments. Therefore, 
studying the corner detectors potentially eliminates the necessity to estimate and analyze 
some of the systematics. Considering only the corner detectors, the average apgle can be 
seen to  be consistent with their expected positions. The standard deviations for the detector 
angles obtained from our measurements were on the order of 2-3 degrees. In reality the 
uncertainty in the detector positioning is expected to be on the order of a couple of m m  
since the alignment was performed with the utmost care, using theodolites and optical 
lasers. Another factor affecting the uncertainty in the relative angle between the detector 
array and B q is the accuracy of the measurement of the magnetic field direction. The 
flux-gates used in the measurement have an intrinsic uncertainty of few percent.
5.1.2 Geometry Factors Each pair in each ring of the detector array is separately 
considered in the calculation of the UD asymmetry. The detector array covers ~  95% of 
the solid angle viewed from the center of the target sample. However the asymmetries 
measured in different pairs do not contribute equally to the final asymmetry in terms of
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their position relative to the origin of the 7 —ray. Obviously, the two detectors in a pair
closer to the vertical axis will carry more weight in the difference in the numbers of 7 - 
rays measured in the UP-DOWN direction than the pair closer to the horizontal axis. As
axis: cos# for the A ^ D asymmetry, and sin0 for A ^R. The real detectors are in fact much 
larger, while the target size is large enough to cover the cross-section of the collimated 
neutron beam (see above). The distribution of the 7 -rays emanating from the target as 
well as their paths will therefore differ somewhat from the simplified case studied with the 
table motion.
The spatial distribution of the neutrons throughout the target tha t produce 7 -rays in 
radiative-capture reactions depends on the target material as well as the beam size. On the 
other hand the signal resulting from these 7 -rays also changes with the target geometry. 
The amount of energy that each 7 -ray deposits in the C s l  crystals varies with the angle 
of incidence. Also, the same 7 —ray may traverse more than one crystal. All these factors 
change the effective geometry of the detector array as opposed to the real physical geometry. 
The simple cos 0 and sin 9 therefore need to be averaged by taking into account the weights 
based on the deposited 7 -ray energy. This integration was carried out through a Monte 
Carlo simulation using MCNP. The probability of capture along the trajectory (z ) decays 
exponentially (for each neutron energy).
mentioned above, in the ” ideal” case, where both the detectors and the target are point­
like, the weights can be simply expressed based on the angle with respect to the horizontal
r z + S z / 2  A(t).
z - S z / 2  l - e ~ AW
(5.21)
where A(t) is the decay parameter, and I is the length of the target along z.
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The first stage of the simulation handles the transport of the neutrons through the beam 
line, and calculates the distribution of the neutrons within the target. This information 
then serves as the input of the second part of the simulation, which traces the 7 -rays 
from the target to the C s l  crystals, and calculates the corresponding relative yield in a 
given detector. A grid with a 5 m m  step is sampled within the target volume and 7 —rays
generated into 47r from each of the neutron capture locations are traced through the crystal.
Each photon remains in the loop until it is ranged out of the detector or leaves more than 
95% of its energy. The amount of energy deposited by the 7 —rays upon a scattering event 
is determined recursively from the Compton scattering formula.
h» =  • (5-22)
moc2
where hu is the energy of the scattered 7 -ray and m^c? is the rest mass of the electron. 
Then for a source at point f  the weight of a 7 -ray with an initial energy emitted in the
direction is
0 0  (  1   E^ \
/ ( r ,  8,4)) =  ( 7 Fo— 1 ) 9 [°-95 -  / ( C  6)- 4>)\, (5.23)
i= 1 '  7  /
where i is the number of scattering events. The energy after scattering is and is deter­
mined by
E i=1
E l =  -CL  -, (5.24)
^  1 t E-f ( 1 —cosa) '  '
where a  is the scattering angle [36].
The resulting geometry factor for the j  detector is then calculated as
r  ( fi A F  ft -  S* C  d<i>9{8,4>)f{r,8,4))h{z,8z,En)
C j (8 ,  4>, En, f )  =  r  X  ( 5 ' 2 5 )J d r J o J o  d4)f(r,8,4>)h(z,5z,En)
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Figure 5.4: The effective detector angles calculated from the geometry factors for the 
of hydrogen target.
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Left-Right 7 -ray Asymmetry and Cross-Correlations If the left-right asymmetry is 
relatively large [10], then it is important to separate it from the up-down value. The 
position and the angle of the detector array with respect to the magnetic field are therefore 
important in determining the contributions from the L-R and U-D asymmetries. The 
geometry factors define this positional and angular dependence. In the calculations of 
asymmetry the geometry factors appear in a context of two opposite detectors (so called 
detector pair). For simplicity we will denote these geometry factors as Y  and X  for up and 
down detectors in the pair respectively. The dependence of the asymmetry on the angles of 
the detector pairs is demonstrated in a measurement of the Cl target, where the PV A UD is 
large and well known [26], [5], [23]. The Cl target was therefore used during the experiment 
to verify the performance of the apparatus and the analysis algorithm. Using Eqn. (5.12) 
the raw asymmetry (or the raw asymmetry corrected by P(t),  T(t)  and S(t))  can be plotted 
as a function of the detector angle which is expected to follow the A UD cos rd +  A LR sin rd 
function, where A UD and A LR are the fitting parameters and d is the azimuthal angle of 
the given detector in the ring. If the geometry factors are treated like components of a 
vector then $ can be extracted from them by writing
X
& =  tan - 1  — . (5.26)
Previously we assumed that two detectors in any given pair are placed symmetrically 
with respect to the vertical. In principle one has to consider a case, where there is a slight 
misalignment between them, so that as opposed to the assumed angle \6i\ for both, one is 
shifted away from the line connecting the other with the origin of the coordinate system by 
59. The effect of an uncertainty associated with the angle of the detector pair with respect
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to the neutron spin direction can be quantitatively assessed by considering expressions 5.5 
and 5.7. Suppose, the lower detector is shifted to a new angle 9 +  89. Then this time we
get
Du o c l ±  A RD{sn ■ ky) ±  ARR(sn x ky) = 1 ±  A " D cos 9 + 60 ±  A LR sin 9 +  89, (5.27)
and the expression for the upper detector remains unchanged. Plugging this back into Eqn.
5.3 and grouping like terms we get:
Prom Eqn. 5.28 one can see that a misalignment of ~  1° results in a shift of the UD 
asymmetry ~  1% of the A LR. This scenario is unlikely considering the robust design of the 
detector array and the thorough alignment. On the other hand, in principle, the entire array 
could be tilted with respect to the axis. The effect of such a misalignment can be estimated 
from considerations analogous to Eqn. (5.28). However, the table motion measurements 
detailed above do not show any significant deviation from the expected angles of the corner 
detectors. These measurements also suggest that there were no translational shifts from 
the nominal position which would result in a changed perceived angles for those detectors.
5.1.3 Depolarization of the Neutron Beam The neutron beam polarization is reduced 
by the depolarization caused by the inhomogeneities in the static magnetic field and the 
spin-flip scattering that occurs within the target. The static magnetic field has been mea­
sured to be homogeneous enough that no depolarization takes place, but due to the in­
coherent scattering that occurs within the target some beam polarization is lost and the 
measured asymmetries need to be corrected by the energy-dependent depolarization factor
186
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T(t) for the physics asymmetries. The neutron depolarization in a target, T, is accounted 
for using cross section values for the (n, 7 )-reaction, spin-coherent and spin-incoherent scat­
tering from Ref. [45]. A simple Monte Carlo simulation was written to propagate neutrons 
through the target material using these cross sections and assuming the \ / v  dependence of 
the capture cross section, and upon each scattering the probability of spin-flip scattering 
was accounted for by taking 2/3 of the ratio of the spin-incoherent scattering cross sec­
tion to  the total scattering cross section. Depolarization was determined by computing an 
average value for the number of spin-flip scattering events prior to capture.
The probability of absorption by the nucleus is
o c and ui being the coherent and incoherent parts of the scattering cross-section, a s. In turn 
the probability tha t the neutron spin will flip upon scattering on the nucleus is proportional
(5.29)
where a a is the absorption cross-section and at is the total cross-section :
&t — ° ’a  +  crs — O’a +  O'i +  a c , (5.30)
(5.31)
the probability tha t it will not flip is then
nofl ip (5.32)
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The neutron spin direction will remain unchanged compared to tha t which it had 
coming out of the polarizer if it absorbs right away, if it scatters without flipping before 
being absorbed, or if the number of spin-flip scattering events is even. Otherwise the 
direction will be opposite to the original.
The factor T [t) depends on the neutron energy, so it has to be calculated and applied 
in the corresponding time bin. The values were acquired through a simple Monte Carlo 
simulation that propagates the neutron throughout the flight path, taking into account the 
factors discussed above.
Another set of simulations was carried out for beam depolarization calculations in LH2 
by considering different ortho-para concentration ratios. Figure (5.6) shows some of these 
results.
5.2 Systematics
5.2.1 Backgrounds from scattered neutrons and 7 -rays The 7 -ray backgrounds affect 
the PV  7 -ray asymmetry. The background itself can possess a 7 -ray asymmetry which can 
then produce a false asymmetry in the measurement. Therefore, the 7 -ray asymmetries 
of the backgrounds have to be measured with an uncertainty tha t is smaller than that 
corresponding to the asymmetry measured from hydrogen. If the backgrounds are large, 
they dilute the physics asymmetry. According to Eqn. 5.3 a background yield cancels out 
in the numerator of A™w, but in the denominator the background signals add up resulting 
in a reduced value of the physics asymmetry.
To estimate background contributions in the experiment we need to consider which
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Figure 5.5: Neutron depolarization vs energy
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LH2 Depolarization a 99.95% para-LH 2 •  99.98% para-LH 2
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Energy [meV]
Figure 5.6: Beam depolarization in LH2 at two para-ortho ratios.
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types of backgrounds are present.
1. The backgrounds can be divided into the following main categories:
• Scattered neutrons - neutrons scattered out of the beam before they reach the 
target and absorbed by other parts of the apparatus, such as aluminum struts, 
cave walls, 1 0 5-doped polyethylene shielding, beam stop. All of these materials 
create 7 -ray(s) through neutron capture.
•  Frame-overlap neutrons - these are slow neutrons originated in earlier neutron 
macro-pulses as discussed in section 3.2.
•  7 —rays from the spallation source and neutron guide coming straight out of the 
neutron guide and mainly Compton scattering from target.
•  Electronic noise and other instrumental noise, such as AC-pickup and ground 
loops.
2. The 7 -ray backgrounds in this experiment are likely to originate in materials like 
A1 and Cu. Therefore, we studied 7 -ray asymmetries on these materials in separate 
measurements. The A1 7 -ray asymmetry was measured to the accuracy of A 1 ~  10-7 . 
Aluminum is the prevalent material used in target containers and beam windows and 
hence is always exposed to the beam. The 7 -ray produced by anything other than neu­
tron capture in the target material are considered backgrounds. These backgrounds 
can be subdivided into two groups:
•  Background created by the target: 7 -rays created when neutrons are captured 
outside the target, when the neutron is scattered out of the target and then
191
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absorbed.
• Target independent background; 7 -ray contribution to the detector yield tha t is 
not related to the target. This contribution is measured by removing the target 
out of beam.
The first type is hard to deal with due to the fact that any attem pt to directly measure it 
results in an alteration of conditions and therefore the size of background itself. Therefore 
this background has to be studied by modeling the processes with Monte Carlo. The 
second kind of background however is easy to measure, since one can simply remove the 
target material out of the beam, leaving everything else (including the target container and 
support structure) in place.
If all backgrounds contributions from (1) and the last one from (2) are successfully de­
termined with enough accuracy, then the obtained background 7 -ray yields can in principle 
be simply subtracted from the total detector yields before the asymmetry calculations. This 
subtraction is allowed if the asymmetries of the pedestal - electronic noise and 7 -ray back­
ground are known to be close to zero, or at least a couple of orders of magnitude smaller 
than the sought 7 -ray asymmetry of the target. The LED and pedestal asymmetries in 
this experiments were measured separately and are consistent with 1 0 - 9  level.
a) Electronic pedestals, are measured between production runs without beam by closing 
the shutter and usually do not fluctuate significantly over a few hours. The pedestal signals 
are subtracted, by taking into account the TOF structure of the signals. In this way most 
of the electronic AC-component of the signal is removed, (see Section 3.7). The pedestal 
signal of the nearest run of each detector is subtracted from the corresponding detector
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signal with neutrons before the signal is used in the A raw calculations.
b) The subtraction of the background without 7 -ray asymmetry, on the other hand 
is slightly different, since only a few runs were performed with empty Al vessel, limiting 
accuracy of the background measurements. However, in the case of the solid targets, 
although different materials were contained in the vessel, the data are reasonably equally 
applicable.
Waveform Detector Channel 47 [12551]
Target In 
Al Vessel+Plunger, No Target 






Figure 5.7: Detector #  47 signal when the target was In, empty Aluminum can with and 
without the cap, and pedestal as a function of time-of-flight.
Other corrections have to be considered with the 7 -ray backgrounds. The backgrounds 
may have been measured with beam current that was different from that delivered during 
the production runs. Furthermore, the 3He polarization of the polarizer may have been dif­
ferent and thus the beam flux may likewise have been different during these the production 
runs and background measurements. This means that the subtracted background signals
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must be normalized to the beam, more specifically to the magnitude of the beam flux down­
stream of the polarizer, which value is measured by the second neutron beam monitor, M2. 
Since different 3He polarization also varies the shape of the signal, the normalization is 
done separately for each time bin.
Background to Signal Ratio
0 . 6 'w
VI n Mm 0 .4 '
^ 0 0  
ffl 0 .2  v
cn
o
Figure 5.8: Background to Signal ratio vs TOF and Detector Number. The four layers 
represent the four rings of the detector array. From the top - ring 3, 2, 1 and 0.
The the plot above (Fig. 5.8) shows a typical ratio of a  background signal (target out) 
from the detectors to the signal with the LH2 target in the beam. Prior to taking the ratio 
the two sets of signals were normalized to the levels of monitor 2. It can be seen th a t the 
different rings experience a different amount of background relative to the LH2 signal. This 
is taken into account while calculating the asymmetry for each ring, by including the error 
associated with the knowledge of the background asymmetry in the final result.
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5.2.2 Cuts Applied To The Data In general, cuts on the precision asymmetry data 
have to be considered very carefully so tha t the cuts do not bias the asymmetry value. 
While the cuts normally do not have a large effect on the uncertainties of the asymmetry, 
the central value can be sensitive.
A number of cuts were introduced in the analysis process as the first-order check of 
the validity of the data. Based on certain criteria, discussed below, each of the nominal 
1250 8 -step spin-sequences comprising a typical run, are assessed and passed down to the 
asymmetry calculation if these criteria are met.
• Spin Sequence cuts - The raw asymmetry A raw is calculated according to Eqn. ( 5.3). 
The ]- and |-spin states for each signal for each of the terms included in the calculation 
are composed using all 8  steps of the spin sequence. Therefore, the data analysis is 
performed on one such spin-sequence at a time. The neutron macro-pulses formed 
in the DAQ are encoded with a number corresponding to the position within the 
sequence. The spin state that determines whether the current is delivered to the 
Spin-Flipper or to the dummy load in fact forms a 16-step sequence. Thus the 
numbers assigned to the neutron pulses go from 0 to 15. This allows the analysis 
program to verify the validity of the spin sequence. One of the requirements is that 
the spin sequence follows the pattern TllTITtl-
• Cuts on the neutron beam intensity - This cut discards a sequence in which one or 
more neutron pulses were taken at a proton current below a certain threshold value. 
This ensures tha t the experimental components (detectors in particular) stay in the 
linearity range.
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•  Neutron Beam Fluctuations - As an additional precaution, a spin sequence is dis­
carded if the neutron beam fluctuations, measured by M l, are greater than a set 
value of 2%. First, the M l signal was integrated between time bins 10 and 50 , then 
the numbers were used to compute the average M l signal for the sequence:
1 8
*  =  <5-33)
If the ratio > 0.02, then the spin sequence was skipped.
No Cuts 
cut1




Frame Overlap Neutrons If the neutron energy is very low compared to the energy 
range of interest in our experiment, it may be slow enough tha t its velocity is phased to the 
copper opening so that the neutron can reach the apparatus two frames after the neutron 
pulse in which it was produced, as described in Section 3.3. Before these neutrons can reach 
the nuclear target they have to traverse three layers of 3He. Since 3 He possesses a huge
196
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absorption cross-section which is inversely proportional to the velocity of the neutron, the 
” frame-over lap” neutrons are absorbed and they do not dilute the knowledge of neutron 
time of flight.
/5-delayed Neutrons In the spallation source the prompt neutrons are created by a 
few hundred nano-second wide proton pulse. In addition to  the prompt neutrons are also 
produced through /5-decays. These so called /5-delayed neutrons can be produced seconds 
to minutes after the prompt neutrons. They therefore show up in the monitors as having a 
different energy, since their time of flight information has been compromised by their late 
emission. This time independent background is estimated to be less than 1CT5  - too small 
to have any effect on the results of this experiment.
5.2.3 False Asymmetries Parity-conserving processes like Mott-Schwinger [48] scatter­
ing can produce a left-right asymmetry. If a large L-R asymmetry is expected, there has 
to be a mechanism for disentangling Up-Down and Left-Right asymmetries. To the first 
order the mixing of these orthogonal asymmetries can be prevented by careful alignment 
of the detector with the static magnetic field; as discussed, a 1 ° uncertainty in the detector 
angles contributes 1 % to the asymmetry.
The instrumental false asymmetries can be introduced by additive and multiplicative 
noise. The former can occur for instance when the power of the RF field of the spin-flipper, 
well correlated with the spin, is coupled to the detector. As we showed in the previous 
sections, this correlation prevents the noise contribution from being automatically canceled 
out in the algorithm of the raw asymmetry. The latter, also caused by coupling to the RF 
field, is different, in that it can affect the gains of the individual detectors. Once again, due
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to its correlation to the spin state, this effect can produce a non-zero false asymmetry. In 
order to estimate these asymmetries the VPD’s have passed separate tests with constant 
and alternating magnetic fields, during which the changes in the gains were measured [36]. 
The changes in the gains were recorded at 10 A/G  and ~  10 5G respectively. The effects 
of the magnetic fields are mitigated by the aluminum housing around the VPD’s.
The additive false asymmetries were measured in a series of pedestal runs without the 
neutron beam. The 7 -ray asymmetry came out to be on the order of ~  10~9. To measure 
multiplicative asymmetries the detectors have to see a measurable flux of photons and 
produce a signal well above noise levels. This was accomplished by mounting two Light 
Emitting Diodes on each detector. During the measurements the beam was off but the 
RFSF was turned on. The asymmetry was measured to be A™eD =  (7 ±  6 ) x  10- 8  during 
the 2005 run and (3 ±  7) x 10- 9  in 2006.
Besides the instrumental asymmetries, in principle, there exist processes involving in­
teractions of neutrons with nuclei, tha t may produce observable asymmetries. Among 
these are the Mott-Schwinger scattering, capable of producing a parity-conserving left-right 
asymmetry, Stern-Gerlach up-down steering of the beam in the presence of field gradients, 
beta decay of the neutrons and spin rotation. All these asymmetries however have been 
estimated to be well below the limit of our current measurement <  1 0 ~ 1 0  [7 ].
5.2.4 The mean asymmetry The final asymmetry is a single number tha t is extracted 
by histogramming A and fitting it to a Gaussian (Fig.5.12) .
Using the fact that the detectors operate at Poisson statistics, i.e. tha t the signal in 
the output of the pre-amplifiers is linearly proportional to the number of 7 -rays registered
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Figure 5.9: A histogram of multiplicative asymmetries measured with LED and Spin- 
Flipper on in the absence of the neutron beam.
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by the VPD’s, we can conclude that the relative error on the raw asymmetry o raw is 
inverse proportional to the square root of the total number of counts. The statistical 
error is extracted as the RMS width of the histogram over all spin sequences in the data 
set corresponding to the given data, tha t passed the cut criteria and were used in the 
calculation.
The systematic errors, corresponding to the uncertainties on the polarization, depolar­
ization, geometry factors and the spin-flip efficiency are combined in quadrature with the 
final statistical error.
The error on the geometry factors is estimated to be < 1%, based on the deviations of 
the Monte Carlo output, due to the variations of the step [36]. The spin-flip efficiency and 
the beam polarization have been measured with ~  1  — 2% uncertainty (see Section 3.7). 
The beam depolarization uncertainty is on the order of a few percent, and comes from the 
step variation in the simulation, as well as the uncertainties on the cross-sections used and 
the chemical make-up of the given target. For small asymmetries, the resulting systematic 
error is scaled by A 1 (Eqn. 5.34), hence its contribution is small.
5.3 The Geometric Mean approach
There exists an alternative approach to the calculation of the asymmetry from signals 
of detectors in the geometrical configuration such as in our experiment. It involves the 
calculation of a geometric mean of the signals of the upper and lower detectors. Consider
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the geometric mean of the signals TJ^ i and D ^.
lu^D i I [ 1 +  A^ D cos 9 +  ARR sin 0] • [l +  A^ D cos 9 +  ARR sin 9]
geom y  \j [l — A^ D cos 9 — ARR sin 6\ • [l — A^ D cos 9 — ARR sin 0]
Then,
and
2 (A%D cos 9 + A RR sin 9)
V9eom ~  1  =  1 — A ^ D cos 9 — A RR sin 9 (5’36)
Ygeom +  1  -  ! _  A JJD cos e _  A LR ^  Q • (5-37)
Finally,
S eom— ^ =  A ^ D cos 9 + A RR sin 9, (5.38)
I geom +  1  ' '
which is the result we obtained previously (Eqn. 5.11). Under ideal conditions, where 
neither the efficiencies, nor the backgrounds are of importance, this method is hence equiv­
alent to tha t described above in detail. In principle however one can notice immediately the 
obvious differences between the two approaches - due to the construction of the “sums and 
differences ” expression for the raw asymmetry in Eqn. 5.3, the effect of the backgrounds 
on the overall asymmetry is reduced since the slowly changing backgrounds cancel out in 
the numerator. This is not the case in the “geometric mean” approach
4 raw __ V ^
^ 7 , geom r j j ^ -  > { 0 . 6 V )
y u A h  + 1
where the background and pedestal signals cannot be simply subtracted out. On the other 
hand this method guarantees the cancellation of the efficiencies, tha t multiply the yields of 
each detector.
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Thus, in principle analyzing the data using both methods allows to get a handle on the 
systematic effects arising from the gain and background drifts separately.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Hydrogen Fig. 5.10 shows a preliminary result of the asymmetry calculation, 
using the measurements of the 2006 run-cycle. As evident from the plot, the minimization 
algorithm struggles to optimize the parameters, namely A ud and A LR in order to fit the 
data to the expression in 5.11. However the constants thus extracted do not carry enough 
significance to draw conclusions about the size of the asymmetry (LR or UD), since given 
the scale of the uncertainties with current statistics and understanding of the background, 
the result presents a 0 -asymmetry measurement. Nevertheless, as such the numbers agree 
with the expected values, and approach the accuracy of measurements by Cavignac. W ith 
an improved model of the backgrounds the uncertainty can be significantly reduced.
1 .5E -06 I : |  . I j j (
* DATA ?A=Un*COS(x) + LR*SIN<x)
I —  4 - -  .  i-....
5 .0 E -0 7
O.OE+OO
-5 .0 E -0 7
-1 .0 E -0 6
- 1 .5E -06
ri
Q , K  i ^
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Q detector [p ad ]
Figure 5.10: Measured raw hydrogen asymmetry versus the effective detector pair angles.
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Ignoring the left-right asymmetry, and using the UD geometry factor to extract the 
physics asymmetry, the sequence asymmetries for the LH2 target were histogrammed. The 
resulting numbers are consistent with zero at this level of accuracy (see. Fig. 5.11)
Para Hydrogen, A Mean (0.61 ± 1.3)x 10
□ 0
-0.003 -0.002 -0.001 0.0010 0.002 0.003
agamma
Figure 5.11: Histogramed sequence physics asymmetries measured in the hydrogen target.
5.4.2 Chlorine An identical procedure was implemented for the rest of the targets. 
CC/4 .S large asymmetry allows to calibrate the analysis procedure as well as the apparatus. 
Obtaining separate values for the asymmetries for each detector pair and plotting them vs 
the effective detector pair angle shows that the L-R asymmetry for this target is negligible 
with very good precision (Fig.5.13). Therefore the physics asymmetry can be alternatively 
extracted by histogramming the sequence physics asymmetries, obtained by using the U-D 
geometry factor (Fig. 5.12). The result is in good agreement with measurements by other 
groups [26], [36].
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Agamma» Target
y ^ /n d f ■ 1056/412
Sigma
-0.003 -0.002 -0.001 0 0.001 0.002
A sym m etry
Figure 5.12: Histogrammed sequence asymmetries for the CCI4 target. The observed value 
is in good agreement with the previously reported Ay.
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Figure 5.13: Measured raw asymmetry versus detector pair angles. This method of asym­
metry extraction provides a clear way to separate Left-Right and Up-Down components. 
The resulting asymmetries were: A ^ D = 19.62 x 10- 6  and A RR = 0.087 x 10-6 .
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5.4.3 Medium A Targets The results from the rest of the targets are summarized in 
the table bellow. The analysis procedure is identical to tha t one already discussed and its 
description can be omitted.
T a r g e t a 7 ( x 10“7) (TA^,stat (XlO-7) 0 -Ay ,syst ( X l0 “7)
C o 7.7 3.5 3.6
C u -1 1 .9 5.8 6.0
I n 6.8 3.0 3.1
M n -  5.3 7.8 7.8
S c 7.0 2.8 2.9
Ti - 6 .5 3.0 3.1
V 1.7 6.3 6.3
Table 5.1: "Solid" target asymmetries and errors
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
An experiment was conceived and implemented in order to study an important aspect 
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. As opposed to the case of the interaction between the 
point-like quarks, the weak interaction between nucleons is not very well understood. One 
of the models, constructed by Desplanques, Donoghue and Holstein ascribes the interaction 
to the pion, the lightest meson, as the main mediator of the weak forces. The quarks of 
the pion, originating at the strong vertex, decay into a heavy Z  boson tha t couples to the 
nucleon at the opposite, weak vertex. The process is accompanied by a violation of parity, 
tha t is exhibited in the form of a directional asymmetry of the q^rays formed in the process 
of the formation of the final product of the reaction. In the simplest experimental situation 
tha t will allow an analytical solution , the neutrons are incident on hydrogen nuclei, i.e. 
protons, tha t absorb the neutrons and subsequently form a deuteron, by emitting a q-ray 
in order to transition to the ground state. The asymmetry is registered as the number of 
the q-rays in one direction relative to that of the neutron spin, exceeds the number in the 
opposite direction. This asymmetry, A 1 is shown to be directly proportional to the coupling 
constant that describes the term involving the 7r-meson, which is the dominant exchange 
channel. Therefore such a measurement provides a direct quantitative assessment of the 
fundamental pion-nucleon coupling constant H*. Provided tha t the systematic errors are 
controlled, the precision of the measurement, and hence its outcome is largely dependent on 
the statistics, tha t the experiment is able to accumulate over the scope of its operation. The
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NPDGamma experiment, which has undergone its first phase at the Los Alamos Neutron 
Science Center, was constructed for the purpose of this measurement. During the 2004, 
2005 and 2006 run cycles, the entire apparatus was subjected to a thorough systematic test 
in order to ensure its capability of a precision measurement. The collaboration has proposed 
a measurement of a quantity on the order of ~  5 x 10-8 , within the 10% margin of error. 
During the commissioning runs prior to and during 2006 the possible systematic effects 
including instrumental errors and possible spurious asymmetries from medium A  targets 
were measured and shown to be well below the allowable limit. The high intensity of the 
neutron beam at LANCSE helped to achieve the statistical error of ~10-7 . The experiment 
has been transported and is currently being re-assembled at the Spallation Neutron Source, 
TN, where it will undergo its second phase and reach the proposed accuracy in measuring 
A 7 and H^. The measurements of asymmetries in the medium A  targets is interesting 
in its own right, since coupled with the knowledge about the spectroscopic structure of 
the individual isotopes, they allow to improve the knowledge of the weak spreading width 
T w  The current thesis provides a comprehensive introduction into the theory behind the 
experiment, overviews the technical aspects of the apparatus and details the measurement 
procedures. The analysis framework is also derived and the results of the analysis described. 
This analysis represents the first-order approach to the NPDGamma data analysis, as a 
more rigorous look at the various facets of the calculations is required. In particular a more 
thorough Monte Carlo simulation of the background will reduce the error of the final result.
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